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FOREWORD

The Cartographic and Remote Sensing Bulletin of the Economic Commission for
Africa is an annual publication whose origins go back to the sixth United Nations
Regional Cartographic Conference for Africa, when member States requested that
an African analytical technical review be published under the auspices of ECA.

The objectives of the bulletin are to serve as a platform for the exchange of
information, ideas, experiences and events in all disciplines of surveying, mapping
and remote sensing, It is intended for scientists, scholars, government officials,
decision makers, students, from Africa and abroad, and anyone else who is
concerned with how cartographic sciences can support sustainable development in
the continent.

This sixth issue follows the format of previous issues, with the first section
including technical articles, and the second one providing information on recent, on
going or future events and occurrences of interest to the African region. On this
occasion, for our first section, we have focussed more on policy and regional issues
than on purely technical aspects.

The editors would like to note the scarce submission of articles and material for
inclusion in the bulletin, as well as the lack of comments and observations to
previous issues. They, therefore, take the opportunity to reiterate the appeal to the
African and international cartographic and remote sensing communities for
contributions. The success of the publication depends on our readers and
colleagues. Contributions should be sent to:

The editors
Cartographic and Remote Sensing Bulletin
Economic Commission for Africa
P.O. Box 3001
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
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SECTION ONE: Policy and Regional
issues

1 A framework for the establishment of national geographic
information structures
O. Nino-Fluck, Senior Cartographic Officer, DlSDIECA

2. The changing roles and mandates of African national mapping
institutions vis-a-vis the advent of new geo·information technology
Professor Olubodun Ayeni, University of Lagos, Department of Surveying

3. The contributing role of the private sector in mapping and other geo
information systems in Africa
Ambrose B. Made, Consultant, Managing Director Geo-Information Systems, Harare

4. In search of a common geometric reference for Africa
Brief report on Africover Working Group on 'Geometry and Geodesy". O. Nino, DlSDIECA
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Heinz Ruether, Department of Surveying and Geodetic Engineering, University of Cape
Town
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Edited by Jean-Philippe Grelot, Secretary General, International Cartographic Association
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Summarized and edited by A. Goulaid, Cartographic Officer, DISDIECA



FRAMEWORK OF BASIC CONDITIONS AND GUIDELINES FOR
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A SPATIAL GEOREFENRECED

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM

0. Nino-Fluck, A. Goulaid
Development Information Services Division

1. SCOPE

The present document wends primarily to provide
general guidelines - or better a framework - to those
African countries/institutions wishing to establish a
Geographic Information System at national or local
level. However, it also targets those that have
already embarked in their establishment.

Although the matter of implementing GIS entails, in
practice, the incorporation of highly specialized
computer hardware and software, expertise and
procedures, this docwnent avoids entering in
techmcal particulars that are normally of exclusive
interest to the specialist but not to the decision
maker who has to decide on its establishment and
on the strategies of implementation and
management. In this context, the study aims at
giving a complete yet simplified view on the
subject, with a view of di-rnystifyingwhat
neophytes and many professionals as well still
consider as the realm of computer experts.

The docwnent outlines a nwnber of basic
conditions at government and institutional levels
that are thought critical for the success of the
establishment ofa national spatial information
infrastructure, and attempts to list the major steps
involved in the establishment of institutional GISes,
within the scope of a nationwide information
system. In doing so, the author has tried to compile.
integrate and reconcile several schemes that have
been proposed,by renowned scientists and
specialists, and published in different technical
publications, but normally without reaching the
decision-maker.

GIS has become the new creed for all those who
deal, in one way or another, with land resource

development, environment protection and all other
activities related to land occurrences. This
phenomenwn comes, to a great extent, from the
power of these systems to cope with increasing
amounts of spatial information of different type and
its ability and flexibility to process and display the
data according to different uses and planning
scenarios. And it creates dreams for those who
believe that a GIS can do everything and can solve
all their problems. In this highly technical and

.computerized world, where the current standard
working tool is the personal computer with ever
growinggraphic capabilities, the planners of today
"feel" that GIS must be introduced at any cost.and
with no delay in their operations, without always
understanding the implications ofestablishing a
GIS, much less the kind of GIS that is suitable to
them. Further, they are surrounded by an
overwhelmingamount of GIS-promoted software
available in the market, ranging from complex and
expensive packages to much simpler and cheaper
ones. Many organizations are tempted to purchase
one particular software and start collecting digital
data, often on ad-hoc basis, in the belief that, by
doing so, they are establishing the GIS they need.
Within a region, a country, a municipality or even
within an institution, a proliferation of ill-suited
GISs may arise resulting, in the majority of the
cases, in nothing else than a lamentable waste of
resources.

On the other hand, there are many cases when there
is reluctancyin going into GIS or the decision to
establish such a system is taken grudgingly by
unconsciousfears of getting involved in something
that is too technical, too costly, implies too much
work and is not worth it.
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When these two attitudes --the positive-but-naive
and the negative-s persist, the high front-end costs
coupled with confusion and frustration will by far
outweigh any gains, and what initially were dreams
and expectations tum into nightmares. The results
rather than beneficial will prove damaging and may
delay or destroy any further attempts to use this new
techoology.

In order to avert these situations, GIS developers,
producers, scholars and users, usually from the
private sector, have generated various models
providing rules and guidelines on how to construct a

2. FRAMEWORK

1. A framework [or the establishment ofnational GIS

GIS. However, they are part of the scientific
literature and are "promulgated" in specialized
publications, dispersed among or entwined with
techoical articles of all sort, and do not the reach the
normal planner.

This document pretends to provide a set ofgeneral
conditions and rules, exclusive of a particular sector
or user's view, on how to proceed for the
establishment of a national GIS composed by a
network of databases and individual institutional
GIS.

There is no general model that suits every country for the establishment of a national geographic information
system, as there is no general set ofprocedures or steps to implement such a system. These is a large range of
conceptual models and implementing procedures among which to choose to better satisfy the needs and
peculiarities of each individual country. However, a number ofbasic enabling conditions and guidelines are
identifiable as being crucial to the success ofbuilding up a useful geographic information infrastructure in any
country. These exist at both national level and institutional level. An attempt is made here to provide those that
are thought ofmajor relevance.

2.1 At national level.

Understanding ofmodern information
technologies and their potentials by those who
have the keys to development.

It is essential a full understanding of the potential of
modern information techoologies, in particular
Geomatics, and of the need to use then in the
inventorying, assessment and management of
natural resources and the environment, and in
setting up and steering sustainable development
paths that will solve socio-economic problems of
African countries, all urgent and overwhelming.

It must be realized that the possession of a reliable
and efficient spatial information infrastructure is as
important as other national infrastructures upon
which the governments concentrate their efforts,
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such as health, education, transport, energy, etc.
Making a parallel, what expectations could have an
international airline without possessing a
reservation database server or that is not linked to
the global reservation network? How could a
modern bank presently operate without possessing a
client/account information system networked with
its branches and subsidiaries?

Such an understanding must be done at the highest
levels among planners, decision and policy makers,
in the government (heads of state, ministers, etc.), in
the political scenario (chiefs ofpolitical parties,
senators, in some cases governors and majors, local
community leaders, etc.), in the production and
industry sectors, etc.
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The appreciation for base-line spatial data and
information.

Base-line data and information, in particular
topographic and other land information maps, is
normally the least appreciated tool. National
mapping programmes, which in the past were at the
forefront ofdevelopment, are nowadays given little
preeminence in national development programmes.
As a consequence, the cartographic coverage of the
majority of African countries, with some notable
exceptions, is deficient and outmoded, in some
areas nonexistent or the mapping is only
planimetric, and in others little attention was given
to geodetic control. Although valuable efforts have
been made by some leading countries, the situation
for many of them remains unchanged and may
worsen as time elapses. The governments must
grant to this activity a high priority, allocating the
resources that it needs to complete, improve and
maintain their national cartographic coverage.
Otherwise, their efforts to build any national
geoinformation infrastructure \,,1I be futile, and
whatever is done will lead only to a lamentable
waste of resources and an anthology of frustrations.
Simply, a building without foundations cannot be
erected.

The will and commitment to change.

Understanding potentials and realizing needs is not
enough. It is necessary to have the commitment to
change, by conviction. Only then we can expect to

practically materialize this change.

This commitment has to be a long-term
commitment. It has to last at least until the
development of the system is well in place, and its
benefits appear. Then the users (among which the
government will be the major one) will be the
driving force to maintain and continuously expand
the system that may become self-sustainable.
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The materialization ofthe will to change: A Plan
ofAction (or the implementation ofAgenda 21).

A plan of action, issued at the highest level, that
would lead to a national programme for the creation
and management of a geographic information
system, would be the first step to materialize the
will to change. Such a Plan ofAction would reflect
nothing else than implementation of important
components of chapter 40 of Agenda 21. A copy of
this agenda appears as Appendix 2. This plan of
action can (should) initially be simple. It would, at
further stages and as results of its own implementa
tion, be amended and improved, going in deeper
detail, changing strategies and procedures, adding
new components, fixing new responsibilities, etc.

This initial plan of action would:

(i) provide principles on flow, access and supply of
geographic information.

(ii) defme the goals at short, medium and long-term.

(iii) identify the sectors that would be addressed by
the system: principal, secondary, tertiary.

(iv) identify the actors including those of the private
sector: national and sub-national agencies, research
and educational institutions, agricultural and
livestock associations, scientific and professional
associations, etc.

(v) create a national steering body, constituted by a
core set of actors, including the private sector, with
the task of defining the nature, characteristics of the
system as the methodology, procedures and time
frames of implementation. When necessary, any
other members can be coopted by the steering body.
This body would be accountable to the highest
levels ofgovernment, to which it would report
regularly at specific intervals.

(vi) Defme provisional budgets and budget lines.
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A National steering body on geomatics:

It can be an ad-hoc Committee or a permanent
Council. -So\lletimes, a leading Institution may be
selected to coordinate the work of the Committee or
Council. Its work would mainly be conducted by
working groups, whose initial functions would be:

(i) Identify the spatial datasets that are required for

1. A framework [or the establishment ofnational GIS

each sector or aspect of development. This exercise
will necessarily comprise the identification ofdata
users, data needs and data sources, required data
accuracy, as well as the selection and prioritization
of scales.

In general, the followingdatasets have been
accepted as an appropriate basic set for national planning.

core data
sets

Fundamental
data sets:

Other core data sets

(a) Topographic map: geodetic control
elevation (DTM) .
water areas, drainage and shorelines
terrestrial communication lines
cultural elements
general vegetation: forests, rangeland,
cultivated areas and pastures.
principal administrative boundaries

(b) baseline satellite image

(c) cadastre, land tenure, detailed administrative boundaries.

(d) geology/mining

(e) land use/land cover

(f) soils and land vocation

(g) energy

(h) restrictive sites (public lands, special tenures)

(i) climate

Ul fauna species distribution

It is very important to bear in mind that the topographic map is the basis upon which the
other datasets are geometrically fit. Hence. it must have the highest priority.

(ii) Compile a classified catalogue of all existing
data and information that is deemed relevant,
assessing the attributes ofeach piece of
information. The committee will also be responsible
for assuring that such metadatabase is properly
maintained.

(iii) Identify data gaps, and provide concrete
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recommendations for new data collection.

(iv) Select the model of the national geographic
information system (central database, distributed
database, combined central and distributed) and,
accordingly, how the different datasets are
organized.
(v) Compile an inventory of all existing hardware
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datedness, flexibility, facility of maintenance,
possibility to expand, etc.

(vi) Analyze the current mandates of the different
participating institutions. The Committee would
agree on new limits to the mandates for the
purposes of the establishment of the national
geographic information system, in order to avoid the
normal conflicts due to overlapping and duplication,
or to fill gaps, that inevitably will always be found.
Precise responsibilities and roles of each institution
would be clearly defined within the system, so that
every actor knows what to do and what to expect
without ambiguities.

(vii) In the light of the above, the Committee would
propose or set up the rules, as applicable,
concerning legal and technical aspects of mandates,
proprietary rights, security and confidentiality, flow
of information, access and supply, pricing of the
information, data quality standards and standards
for data collection, data up-dating, data conversion,
integrity and integration of datasets (geometric,
datatrans fer, etc.)

(Viii) At least a written master agreement is
necessary to protect the interest of all parties to the
extent possible, where the issues in (iv) and (v)

2.2 At institutional level

Variety ofdatabases and GIS within the system:

It is clear than the datamodels and GIS type and
characteristics, as well as the strategies of
implementation within the individual institutions
will depend on each institution concerned, and will
vary from one to the other. Among other factors,
they "ill have to take into account and will be
conditioned by: (a) whether it is a source producer,
a user, or a combination of the two, (b) the type
and nature of the data, (c) the volume and
complexity of the data, (d) the analysis required
on the data to satisfy the needs of the users, (d) the
physical, financial and human resources available,
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above are clearly defined.

(ix) Provide advice on and revise the datamodels
and datastructures proposed by each institution for
the datasets ofwhich it is responsible for producing
and maintaining, verifying that they satisfy the
needs of all the development sectors that will use
those datasets.

(x) Revise the necessities and procurement of new
equipment and software, assuring that there is full
compatibility with the equipment and software of
the other participants of the systems, and that
appropriate existing equipment and software has
maximum, but reasonable, possible utilization.

(xi) Design and coordinate the execution of pilot
studies and pilot projects, where tests of small
integrated systems would be carried out as a means
of obtaining practical experience with the
technology and its possibilities, and test system
conditionalities such as networking and
communication among GIS sub-systems, standards,
database export-import, data integrity, data flow,
etc.

(xii) Propose, set up and phase implementation
plans

(d) the institutional structures, (e) etc.

So far, it would be unrealistic to conceive uniform
individual systems within the general national
geographic information system network. Each
institution will be responsible for selecting the
GIS it will use, but thechoice must not be isolated
from the rest of the system. What is important is .
the conditionality that they communicate freely
and that the databases are integrated together.

Building up and maintenance ofthe databases:

In a distributed system, with is being adopted
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more and more widely, the producer (owner) of
the data and information is also their custodian. In
such context, he defmes his own datatarnodel and
data structure, but "ill assure that they satisfy the
needs of the users within the national information
system, and in such a way as to facilitate the up
date and expansion of the content. Data
conversion, data maintenance and data up-dating
will be the responsibility of the producer. He will
also be responsible of making his database fit to
the geometry of the fundamental topographic
database. In an ideal case, common elements from
the two databases would be adjusted to share the
same set of primitives, assuring full integrity.

Hence, the conversion ofthe fundamental
database should be done with priority, as the
other datasets are just layers to it.

At any rate, although it implies a greater rate of
investment, the conversion ofdata should be done
with great care and within the shortest possible
period. The reason of preferring a short
conversion period is that the effects and benefits
will not be obtained until a complete database
exists for at least one application theme covering a
comprehensive geographic area.

Organizational and cultural conditions:

The introduction of GIS technologies leads to
changes not only in existing routines for
information exchanges between and within
national authorities and agencies, but also entails
changes in old-time conceptions on the nature
itself of spatial information, conceptions
considered immutable in the minds of those who
have been producing and managing that
information. These changes imply organizational
changes within the institutions and also challenges
the cultural attitude of the staff, at all levels, as
the new technology threatens their system of
values. A certain amount of the personnel will
oppose to them, either deliberately or not.

Institutions switching to GIS must be aware, from
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the very beginning, that these organizational and
cultural problems are more intricate to solve than
technical ones, and at the same time are crucial to
the degree of success achieved. A great deal of
time and attention has to be devoted these matters.
Clear and open information on the new
methods/goals of the organization to all concerned
staff (operational, supervisory and managerial)
should be apriority, where an internal convincing
marketing of the new working procedures, new
products and overall expectations would be
earnestly conducted. Awareness and education
through periodic seminars and workshops must be
organized, encouraging and entertaining open
discussions and creating a sense of solidarity and
interdependence, whereby the units of the
organization would feel genuinely responsible for
developing and maintaining the new functions. If
an important part ofthe organization does not
accept them, then it should be removed from any
role/activity related to the new system.

Training:

Qualified staff is a sinequanom in geomatics. The
success or failure of individual GISes will directly
depend on the availability of competent staff, who
can understand the processes behind the
technology. Adequate and continuous training at
all levels is required: (i) Operators for data
conversion (digitizing, editing), up-dating and
display. Sometimes experienced but enthusiastic
cartographers and draughtmen can be successfully
(and easily) trained, as they understand, better
than others, the mechanics of cartographic data
representation; (ii) Supervisors: They must be
individuals with a full understanding of the
mandates of the organization and of the processes
utilized to carry out those mandates, in particular
concerning the generation and the purpose of the
institutional data that will be stored and used by
the system. These individuals must also possess a
thorough understanding of the system's datamodel
and datastructure, with good expertise in the
manipulation of the GIS dataconversion modules,
and must understand how the database is to be
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anddatastructure, with good expertise in the
manipulation of the GIS dataconversionmodules,
and must understand how the database is to be
queried; (iii) GIS applications staff These are
professionals (engineers, surveyors, foresters, soil
scientists, environmentalists,urban/rural planners,
etc.) specialized in spatial data analysis with GIS,
with an intense and dedicated training in the use
and characteristics of the particular GIS package
being implementedby the organization. Data
analysis and manipulation, modelling, planning
scenarios, etc., would be the responsibilityof this
group. It would also be responsible in assuring
that the GIS meets the goals that have been set up
and that the (growing)users' needs are met; (iv)
Institution managers: A good understandingof
the components and of hardware and software,
database models and structure, functionalities of
the GIS and how the system can be queriedand
analyzed, is essential, and can be attained through
the organization of seminars and workshops; (v)
Decision-makers: who are the real end-usersof
the system. Training would focus on knowing the
content and structure of the database and in the
use of the GIS modules to manipulate and analyze
the database. As a rule, they are assisted in their
task by the applications staff.

The training schemewill depend on the
organization's structure and its resources,on the
type and complexityof the data to be converted
and used, as well as in the scheduleand time
frame for the system's implementation. Some of
the staff may be identifiedwithin the organization
and some will have to be recruited. Some training
can be done on-the-job (operators, supervisors) by
the system's vendor during the initial installation
phase and pilot projects, or, if available, by
contracting with some experienced group in the
country. If the data conversion phase is done by
an external finn, provisions can be made whereby
this process is utilized to provide the requiredon
the-job training to operators. A number of
professionals will necessarily have to be sent for
formal training and education to universities and
specializedtraining centres, within or outside the
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country. The Regional Centre for Training in
AerospaceSurveys (RECTAS) at Ile-Ife,Nigeria,
established under the auspices of the Economic
Commissionfor Africa, constitutes an excellent
alternative for training and education in Spatial
Information Systems in Africa at the three levels
of technician, technologistand postgraduate. It
has recently initiated the implementationof a new
and full fledged course in Geomatics. The
Regional Centre for Services in Surveying,
Mapping and Remote Sensing (RCSSMRS), also
under the aegide of the commission,although it
does not offer regular courses as does RECTAS,
organizes short and medium-termtraining courses
in GIS to African nationals. Further, both centres
have experience in organizing customized
seminars and workshops, which are apt to provide
the required know-howfor those in (iv) and (v)
above.

Whateverscheme is applied, any public
organizationwill quickly realize that finding and
retainingstaff with adequate skills may be a
serious problem, as it is the adoption of measures
and strategies to solve this problem, such as the
introductionof special salary scales and effective
incentive strategies.

Database Administrator (DBA):

The person or a group of persons, normally
constituted by computer scientist(s) and
specializedin GIS design and management,
responsible for the overall control of the database.
Amongother important tasks, he will decide how
the data will be defined and stored (conceptual and
internaldata definition languages), and structured,
he will liaise with partners and users ensuring that
the data they require is available and accessed,
willdefine authorization checks and validation
procedures, will ensure that the data meets the
established standards and that the data and
information that is generated flow smoothly both
internally and externally. Finally,he will organize
the system so as to get the performance that is
"best for the organization", and will make the
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ordeal, has nowadays been eased as most of the
major GIS packages of the market have
incorporated the necessary utilities of the DBA
within the system's DBMS, many ofwhich are
performed automatically and efficiently in a way
that is invisible to the user.

A GIS has been rightfully compared to a car
(Konecny, 1993), where the hardware and
software supplied by vendors is the car itself, the
data is the' fuel and the administrator (manager) is
the driver, without which the car could not go
anywhere (and would serve no purpose).

If funds are available, the recruitment of a
specialized consultancy firm to perform the duties
of the Database/System Administrator, can be a
simple yet satisfactory solution, at least during the
entire period of implementation, until the whole
system is working successfully and when experts
within the organization are highly knowledgeable
and familiar with the tasks of'the Administrator.

Database design and conversion:

Database design: During this stage, the content
of the database, which is conditioned by the
requirements of the users' needs, is defmed and
documented. A datamodel, which is an abstraction
of the "reality" of a particular application I, is first
developed, representing, in a simplified marmer,
the entities of interest, the attributes that have to
be recorded about those entities, and their
relationships. It is then followed by the
development of a database dictionary, which
classifies, lists and codifies every theme (and sub
themes), object and entity, down to the last
identifiable and meaningful element. Examples of
a typical datamodel and data dictionary for a

1 Nevertheless, the database system should be

independent from the application. In fact. different
applications' will need different views 0/the some data, in
particular within me-concept ofa national distributed
geographic information systems, where the different
datasets will be use to satisfy the needs ofdifferent sectors
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multipurpose cadastre database system are given
in armex I. The database design should include as
well descriptions of the specifications and
standards, sources of data, and of the processes
for data input and conversion, updates,
maintenance and archival.

At the fmal stage of the database design, the
actual strueture of the database is developed and
documented against the software platform that, by
then, must have necessarily been already selected.
However, the original concept of the database
should not be confined or restrained to a particular
hardware and software, as the lifetime and cost of
the database surpasses by far the lifetime and cost
of hardware and software. In this regard, data
independence is a major objective ofdatabase
systems:

Another important conditionality is that the
database design takes into account interfaces and
communication with existing and plarmed
computerized datasets, as it is the case within a
national geographic information system, more so
when the datasets are spread across a network of
distributed datasets.

Database conversion: Several options can be
used to populate the database. The process can be
done by an external contractor, it can be done
internally, or part externally and part internally.
Each one possesses advantages and disadvantages
depending on the singularities of the organization
and the database.

There are, however, good reasons that favour the
first one, that is external conversion, at least for
the bulk of the task:

(i) The database can be very large and therefore, it
requires a large number of conversion units
(digitizers, scanners, editing stations), all of which
are costly and which the organization won't use
after the database is completed. It should be
borne in mind that maintaining the database will
only need a minimum ofunits. and that data
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analysis within the organization can nowadays
be performed with inexpensive but powerful
desktop PC's and software. A large number of
experienced operators is also required, who at a
later stage may just sit idle, entailing all the
problems related to staff redeployment, laying-off.
etc. These operators can, of course, be recruited
only to perform the task of data conversion, but
again they have to be adequately trained, and once
the process is over, the institution will lose the
investment made. Finally, if the organization can
not invest in an appropriate number of conversion
units or cannot find and train sufficient operators.
then the time to populate the database may
increase substantially, postponing results (and
benefits), and augmenting the risks of failure.

(ii) The process of data conversion is new to the
organization. If not enough care is taken and
quality control is deficient, too many errors are
bound to be committed affecting the quality of the
database, which sooner or later will be detected
and will have to be corrected, either via re
digitizing and editing and re-editing, large
portions of the database. In addition to unexpected
delays, internal and external criticism and
pressures. compounded with lack of confidence
and frustration, may show very damaging to the
implementation of the GIS

(iii) Data conversion, as other routine tasks. are
often carried out more efficiently by the private
sector than by the public sector (see below the role
of the private sector).

At any rate. a close monitoring of the data
conversion process must be done, assessing the
quality of the quality of results, whereby the data
converted is accepted or rejected following a clear
set of rules, standards and specifications. The
responsibility for such control can be assigned to a
unit of the organization, if the required know-how
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is available in house. or can be entrusted to a
specialized external firm.

Pilot projects.

Pilot projects are essential elements of any GIS
implementation plan. These pilot projects are
necessary to test that all the components and
functionalities of the system meet its objectives.

The realization of a pilot project consists of the
data conversion of a small geographic area of the
dataset, which is loaded into the
hardware/software selected Data content and
structure, data storage and access, data analysis
and queries are verified against the original
specifications. The pilot project will also test data
conversion and acceptance procedures.

Within the context of the national geographic
information system, it is clear that an integrated
pilot project, comprising data from distinct
datasets from different sources, must be designed
and conducted, to test, inter alia, data
export/import and integration, compatibility
among the individual systems of the network, and
pilot applications.

Benchmarks should also be designed and carried
out before the acquisition of the particular
equipment that the svstem(s) will use is decided
The primary role of a benchmark is to provide an
unbiased mechanism to measure the suitability
and efficiency of a supplier's proposed GIS
hardware-software solution within the context of
the institutions' requirements and environment.
The benchmark content should closely replicate
the user's application and dataset characteristics,
but should be concise and focussed on key aspects
that can quickly exposed any potential
inadequacies.
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3.3 The role of the private sector vs. the public sector.

Many tasks are cheaper and more rapidly performed
by the private sector than by the public sector. This
fact, until recently considered an anathema by
public officials at all levels, in both developed and
developing countries, is now being slowly
recognized and accepted. With notable exceptions,
major public institutions have traditionally, by their
nature, a strong inertia with stiff hierarchical
structures, inflexible norms and rigid procedures,
coupled with a "civil servant mentality", all of
which make them difficult to perform fast and
efficiently. "Social service", and not rentability, is
the driving force. The sense of urgency is replaced
by a sense of "gravity", where in order to do things
properly, these must be done carefully at a
determined pace that can not be accelerated. Taking
risks is something that is totally out of question.
When, in a given case, a decision is made to move
faster, the organizational inertia will apply the
brakes.

The private sector, on its side, is not limited by
traditional cultures or procedures. It is therefore
more flexible, and not only can adapt easily to
changes, but these are welcome. The driving force is
cost-effectiveness, and private firms will swiftly test
and incorporate innovative technologies and
methodologies to speed up production rates while at
the same time lowering costs, taking any necessary
risks. The staff, in expertise and number, is also
elastic and is easily accommodated to fit the needs
of the firrn. The danger lies on the "responsibility"

of the firm, as quality may be sacrificed on behalfof
speed and cost

To a greater or lesser extent, many States still
consider that the private sector: (a) has no business
in national mapping or in the collection and
management of other types of spatial resource
information, or: (b) are competitive bodies and that
such competition should not be encouraged or
allowed, or: (c) both of the above.

Such attitudes can not be any longer sustained in a
modem market economy, where complementarity
and partnership between the two sectors are main
conditions for development The private sector can
lend/transfer to the national institutions the
expertise and know how they may be lacking, and
add to and complement their production capacities,
enabling them to absorb new technologies as well as
to cope with increasing demands for products-and
services. On its side, public entities, by contracting
part of their activities' with private firms, will .
encourage the development of this sector, not only
creating new jobs and opportunities, but will also
ensure the acquisition of appropriate endogenous
technical capacities within the country.

Successful examples of such partnership are not
difficult to find as it is the case in many countries
with cadastre systems regulated and controlled by
the State whereas the surveys are carried out by
private surveyors.

- 10-
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Typical components and steps of an institutional GIS implementation process

• INITIATNE TO INVEST INA GIS
j

• EDUCATION
Orientation to national planners. decision-makers and staffthrough seminars, workshops, formal and

informal meetings.

• understanding GIS
• relational databases, topology, queries
• implications to the agency's role
• performance expectations
• demonstrations

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
Establishes the feasibility ofGIS, establishes a concept for the system andprovides an overall

implementation strategy.

• outlineof responsibilities andrelationships among all
institutions involved

• identification of users' needsand applications
• identification and analysis of datasources
• determining datasets, formats, scalesandmedia
• determining trainingneeds at all levels
• feasibility study: estimation of required resources: investaggressively or withinnormal

budget
costlbenefit analysis

• study and appraisalby nationalsteering committee

•

•
•
•

•

• organizational assessment: establishes a starting point: assets andfacilities
gaps and deficiencies
staff knowledge andmotivation

•

•

APPROVAL
I

SYSTEM ANDDATABASE DESIGN

• furtherdevelopment and streamlining of system concept
• datamodel
• database
• benchmark(s)

• In cooperation and agreement with the national steetingbodyon geomatics
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•

•
•
•

IMPLEMENTAnON PLAN
Provides a (normally multi-year) programme oftasks for establishing the GIS

• revision of resources
• strategies for: training

selection and design of pilot project(s)
procurement and installation of equipment and software
data conversion:
database and system administration
data up-dating
data analysis and manipulation
overall system appraisal
phasing

• schedule of tasks

IMPLEMENTAnON
It is the materialtzation ofthe implementation plan

• training programme launched:
• procurement of equipment: bid/tender documents

analysis of responses, benchmark carried out
selection & award of contract
site preparation
installation
acceptance test

• specific operator's training completed
• data conversion process: external: conversion purchase process

pilot conversion: test data base
requirements met

•
•
•

• pilot project:

full conversion
internal: recruitment of GIS data conversion consultant

pilot conversion
full conversion

test overall system performance
test data transfer and communication within the network
test existent/immediate applications
develop and test new applications
test GIS management structure
Reassess budget requirements - costJbenefit analysis

DATABASE ROUTINE MAINTENANCE ANDMANAGEMENT
j

SYSTEM REVIEW ANDEXPANSION

• In cooperation and agreement with the national steering body on geomatics
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THE CHANGING ROLES AND MANDATES OF AFRICAN
NATIONAL MAPPING INSTITUTIONS VIS-A-VIS THE

ADVENT OF NEW GEO-INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 1

Professor Olubodun Ayeni
University ofLagos, Department ofSurveying

ABSTRACT

The world is going through a period of unprecedented "Digital Revolution" which has altered and restructured
various aspects of society. Recent advancement in sensor, space and computer technologies has changed
drastically many classical methods and conventional instruments in Surveying and Mapping. Digital
Surveying, Digital Remote Sensing, Digital Photogrammetry, Digital Cartography which resulted from the
new Geoinfonnation Technology have digital outputs into Geographical Information System (GIS), The
paper reviews the mandates and Roles ofNational Mapping Institutions (NMI's) in Africa and the resultant
changes, which will be necessitated by the new Geoinformation Technology in terms of Institutional
Arrangement, Structural Adjustment, Survey Laws and Regulations, Commercialization ofNew Products,
Personnel Structure, and Education and Research, The paper also reviews new mandates arising fr,om the
development of national Spatial Data Base for GIS and LIS. The role of the Private sector and sources of
funding through technical cooperation, Government subsidy and internally generated funds are also discussed,
The new GeoinformationTechnology is viewed as a panacea for Africa's economic recovery and development.
Recommendations are made as to how NMI's should implement the adoption of Digital Technology,

1. INTRODUCTION

The world has witnessed in thepast four decades
phenomenal development in science and technology
which in tum has fundamentally altered and
restructured various aspects of society, Recent
advancements in sensor and computer technologies
in particular have swept along many disciplines
which are inevitably connected with the resulting
wind of technological change, This phenomenon
explains the change from print to electronic media,
manual to automated operations, analogue to digital
processes, divergent to convergent solution, single
to multiple disciplines and local to global
perspectives,

The "wind ofchange" has not spared the noble
discipline of Surveying and Mapping, As a matter
of fact there is a correlation or parallel between

general development in science and technology and
the changes in the techniques and equipment used
for the past few decades in Geodesy, Surveying,
Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Cartography,
The digital revolution which has been the product of
recent advances in sensor and computer
technologies has also brought drastic changes and
revolution to the theory and practice of Surveying
and Mapping which is now digital oriented, The
extensive technological advancement has given rise
to the emergence ofnew capabilities such as Digital
Surveying, Digital photograrnmetry, Digital Remote
Sensing and Digital Cartography, By virtue of this
Surveying and Mapping operations have been
extended from ground to satellite; air survey is hotly
contesting aerospace survey; photographic imagery
is yielding to digital imagery, and manual

1 Thts document is an abstract ofa background study commissioned by ECA for submission to the
Ninth United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for Africa
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cartography in moving towards automated
cartography.

One may be tempted to ask what impact these
changes are making in the developing countries.
Have the advancements in sensor and computer
technologies made any appreciable impact on the
roles and mandates of Natural Mapping Institutions
(NMI's) in Africa? Does the need arise to change,
amend or extend these mandates in the light of the
new goo-information technology? What are the
strategic challenges facing Africa's National
Mapping Institutions vis-a-vis the advent of

2, The changing roles and mandates o[African, National mapping ..

extensive technological innovations in recent times?
The main objective of this paper is to provide
answers to these and other related questions.

A survey ofcurrent roles and mandates ofAfrica
National Mapping Institutions will be made before
taking a look at the challenges and mandates
necessitated by the new goo-informatics. Financial
and budget implications, technical cooperations,
challenges in the educational and research sector
and the role of the private sector will also be
discussed before making recommendations for
future direction.

2. REVIEW OF CURRENT ROLES AND MANDATES OF NATIONAL MAPPING
INSTITUTIONS

The task of reviewing the current roles and
mandates of National Mapping Institutions (NMl's)
in Africa appears, at first, to be a difficult one.
NMI's differ widely in African countries with
respect to their names, organizational structure, age
and history, tradition, culture, staff strength, budget
and income sources, facilities, methods of operation
and responsibilities. For example "Ethiopian
Mapping Authority (EMA)" is the name given to
the NMI in Ethiopia whereas in Nigeria, and indeed
in many former British Colonies such as Ghana,
Kenya, Uganda and Zimbabwe it is simply called
"Survey Department." In most former French
Colonies in Africa NMI's are referred to as "Institut
Geographique National" (IGN). The Survey
Department in Zimbabwe. is 104 years old whereas
its counterpart in Ghana is about 88 years old. In
some countries the NMI's are lodged in the
Presidency while in others it is a regular department
under the Ministry ofworks, natural resources,
environment or a separate Agency like EMA. The
head ofNMI is called Director or Surveyor General
while in others it is referred to as General Manager.
Some NMI's have huge budgets and are self
accounting and self sustaining while others live on
small budgets as subsidy. In some countries the
Survey Department is not officially responsible for
Remote Sensing whereas in others it is solely

responsible. In the midst of these diversities it is
possible to establish some core mandates and
responsibilities assigned to NMI's in Africa. The
core responsibilities so identified are a result of a
recent survey of NMI's in Africa as well as literature
search (Ayeni (1996); Kure and Amen (1992).

General Advisory and supervisory functions on
Survey Matters. This mandate is common to all
NMI's world-wide and by and large this mandate
has been carried out fairly well except that the
expression "Survey Matters" is restrictive in the
light of today's Gee-information technology. NMI's
also have responsibility for supervision of all type
of survey works.

Establishment and Maintenance of National
Geodetic Network. This network usually includes
the National triangulation network (first, second and
third order) Geodetic Level network, Primary
Traverse network and in some cases Gravity
network. By and large most NMI's in Africa have
established these networks partially or completely.
In some cases some modem techniques were
employed for example Doppler Campaign was
popular in the eighties for strengthening some
primary triangulations networks. The maintenance
is of course a problem, in that classical methods
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whichwereused for the establishment of these
networks, cannotbe used for theirmaintenance.

Provision of all types of Maps and map
substitutes. Thismandateincludes provision of
topo mapsseriesthematic maps.cadastral maps,
etc. for the exploration, exploitation and
management of naturalresources, andfor urbanand
country and regional planning, recreation and
tourism. This mandate includes the provision of
National Atlas in somecases.

Establishment of a National Cadastral System
and it Maintenance. This is usually a mandate of
NMI'sto be executed in collaboration withLand
Surveyors in the privatesectorof the economy. In
most African countries the image of the Surveyor is
best createdby the LandSurveyors who carryout
propertycadastral surveys. Thismandate ensures a
basic requirement for a successful LandTitle
Registration Systemwhich canguarantee security of
titles, regulation of the optimaluse of land,
minimize Landdisputes and makefor equitable
distribution ofland. Also relevant hereis boundary
surveys whichcan be localgovernment, stateon
international boundaries. This mandate is equally
important, although not operated by NMI along
modernlinesusingcomputerized LandInformation
System. It shouldbe notedthat the cadastral branch
is not always hostedby NMI's.

nata Acquisition and Storage in form of Maps
and Map Substitutes for the use of the General
Public. This mandate coversall typesof maps,
airphotos and photomosaics as defined inmany
Survey Departments.

Provision aeronautical Chart and Hydrographic
Charts and Survey. Thisresponsibility is calling
for specialized survey products for safetyof air and
water(sea riverandocean) navigation and for
management of Aquatic resources of theocean, sea,

lagoons riversand lakes.

Research and Development. Thistask usually
involves the conduct of research into technical
aspectof Surveying and Mapping. It also puts the
responsibility of training of necessary personnel on
NMl's. In somecasesit requires theestablishment
of a survey school and sending of staff for training
locally and abroad.

Licensingof Surveyors for Private Practice and
the regulation of Surveying Practice. Onlyvery
few NMI's do not perform the roleof licensing
surveyors. But allNMI'sare responsible to
establish or advise its government to establishlaws
andregulation instructions and specifications for
governing survey operations and practice in their
countries.

Associationand Cooperation Therole requirethe
NMl's to associate and cooperate withother local or
international organizations in carrying out their
roles, mandates and objectives. Themainobjective
of thesemandates is to ensureon orderly and
peaceful society and to maintain security internally
andexternally of life andpropertyby provision of
map andsurvey information. Thesemandates are
also meant to promote economic growth. The
questions which must be answered in the lightof
modem Geoinformation Technology discussedin
the previous section of this paper ate as follows:
Do theserolesandmandates go far enough? Do
theyneedexpansion or modification? Do the NMI's
need a neworganizational structures? What
changes arerequired in Personnel, Survey lawsand
Regulations and policies concerning
commercialization and marketing of newproducts?
Whatare the strategic challenges in the educational
andresearch sectors as wellas in the private sector?
Thenext section is devoted to providing answers for
theseandotherrelatedquestions.
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3. NEW ROLES AND MANDATES OF NATIONAL MAPPING INSTITUTIONS VIS-A-VIS
THE NEW GEO-INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Introduction of Digital Technology.

In the lightof the newGeo-ioformation technology
discussed io chapter twoof this paper which has
revolutionized Surveying and Mappiogprocesses
and products, it is obvious that the rolesand
mandates so far discussed do not reflectthe
importance of Digital Technology. It therefore
seemsthat NationalMapping Institutions in Africa
has to modifythese mandate to pave wayfor
introducing modern techniques basedon computer,
space and sensor techoologies in their technical
operations. This is the first challenge faciog NMI's.
In seekingto introduce Digital Techoology into
surveyand map production caremust be takento
cany alongthe user community which theyserve.
DigitalTechoology which has pervadiog iofluence
on societythroughbanking, transportation,
teleeotnmunication, publishing, television etc is
therefore a must in Surveying and Mapping andnot
optional. Equipment basedon old techoiques are
beingphased out by manufacturers and NMl's are
supposedto set tbe pace for the state of theArt of
Surveyiog and Mappiogin the country. NMl's
shouldiodeedbe a pace setter.

Caremust be taken to plan properlythe introduction
of GPS, Inertial Surveying, Analytical
photograrnmetry, digitalphotogrammetry, Digital
Remotesensing,Digital Cartography, SpatialData
Base Systemand GIS. A systematic andgradual
approachis preferableto a drasticchange. Long
term and short-term planning mustbe gradually
workedout. It is goodto start from the known to
the unknown, from the simpleto complex aspectsof
Digital Techoology. Certainrequirements mustbe
carefullyplanned and worked out viz, training of
personnel, provisionof adequate iofrastructural
facilities, adequatebudgetprovision, purchase of

rightequipment, etc. There is also the aspectof
where to start: that is settiogup priorities. For
example if the Geodetic Networks (triangulation,
leveling and traversing) havenot been completely
established, that is a prioritybecauseeveryotber
aspectof Survey andMappingdepends on a strong
Geodetic network. If 1:50,000topo and lower
scales havenot beencompleted this shouldbe the
nextpriority. Otherchanges involving new
mandates institutional and organizational
arrangements willbe discussed later.

Onebig advantage in introducing Digital
Techoology is the resulting high speedand accuracy
of Surveying and Mapping Operation. Considerthe
caseof producing topo map series in Africaevenby
conventional photogrammetric methods. This has
takenseveral decades and yet manyAfrican
countries areyet to complete eventhe small scale
topo series in 1/100,000. Onlyvery fewcountries
suchas GhanaandNigeria have completed
1/50,000. (see tablebelow extractedfromHassan
andHutchinson (1992) P. 44).The introduction of
analytical photogrametric methods and iostrurnents
suchas APCio Europeaccounts for tbe high rate of
completiog of topo map series,compared to Africa
where modern techniques arenot applied. Whena
topo map seriestake 30 - 40 years to complete, tbe
mapbecomes obsoleteand outdated'before its
completion. Let us consider also the 'primary,
secondary and tertiarygeodetic network both in plan
andheight, GPS is the fastest and most accurate
means of establishing a geodetic network.
Unfortunately, most Africancountries areyet to
establisha complete and unifiedgeodetic network,
whereas in Europe most or the countries have
completed and adjusted a unified and consistent
geodetic network usingGPS.
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Percentagetopo mao coverage

Map 1/25,000 1/50,000 1/100,000 1/250,000
Scale

2.50 34.50 1950 86.60Africa

W. Europe 83.40 9620 28.5 90.90

World (1987) 1730 56.40 58.90 90.20

Table I: Topography map coverage.

New Mandate: National Environ
mental Information System (Neis)

One of the new mandates which should be conferred
on Africa's National Mapping Institutions (NMI'S)
is the establishment and maintenance of a National
Digital Mapping Data Base System (NDMDBS)
necessary for the creation of a National
Environmental Information System. The NDMDBS
will consist of a National Topographie Data Base
System (NTDBS) and National Land Data base
svstem (NLDBS). The NTDBS will be derived
from topo map series at various scales (mediumand
small) scales using 1/50,000 as the principal
mapping scales. NTDBS is considered the future
source of topographic mapping and map revision
for the country. NLDBS will be extracted from
cadastral survey plans and maps (mainly large
scales) and it is considered as the basis for creating
a National Cadastral Information System (NCIS)
and Land Use (Land cover) Information System
(LUIS). As conceived the National Environmental
Information system (NElS) will be derived from
NDMDBS, whereas National Geographic
Information System (NGIS) will be generated from
NTDBS. Other specialized GIS will be derived as
shown in fig I, such as HighwayGIS, Population
Census GIS and Transportation GIS etc if National
GIS has linkage with other relevant data bases.

While it may be debatable to house the National
Environment Information System (NElS) in a

country'sNMI because of its multidisciplinary
nature it seems most appropriate that NMI in best
suitedto play host to the National Digital Mapping
Data Base System (NDMDBS). The following
requirements for NElS make it mandatory for NMI
to be its custodian:

(i) The existence of a consistent unified and
accurate national geodetic controls both in plan
and in height with enough density.

(ii) The existence of accurate topo and cadastral
maps and surveys at various scales.
Alternatively current photography at various
scales can be used for topo mapping.

(iii) Availabilityof necessary manpower for
converting existing maps to digital form.

(iv) Availabilityof specialized data on natural
resources actual and potential; population
census data, tourism etc.

(v) Good and positive response from sensitized
actual and potential user of the NElS.

As suggested by Kure and Amer (1992) an
alternative arrangementwould be to entrust the
coordinatingrole ofNElS to a national committee
with a permanent secretariat and strong
participation of NMI. The committee should
formulate national policies regarding resource
informationdata bank, sale of maps (soft and hard
copies), copyright law and national security, vis-a
vis the national data base. The NMl's of some
countries such as Israel as Canada, UK, U.S.A.,
Ghana, Nigeria, and Ethiopia have been playing a
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leading role in this respect.

The advantages of setting up the data bases
illustrated in fig I may be summarized as follows:

(i) Fast reproduction ofmaps at various desired
scales

(ii) Faster, cheaper and more accurate revision of

2. The changing roles and mandates ofAfrican National mapping ..

maps using the most current data e.g via
satellite.

(iii) Easy linkage of a data base with other data
bases.

(iv) Easy and more efficient storage and retrieval of
map information.

(v) Provision ofup-to-date maps.

National Envirornental
Information System

(NElS)

National Digital Mapppin
Data Base System

(NDMDBS)

NationalTopographi
Data Base System

(NTDBS)

stions n
Data Base System
(NLDBS)

inter-state and
Intemational
Boundary CIS

National
AUa.
GIS

National Resourc
GIS

Transportation
GIS

Urban
GIS

Highway
GIS

Water
Resource
GIS

r-·- . __ .
I Other :
i Specialisefl
~ GIS I--r--- .,. ,
" Other "'. Atlases.', ,, ,

Fig. 1 National Enviromental InfolTTlation System
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The advantages of GIScan be illustrated by the
problemof producing a NationalAtlas. (Ayeni
1987). It normally takesmore thantwo decades to
complete throughmanual cartography, a newor
revisedNationalAtlas. Thathas been the
experience of most African countries.

By the time the Atlas is completed and published it
is usuallyoutdated, and grosslyinaccurate. With
the use of GIS technology and the concept of
Electronic Atlas theNationalatlas can incorporate
the latest data derived fromthe most current
photography and Remotely senseddata. A
pioneering publication can be completed in five
years and its revision withintwo to three years
although some countries havea policy of revising
its National Atlas every ten years. This
achievement canonlybe possiblein a GIS
environment. Digital technology willencourage
African countries which havehitherto not
embarked on NationalAtlas Project, to establish an
Atlas GIS project. National Atlasof Canadais in
electronic form and can be accessed globally
throughWorldWideWeb (WWW).

The solutionto someproblems which are likely to
faceNMI'son the implementation of GIShavebeen
discussed in Ayeni (1979),(1995); theyinclude the
choiceof suitablemap projection, transformation of
oneprojection to the other,storageandhandling of
large Data Basesystemparticularly for a large
nation such as Nigeria. Otherproblems
encountered in establishing a topographic Digital
Data Base in Israel, Italy, Canada,UK and Germany
are recorded in Reled et.a!. (1991) Maraffi et. al.
(1988) Allam(1996) Rindet. at. (1983) and
Wiggenbagen (1996). Suchproblems include lack
of densified Geodetic control, use of cadastre for
LIS, access to confederated set of dispersed spatial
data bases and accuracy standardfor a topographic
data base and data fusion anddata integration of
vector and raster data. In conclusion we assertthat
the newmandateof providing currentspatialgoo
referenced data about a nationis the purview of

NMls.

Natural Resources Survey

While it is true to say that all the currentmandates
ofNMI's are still relevant today, the newGoo
information technology has indirectly imposed
another mandate onNMI; that is of providing
accurate and current information about the natural
resources of the nationin a spatialreference digital
frame. Suchinformation shouldinclude forestry,
water, agriculture, mineral, petroleum, tourism,
marine, population and atmospheric and
subterranean resources. Eachone of these resources
should be established as a sub-setof the GISdata
base. As shown in Fig. I GIS products cover
natural resources. Fig. I alsodepicts functional GIS
to solvecertain problems suchas highway planning,
andurbanGIS,whereas naturalresources GIS
should produce specialized Atlasesof natural
resources. Thenaturalresources GIScan be used
for monitoring and management of natural
resources. Thisnewmandate whichis a corollary of
GISmandate, implies that all references to
provision of map in the currentmandates ofNMls
should include spatialdata base systems. Allmaps,
mapsubstitutes andcharts must be in digitalform.
It is good to remind NMI'sthat the capability to
explore exploitand manage Africa's natural
resources wasrecognized and emphasized in the
Lagos planof Action and the Final Actof Lagosas
oneof the panaceas for Africa's economic malaise.

Advisory and Supervisory Role

It is obvious fromthe introduction of the newGoo
information technology and the provision of
accurate andcurrentspatially georeferenced data
that NMI's advisory andsupervisory role on survey
matters willbe expanded to include Digital Data
Base System, CIS,GIS and digital mapping
techniques for managing and monitoring natural
resources andnatural disasters.
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Survey Laws. Regulation and Licensing for
Professional Practice.

NMI's are currently charged with the responsibility
of implementing the Survey LawsandRegulations
concerning the Practice of Survey andMapping
Profession. One of the first casualties of change
due to the introduction of newdigitaltechnology
shouldbe the SurveyLaws,Regulation and
instructions established by the country's
constitution, Decrees, ordinances, Acts and
Instructions relatedto SurveyMatters. New
technology shouldbring aboutnew Lawsand
Regulations. For examplethereare technical
instructions and Regulations-which makereference
to Surveys by the typeof instruments e.g
"Theodolite Surveys", "Compass Traverses",
"ChainSurveys". Thesenameshaveto change to
reflectnew.digital surveymethods. Thereare
definitions such as "Cadastral plan","Traverse"
Pickets," Record sheets" etc which weremade
according to the state of the art of surveying in the
1930's. Computational devices wereprescribed by
using logarithm and handcomputation; all these
haveto changeto reflectthe new Geo-information
technology and computer processing of data.

Anotheraspect of change of Survey Laws and
Regulations is the survey aspectsof LandTitle
Registration Law which according to thenewGoo
information Technology shouldbe basedon the
Cadastral Information System (CIS). Reference
shouldbe made to computerverification of claims
ofownership in casesofdisputewithinthe context
of CIS. Also becausesurveyworkand verification
can be done faster, the periodsspecified for
verification and resurvey in the Regulation may
have to be shortened. Besidesthe specifications for
maps,parcels and boundary surveys maybe more
stringentin the light of higheraccuracies attainable
by DigitalTechnology. For example a cadastral
surveyof individual plots may attain an accuracy of
secondorder primarytraversewith GPSwithout
anyextra cost.

Somesections of the Regulations refer to typesof

surveys suchas trigonometric, topographic and
geodetic survey; thesetypes haveto include GPS
surveys, Inertial survey, photograrnmetric (Digital
or analytical) and Remote SensingSurveyor simply
aerospace surveys Regulations concerning testingof
instruments alsohaveto changeto reflectmodem
instruments suchas Total Stations, GPS,
Gyroscopes, accelerometers (Inertial Survey
Instruments), Digital Levels, Electronic Field
Books, Analytical Plotters, DigitalPlotters, and
computer processing. Besides the Regulations
should makereference to GIS and Digital Mapping.
Reference to aerialphotography and films should
recognize digitalphotography, digital images, and
digitized images.

Survey Lawsconcerning Licensing of a Surveyor
has to change in the light of the new Geo
information Technology whichhas a tendency
towards integrated surveys and a convergence of
Surveying, Photograrnmetry, Remote Sensing, and
Cartography. For now a combination of any of
thesefourbrancheswith technical expertisein GIS
anddata base management may be required to grant
license for Professional Practice. In the future
technical expertisein all fourbranchesand in GIS
anddata basemanagement DUly be required. Other
changes envisaged becauseof the introduction of
GIS is the definition of organizational structure,
standard roleandresponsibilities of agencies
creating GIS. Thereis needfor legislatory accuracy
standards for Topographic Data Base and CadastrM
DataBase Systems. Lawsregarding designor GPS
controls newclassification of Geodetic standards
are a mostbecause of the increase accuracy ofGPS
overexistingGeodetic standards. .

There willbe a newdefinition for a Surveyor.
Already FIG - The International Federation of
Surveyors has redefined a Surveyor in 1991 to
include land management, LIS, GIS:- "A surveyor
is a Professional personwith academic
qualifications and technical expertise to Practicethe
science of measurement; to assembleand assess
landandgeographic relatedinformation; to use that
information for the purposeof planning, and
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implementing the efficient administration of land,
the sea and structurethereof: and to instigate the
advancement and development of suchPractices"
FIG (1991) Publications No.2. FIG Commission 3
takes changeof LIS; Commission 4 is for
Hydrographic Surveying, commission 7 is
concerned with CadastreandRural Management,
whileCommission 8 has to do with Urban Land
Systems: Planningand Development and
Commission 9 dealswith valuationand
management. One shouldthen ask shouldweretain
the namesurveyorin the light of these
developments vis-a-visthe new Geo-information
Technology? Is he not a land and resource Surveyor
or just Geo-resource Surveyor? TheCalifornia
Land Surveyors Act 1991 definesLand Surveyor as
a professional who "creates, preparesor modifies
electronic or computerized data in the performance
of the activities described in subdivisions of all
other definitions anddescriptions of the practice".
The questionof namefor the professionwillbe
discussedfurther in this paper.

Commercialization and Marketing of existing
and new Products.

This is a mandatethat mostNMfs have adoptedby
defaultdue to lack of fund to finance the
implementation of commissioned tasks. Thehuge
cost of introduction of DigitalTechnology will
howevermakecommercialization of Digital
Surveying and Mappingproducts, mandatory. The
new Geo-information Technology win giverise to
newproducts such as DigitalData base, soft copy,
Electronic map and Electronic Atlas. Bahr (1996)
has suggestedthat a newproductin 4-Dimension
(including a 3-D plus timedimension) willemerge
as a result of the newtechnology. It is goodto note
that instead ofsellingmaps, satelliteimagery,
photographsand orthophotos as hardcopies, these
productswill be sold in digital forms and on
diskettes, magnetic tapes and on CD ROM. The
crucialquestionis how do we determine the priceof
goods and services offeredby the newDigital
Technology in relationto existingproducts?

The first step towards gettingan answerto this
question is a welldefinedpolicyof
commercialization of existingand newproducts.
Hitherto manygovernment departments.have a
"laissez faire" attitudeaboutpricingof tneir
products at commercial rate sincetheir. annual
budgets are fromgovernment subsidy..Some
government departments are evendeclared as non
profit and others as parastatals whichare expected
to generate someincome. Inviewof the fact that the
newGee-information Technology is capital
intensive for most developing countries and it is an
emerging technology withinthe contextof adverse
economic climate featuring huge debts and external
loanfinancing, a strictpolicyon commercialization
ofdigital technology productis a must and not
optional. A sales and consultancy services Division
shouldbe established in MNI's to tackle this
problem.

Thesecondstep towards the realization of
Commercialization of DigitalMapping IGIS
productsis to develop a cost model. Fineganet. al
(1992) andFineganandEllis (1992) haveproposed
a model basedon the principle of Project
Management for Remote Sensing in Australia.
There is a need for morestudy in assessingthe cost
effectiveness and cost-benefit of the productsof the
Digital Technology whichwillbe a guide in
accurate pricingof theseproducts. A model can be
established based on the following factors.

Define the mainobjective of the project
Identify the keytasks of the project
Define the innnediate objectives
State the expectedoutputs
Statethe activities leading to the realization of
eachoutput
Cost the input element of each activity
including duration(manhours),equipment,
material and the levelof personnel needed.
Establisha budgetfor the project.

The correct pricing can be established from the
budgetand the relative valuesof the outputs. The
cost of existingproducts shouldbe revisedbasedon
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the factors listedabove.

Apart from the initial cost thereis the elements of
cost ofmaintenance andupdatingspatialdate base
or GISmap or data base which shouldbe built into
the cost model. Thereis alsoneedfor a policyof
copyright to protect someofthe newproducts and
valueaddedcost any timethe buyermakes useof
suchproducts. Thereare other questions to be
resolved e.g. Does a client(buyer) pay more for a
map which he intendsto digitize? Is the buyerfree
to digitizea purchasedmap and addmore
information to produceanothermap? ClU1 the buyer
purchasea soft copyor digital data? NMI'shaveto
find answersto these questions.

Personnel Structural Changes

The introduction of new technology is boundto
produeestructuralchanges in the personnel needed
to practieethe newtechnology. At the moment the
personal structureof Surveying and Mapping
ProfessioninAfrica is at three levels- technician,
teehnologistjhigher technician) and Professional.
The new technology is high technology, base on
sensors, SPllCC technology andcomputer science.
Howmuchof'this can a technician understand to
operate the high technology equipment verywell? Is
it likelythat the technician level will disappearfrom
the scene?Dotheyneedto knowthe theory behind
the high technology.

Anotherdimension to personnel structural change is
the variousnomenclatures for practitioners engaged
in the branches of the profession, e.g Geodesist,
Land Surveyor, Photogrammetrist, Remote Sensing
expert, Cartographerand nowweshouldadd
experts in DigitalMappingand experts in CIS or
GIS.Now that the trendis gravitating towards
integrated mappingsomeof thesenomenclatures
may be phased out andwe mayhaveto settlewith
experts in integratedmapping, expert in Digital
mappingor expert in GISILIS. Some are of the
opinionthat GIS is not a profession according to
ISPRS. TheNMI's will have to grapplewiththese
changesand alsoretrainexistingstaff witha

resultant changein titles and nomenclatures. For
example maintenance ofrepair Engineers and
technicians willbe required.

Another significant changeis the total numberof
workers required by the newtechnology and the
proportion ofprofessionals to other categories of
workers. Digital Technology being an advanced
technology willrequire less numberof employees in
total andprobablyfewerprofessionals than
presently employed becauseof the trend towards
automation in Digital pbotogrammetry, Digital
Remote Sensing, Digital Surveying and Digital
Cartography

Education and Research

Fromthe discussion on modern trends in thevarious
branches of Surveying andMappingsciences the
following facts haveemerged:

(i) Digital revolution has affected all the various
branches of Surveying and Mapping- Digital
Surveying, Digital Photogrammetry, DigitalRemote
Sensing andDigital Cartography are dependent on
sensor, computer and spacetechnologies with a
tendency towards automation and turnkeysystems.

(ii) Eachbranchof Surveying and Mappinghas
developed a subjectof Spatial Information.System
(SIS)calledGIS and LIS(cadastralbased).

(iii) Thereis a trendtowards integration of one,or
twoof the branches with GISILIS. For example
therearecombinations suchM
GPSIPhotogrammetrvlGIS, Remote Sensing/GIS,
Photogrammetrv /Remote Sensing/GIS,
GPSIPhotogrammetn4Remote Seusing/GIS,
Cartography! GIS, ISS/GPS
IPhotograrnmetIylRemote Sensing/GIS, Remote
Sensing/Cartography.GIS. etc., in various teaching,
research or production environments.

In addition to the above thereare changes in
nomenclatures of educational institutions, around
the world as a reflection of these changes in the
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variousbranches. The Institutefor Aerospace
Survey and Earth Sciences (ITC) formed in 1991 a
new!&partmentof Geoinformatics CITC 1991),
whichintegrates surveying and mapping disciplines
plus GIS. LavalUniversity has also formed the
!&partmentof Geomatics (Groot 1991)to implya
combination ofSurveying, Mapping, Remote
sensing, and GIS. (Woolnough ct. at. 1992). The
term "Image Information Engineering" is usedto
describe a specialization of the Department of
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, to embrace
the two disciplines and GIS. Finally in 1995
Department of Surveying Engineering, University of
NewBrunswickchanged its nameto Geodesy and
Geomatics Engineering Department to affirm a new
direction in education programme orientation.
Finally the term, Iconic Informatics has beenused
manytimes to connotea combination of
photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Cartography,
(Deren, 1992).

SincesomeNMI's have a mandatefor education and
training, these changes haveseriousimplications for
them. SomeAfricanNMI's haveestablished Survey
Schools with formal and informal education
primarily to met the need for in-service-training of
their staff. Usuallythe trainingis at two levels
technician andtechnologist (uppertechnician)
levels. Highleveltrainingis normally donein the
Universities andcolleges withinandoutsidethe
Country. The education and trainingprogranunes
ofNMI's shouldrespondto two factors - "top-down
technological pressure" and "bottom-up pressure"
coming fromthe multitude of users or employers of
labour (Krakiswshy andMueller 1992). NMl's
fortunately constitutethe second pressure. Whatwe
havediscussedso far are the technology - driven
changes. SinceSurvey School establishby NMl's
train staff from otherestablishments, the curriculum
change must reflect the users'needsoutsideNMl's.

Twoapproaches whichshouldbe adopted
simultaneously by NMl's are proposed for
Curriculum change. First weconsider technological
- drivenchangeto the Curriculum modules for
HigherNationalDiploma(HND)Digital mapping

and GIS. Basedon the concept of Depth,Breadth
and Spreadenunciated in Ayeni (1992) the
Curriculum willconsistof (i) DigitalMawing/GIS
(Depth), (ii) Digital Cartography, DigitalRemote
Sensing, Automated Photograrnmetry andDigital
Surveying (Breath) and (iii) Physics/Celestial
Mechanics. Mathematics. Computer Science and
use of English (spread) see Fig 2, whichrepresents
a radical departure fromtraditional curriculum
modules.

A technological and userdrivenCurriculum change
for HNDRemote Sensing maintenance a balance
between the two approaches as illustrated in Fig 3
which represents a middle of the road approachto
curriculum change. Similarly a middle of the road
Curriculum Module for HNDCartography, HND
Photogrammetry and HNDSurveying can be
constructed usingtheseprinciples. The idea is to
allow the "ancient" andthe "modem" to co-existfor
a while. Thetwo approaches to be operated
simultaneously arehowever recommended for
NMl's sponsored Survey Schools as exemplified per
excellence by the newCurriculum recently
developed for Ghana Survey School (GSS) Acera
under a WorldBankProject. GSS curriculum
package in the author's opinionis a master Piece
andmodel for African NMI's supportedSurvey
Schools.

Curriculum change also leadsto changes in teaching
aids andteaching methods e.g, newor modified
Hardware, Software, textbooks, slides,
transparencies, videosfilms, etc. willbe used. The
newdevelopment in the areaof teaching aid is the
useof computers and T.V.programmes as teaching
aids. For example Hypermedia or multimedia
consists of a combination oftext, graphics, full
motion video, still images, sound(audio) and
animation into a single computer - controlled
product. This method improves the students'ability
to leam andassimilate knowledge throughtext,
soundand pictures. Thismethodhas been usedfor
teaching GIS (Zhuang et. al 1992),Photointerpre
tation, Remote Sensing (Argialas, ct. al. 1992),and
Photogrammetry, (Newlson, 1. (1996).
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Duringthe 18th Congress of the ISPRS a
competition was organized by a working Groupof
Commission VI on computer - teaching aid for
photogrammetry Remote Sensing and GIS.
University of Leeds MediaServices has
instructional teaching Videos on Electronic
Theodolites. Distance measurement, andLeveling.
University ofNottingham has computer teaching
packages for GPS. ASPRS alsohas Videotapes for
teaching GIS.

On challenges on research, NMI's shouldtakeup
the challenges of researchintoefficient DataBase
systembest suited to their needs. Thereis needalso
to researchinto the best designfor GPSnetwork.
Theresearchefforts in Survey schools canbe
complemented by expertisein industry and
Universities. NMI's will alsoensurethat their staff
who are sent to Universities for higherdegree are
distnbuted to variousmodem techniques in
Geodesy, Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing,
Cartography and GIS and that their research works
for these degreesare relevant to the problems of
theirrespectiveorganizations in the areaof Digital
Technology. Besides NMI shouldsponsorstaff to
workshops, conference and seminars on modem
techniques in Survey and Mapping.

Institutional Arrangements and Organizational
Structural Adjustment.

The newmandates androles of NationalMapping
Institutions arisingfromthe introduction of Digital
Technology in all its ramifications calls for
institutional changes and organizational adjustment
necessary to implement changes and innovations
involvedin acquisition of newequipment, software,
new technical operations, staff training andstaff
development commercialization and marketing of
old and newproducts, staff recruitment, personnel
structuralchanges, training,education andresearch
and in developing newlaws andregulations. As
suggested in relation to the introduction of Digital
Technology, the institutional and Organizational
structural adjustment shouldbe gradual. All

temptations to adoptsudden anddrasticchanges
should be resisted. The organizational structural
changes should be consistent with gradual
technological changes.

Oneof thefirst institutional changes to be
considered in viewof thenewroles andmandates is
the Official nameof theNM's. Is it idealto retain
the name"Survey Department"? Is it wiseto
separate cadastral survey from Survey Department
(Institut Geographique National)as is the case in
some African countries. Thenewmandates should
be reflected in the newnameofNMI's. In 1987,the
Survey andMapping Department of Canada
changed its nameto Geornatics Canadato reflectits
newadditional role in providing accurate and
current spatially georeferenced information about
Canadalandmass, Allam(1996). In 1987the
Department set up the GIS's and Services Division
andin 1988the newDivision established the
National GIStechnology centreand acquired
Several GIShardware (PCS)and Software. Other
names earliersuggested are Geoinfonnatics and
Iconic Informatics. It mustbe admitted that new
mandates do not necessitate change in name.
Change in namemay bring a newbeginning, better
recognition andbetter future; Ifnot it is better to
stickto the oldname. What is in a name?

Another inevitable change is the organizational
structure. Fig.4 incorporates a possiblestructural
change in the administrative set up ofan NMI
which has introduced DigitalTechnology. The
following descriptions and functions of the various
Divisions willexplaintheirjustification.

(i) Cadastral and Boundary Survey whichis not
newwilltake chargeof Cadastral Surveys of
individual plots, and estates, as wellas interstate
andinternational boundaries. This division will
alsoestablishandmaintain an efficient CISor LIS
as explained in the initialparagraphsof title "New
Mandate: National Environemental Infroamtion
Systems".
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(ii) Instrument Maintenance and Repairs a new
divisionwill be responsible for the repairs and

•maintenance ofnewdigitaland analytical
Surveying, photogrammetic, Remote Sensing,
Cartographic equipment as wellas the Computers
and othersupport electronics such as stabilizer,
Uninterrupted PowerSupply(UPS)etc, The

. amountof moneyinvestedin DigitalTechnology
equipment willjustify the establislunent of this new
division. This divisionwill establisha maintenance
culturein the wholeorganization byconducting
workshops on routine instrument maintenance for
staffmembers who are regularoperatorsof the
instruments, Engineers and technicians whoare
well trainedabroad and locally shouldbe recruited
to man this division, Thestaff is this division will
also conductperiodic routineinspection of
instruments installedin the whole organization.

(iii) Digital Mapping and GIS is also a new
divisionfor establishingEIS which as already
discussedwill give rise to GIS . It willderiveits

spatialData Base fromIntegrated Surveying
Division,

(iv) Integrated SurveYingand Mapping is a new
Division which shouldmergeCartography,
Geodesy, Remote Sensing and Photogrammetric
Survey. Theiroutputswill be plowedinto GIS,

(v) Manpower. Budgeting and Planning is not
new, but new functions will beperfonnedwith the
Salesand Consultancy Services Division (CSD) and
the library, CDS shoulddevelop aggressive and
pragmatic policies for income generation. Activities
andopportunities for extra budgetaryresources
should be diversified by makingand sellingnatural
resources maps, touristmaps, road maps, town
guidemaps, topo maps,digitaldata bases to other
government departments, and also private
companies and develop GIS for various
applications, see Amer,ct. af. (1992) for other
suggestions. The library shouldin addition to its
regularfunction provide facilities for storingdigital
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data on tapes, diskettes, CD ROM containing
digital data or imagery as well provide Image and
GIS spatial browser for clients.

(vi) Licensing Board and Survey Laws and
Regulations which is not new should be in charge
of taking care of administrative duties in connection
with the Registration and Licensing of private

practitioners. It will also be responsible for drafting
new Survey Laws and Regulations and draft
amendments of the same as the need arises. The
problem ofwho is a surveyor will be in
responsibility of this division in the light of Digital
Technology, It is however noted that licensing and
registration of Surveyor for private practice is not a
mandate for all NMI's.

4. FINANCIAL IMPLICAnONS OF INTRODUCING DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY ANDTHE
NEED FOR TECHNICAL COOPERAnON.

Budget Constrains

There is no doubt that the introduction of Digital
Technology in capital intensive in terms of
Institutional building e.g acquisition of
sophisticated hardware. software and imagery,
development of spatial data base. physical
development (putting up new buildings and other
social infrastructures) or modifying existing ones to
suit hwnan and machine requirements) and also
hwnan resource development (education, training)
NMI's in Africa are already experiencing serious
budget constraints in completing and maintaining
their core task e.g geodetic networks, topographic
map series, township mapping etc NMI's budget
restrictions derive from the economic crises facing
African countries in general. The crucial question is
where will the funding for introducing Digital
Technology be obtained? The answer to this
question can be found from three sources.

Sales and Consultancy Services

The importance of realistic assessment of sales and
goods and services provided by NMI's cannot be
over emphasized. Individuals, Companies,
Corporate bodies (public or private) should pay
realistic prices for such goods and services at
commercial rates in particular for the goods and
services which will be utilized by them to make
profit. Before introducing the new Geoinformation
Technology NMI's should develop and implement
pragmatic policy in sales and consultaney services

as previously noted. The organigram shown in Fig.
5 is not necessarily ideal for every NMI's but it
contains some elements which might be good to
incorporate into a new NMI administrative set up.

Government Funding

The second identifiable source of funding for the
implementation of Geoinformation Technology
Programme at NMI's is from the Government
budget. As noted before, African countries are
going through economic crises hence the NMI's
have budget constraints. However it is the author's
view that NMI's can get substantial increase in their
budgets if only we can get the powers that -be-to
recognize the importance of National Surveying and
Mapping Institutions and in the words of Lagos
Plan ofAction (LPA) "to rate them high among
their national Priorities and to provide sufficient
budget for them and also take steps to establish
them when non-exist". NMI's can also formulate
and executive a systematic and effective Programme
of Public awareness on the role of Surveying,
Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing, Cartography and
GIS to the economic and social life ofthc Nation.
The Public Campaign in collaboration with the
Private sector, should be mounted at national and
local government level through the mass media
(print and electronic media). We must not keep the
General Public in the "dark" about our real worth to
the Nation Digital Technology with all its
economic benefit to the nation has become a good
instrument for popularizing the worth of Surveying
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and Mapping. In using this tool NMI's should refer
to relevant documents which represent a blue print
for Africa's economic recovery such as LPA and the
final Act ofLagos, the UN Progranune ofAction on
African Economic Recovery and Recovery and
Development (UN-PAARED), as well as the
Alternative Frame Work to Structural Adjustment
Progranunes for Socio- Economic, Recovery and
Transformation (AAF-SAP). Reference can also be
made to Agenda 2 I of the Earth summit in Brazil in
1992 on the Environment to convince decision
makers to increase the budget for implementing the
Digital Technology Programme ofNMI.

Technical Cooperations

The third source of funding for introducing Digital
Technology is through technical cooperation and
assistance. With all the good intention of
Government funding ofNMl's, it will still be
difficult to introduce Digital Technology. The [mal
recourse is to Donor Agencies. Professor Konecny
through a Private discussion recently in Vienna
noted that the world has gone through a period of
Colonization, and is now going through a dying
period ofeconomic Control, but it is on the
threshold of an era of technical Cooperation to
complete the three Cs. The few African NMI's who
have begun to introduce Digital Mapping such as
Ghana, have been able to do so through technical
assistance. Ghana will probably report the
tremendous success of its World Bank supported
digitization of !l50,000 topo map and other digital
data Base Programme apart from the modernization

6. THE ROLE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR

The Professional Surveyor in private practice is an
inevitable partner ofprogress in the introduction of
Digital Technology into professional practice. He
has the responsibility of introducing the new
technology into his practice in collaboration with
the NMI. His personal ambition is to build up
gradually modem capabilities with the profit he
makes annually. Since NMI is a major source of
fund for surveying and mapping contracts and in

of the curriculum of its' Survey School, Accra.
Without technical cooperation I doubt whether any
African Government can successfully introduce
Digital Technology to Surveying and Mapping.

In order to tap financial resources through technical
cooperation each NMI must plug themselves into its
country progranunes dealing with the Environment,
in consonance with Agenda 2 I of the Earth's
summit. Each country has an Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) which is strongly
supported by World Bank. Besides UNDP,
UNESCO and EO. National Programme has
Surveying and Mapping inputs. NMI's should take
advantage of these fundings to implement Digital
Technology innovations for their countries. I should
mention here, World Bank initiative to assist Sub
Saharan African countries to develop their
Environmental Information database. Under the
"Program on Environmental Information System
(EIS) for Sub-Saharan African "which has been the
Bank's high priority Progranune since 1990. An
Action Plans - "National Environmental Action
Plans (NEAPs)" has been developed and a number
ofAfrican Countries whose priority needs are in
environmental and land information are currently
participating in NEAPs Besides NMI's can also
take advantage ofbilateral cooperation with
countries like France, Japan, Britain, U.S.A.,
Germany, and the Netherlands. Possibility of
cooperation can also be extended to NMl's Survey
School under inter-university or tertiary education
linkage with institutions in these developed
countries.

most cases is responsible for the licensing and
registration for private practice the private
professioner should work hand-in-hand with NMI.
Apart from introducing electrical total station
instruments, digital levels and EDM's the private
practitioner can also purchase GPS for both
Property Surveys as well as Geodetic Surveys which
are contracted out by NMI. In order words he
should conform to NMI contract specification
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concerning the use of Digital Technology. The
privatepractitioner should alsobe ready to execute
contracts awardfor the formation of Digital Date
Basefor GIS or LlS. ThePrivateSurveyor should
beinterested in settingup an integrated Surveying
System which incorporates GPS,ISS,
Photogrammetry or Remote Sensing into GIS.

ThePrivateSurveyors could alsoforma GPSUsers
Groupas part of theNationalSociety of Surveyors
withthe following objectives:

(i) to provide a forum for discussion and
distribution of information for those usingor
interested in usingGPS;

(ii) to shareexperiences anddifficulties
encountered andsolutions

(iii) to maintain a high standard for GPScontrol
survey works.

(iv) to educate thepublicas to the capabilities and
limitations of GPS for a widerangeof
applications. Surveyors in publicandthe
education sectorcouldalsojoin the users
Group.

Theprivate Surveyors can alsoforma GISforum as
part of the National Professional Bodywithsimilar
objectives as the GPSUsers Group: Theexchange
of experiences willpromoterapiddevelopment of
GIS and createmore publicawareness for the
profession and its contributions to society andthe
economy.

The PrivatePractitioners of Surveying,
Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing, Cartography and
GIShavebeen known in someAfrican Countries to
formseparateorganization. Nigeria is a typical
example where fiveseparate organizations exist for
the fivedisciplines. Thetrend towards integration
implies that one single Bodyshould represent all
fivedisciplines "United we stand; Divided wefall"
Thisinstitutional arrangement doesnot preclude the
formation of specialized committees or

commissions, groups or forums or evensemi
independent associations under oneumbrella. The
question arises again as to whatname shouldbe
given to thisbody takingnoteof the diversity of
specialized capabilities underthe samebody.
Suggested names include Association of Geomatics
(AOG), Association of Geoinformatics (AOGl,
Association Iconic Informatics (AID, Institute of
Geomatics" (lOGlete. SeeBahr(1996)for other
suggestions.

Whatever thenameof theBodyof practitioners,
otherroles of theprivate sectorandprivate
practitioners remain the samewhich maybe
summarized:

(i) to collaborate withNMIto promotethe
development of Digital Technology

(ii) to join hands withNMI in creating public
awareness for thenewGeoinformation
Technology

(iii) to organize conferences, training seminars, or
workshops onnew techniques such as GPS,
ISS,DigitalPhotogrammetry, Digital Remote
Sensing, Digital Cartography and GIS.

(iv) to promote andfundresearch into the
problems facing practitioners in the
application of thesemodern techniques.

(v) to develop manpowerfor Digital Technology
in theirownorganizations.

(vi) to form Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGO) to promote publicawareness for
Decision Makers whoare likely to influence
increased funding for Surveying and
Mapping. In Nigeria an NGO for GPS and
GIS was formed by individuals whodo not
know anythingebout Surveying and .
Mapping.

(vii) to sponsor Surveying Practitioners for elected
or appointed positions of authority in
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Government where crucialdecisions can be Mapping.
influenced in favourof Surveying and

6. IMPORTANCE OF GEOINFORMATION TECHNOLOGY TO DEVELOPMENT IN
AFRICA

Africa is potentially a richcontinentwitha
populationof over half a billionpeople,and
accounts for 28 percentofthe earth's surface. There
is abundantSolar, Thermal and Hydroelectric
power,vast areas of virginforests andrich
grasslands full ofanimals, fruits andcrops in
addition to abundantevidence ofotheruntapped
natural resources suchas 170rivers, 52 lakes, 54
international rivers lakebasins, 200 million hectares
ofarable land and plentyof valuable mineral
deposits including petroleum, copper,gold,bauxite
diamond, manganese etc. Africa is said to be
naturallyendowed andpotentially bequeathed with
abundantnatural andhumanresources andyet
Africa is sufferingas it were in the midstof
"Plenty". The explanation for this paradoxical
situationin whichAfricafinds itself is because of
her technological backwardness whichgives rise to
economic and socialunderdevelopment. This
preventsher from translating her rich naturaland
human resources potentials into realityof economic
development and economic wealth. That is why
Africaplays host to a high percentage of the
World'sLeast Developed Countries (LDCs) which
lack the technology to harness theirnatural
resources. In World Bankterminologies Africais
"data-rich" but "information poor", it has "oceans of
data" by only "drops of information". Hassanet. ai.
(1992). This problemwas identified in the Lagos
plan of Actionwhichstates, "Themajorproblems
confrontingAfrica in thefield of naturalresources
development include: lack<If information on natural
resource endowment of large andunexplored areas
and lackofcapacity(capital, skill and technology)
for the development of thereresources." Africahas
become highlyvulnerable to naturaldisasters and
hazards and their devastating effects on agricultural
products andhuman livesbecauseof the lackof
appropriatetechnology to combatthem.

Natural Resources

In this paper GPS, ISS Photogrammetry, Remote
Sensing Cartography and GIS havebeenpresented
as a powerful tool for exploration, exploitation and
management of naturalresources of Africa. The
newGeoinformation Technology has been applied
invariouscountries of the worldto harness natural
resources through the use ofEarth Resources
Satellite imagery. Thereare someapplication
studies financed by the WorldBankon forestry,
resources, waterresources, energyresources, and
mineral resources in someAfrican
countries.

Agriculture and Food Security

Africain the past twodecades has beensubjectedto
frequent food crisesand lowagricultural
productivity. All the branches of the new Geo
information Technology can be used to boost
improved agricultural production and food security.
Remote Sensing is appliedto soil studies.
Meteorological satellite information is used to
forecast weatherand climateconditionfor the
benefitof agriculture. Cropyieldcan also be
estimated with remotely sensed imagery,
photogrannneuy GPS and Remote Sensing and
Cartography has beenused in somedeveloping
Countries likeNigeria, Lesotho, Chad, India, Brazil,
Bolivia to take inventory of soils, fisheries and
agricultural resources, wild livesand livestocks,
irrigation and landuse, throughWorld Bank
Projects.

Disaster and Environmental Monitoring

It has beenwell established that Geoinformation
Technology providesthepowerful tool for
environmental monitoring of atmospheric and
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industrialpollution,weather, storms,cyclones
hurricanes, forest fires, earthquakes, flooding,
landslides, volcanic eruptions, tidal waves,soil
erosion, drought anddesertification, traffic
accidents, industrialaccidents, oil spillagehazards,
and locnst invasion. It is unfortunate to find that in
somecases the information needed for monitoring
the environment are locatedoutside the countries of
Africa and can onlybe obtainedthroughbilateral
assistance. There is a joint projectbetween UNEP
and FAO for monitoring the SahelianPastoral
Ecosystem. Thereare satelliteswhich are designed
mainlyfor disastermonitoring.

Other Applications for Development

Thereare other applications of Geoinfomation
Technology for economic and socialdevelopment
which time and spacedoes not permitUS to discuss
fully. These include, inter alia,Environmental
ImpactAssessment (EIA), transportation planning,
measurement of engineering structure, urban and
regional planning, highway construction,
population studies,biodiversity studieshealthcare,
tourism, spacescience, archeology, anthropology,
andmuseum, policeandmilitaryapplications.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

Fromthe foregoing presentation concerning African
NationalMappingInstitutions and the new
Geoinformation Technology the following
conclusions can be made:

(I) A majorityof AfricanNMI's havenot
incorporated DigitalTechnology intotheir
organization. Only a fewNMI's havestarted
to converttheir tope maps intodigitalform.

(2) The introduction of Geoinformation
Technology into the Surveying and Mapping
operationsofNMI's is not optionalbut
compulsory becausemanufacturers are
phasingout old instruments and spare parts
arebecoming difficultto get. Furthermore
Geoinformation Technology has far greater
advantages over conventional technology in
mapping.

(3) The Introduction of DigitalTechnology
implies the use ofmoderntechniques basedon
GPS, ISS, Analytical and DigitalPhotogrammetry,
Remote Sensing, Digital ImageProcessing (DIP),
DigitalCartography and GIS. The application of
these moderntechniques werenoted. GPS andGIS
are the most populartechniques today.

(4) Thereis a currenttrend towardsintegration of
twoor threeor all of these newtechniques
eachone leading to GIS sinceeach method
has a digitaloutput as input into GIS.

(5) Although manyof the currentmandates of
NMI'swill still be validevenwith the
introduction of Digital Technology, manyof
themneed to be modified andextended.
However somenewmandates have to emerge,
such as establishing andmaintaining Digital
Data Base and GIS.

(6) NewSurvey Lawsand Regulation have to
changein the lightof newmodern methods of
Surveying and Mapping.

(7) Otherchanges envisaged in NMI's include
institutional arrangements, Personnel
Structure, andpolicyconcerning
commercialization and marketing of new
products.

(8) Fromthe educational point of view the
curricula of Survey Schools willhave to be
modernized to reflectacquisition of modem
digitalinstruments. Research orientation will
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also be affected withdigital approach
becoming more prominent.

(9), Thefmancial implications of introduction of
Digital Technology was found to be toogreat
a burdento be borneby NMI's regular
budget. 'Extrabudgetary sources will have to
be exploredby NMI's to supplement annual
Governmentsubvention. A pragmatic policy
on salesandconsultancy services will haveto
be pursuedby NMI's andthe final recourse
will be, to source funds through technical
assistance.

(10) In the lightof newrolesandmandates a new
NMrs organizational structure will emerge
withgreatprominence for digital database
system, GIS andLIS.

(II) Theroleof the privatesectorwill be crucial
in thecourse ofchange to Digital Technology
and intermsof developing its own
capabilities, hardwares, softwares and human
resources. Its cooperation withNMfs in
creating public awareness will alsobe crucial.
Theprivate sector could alsoorganize
conferences, seminars andworkshops on
Geoinfonnation technology to updateits
members in theprofessional association. The
private sector will be a contractor for someof
NMI's contracts in Digital Technology.

(12) It is obvious that Geoinformation Technology
is a powerful tool anda sinequanon for
socio-economic development of Africa. It is
therefore going to playa big role in Africa's
economic recovery anddevelopment
programmes.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In viewof the foregoing considerations the
following recommendations are made:

(I) NMl's should introduce Digital Technology
as a matterofurgency. Theintroduction
shouldbe systematic andgradual, starting
fromknown to the unknown, from simple to
the complex. For example professionals and
otherrelevant staff should be introduced to
computer technology in general, analogue
Photogrammetric equipment should be
converted 'tosemi-analytical andfully
analytical. Analytical plotterscould be
purchased alsosimultaneously or
subsequently. Theadvantages of introducing

DigitalTechnology were already discussed.

(2) Where the National Geodetic Networks in
plan andheight are not fully adjusted and
established, NMfs should take this as top
priority. The urgent purchase of GPS

equipment is recommended to complete this.
Analytical photogrammetry could be used for
the densification of the national networks.

(3) Priority should alsobe given00 'completion of
small scaletopomap series up to 1/50,000.
Since thesemapswill form thebase line
infonnation for theNational Digital Data
Base. Remote Sensing imagery should be
used for the revision andcompletion of these
mapseries at smaller scales.

(4) It is recommended that NMl's should be
given a newmandate to establishand
maintain an accurate andconsistent Spatial
DataBasefrom Topographic maps, Cadastral
MapsandSurveys, and from othersurveys.
ThisSpatial Data Baseshould serveas the
basis forestablishing a national Environment
Information'Sysiem (EIS),from where a
national GISandLIS could be created.

(5) It is also recommended that EIS,GISand LIS
should be housed in the country's NMI
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although the management of EIScouldbe transformation or "middle of the road"
done by a joint national inter-ministerial approach is recommended in which the
committee because of the contributions from "ancient" and "Modem" co-existfor a while.
other governmental institutions. NMl's shouldpromote research in the tertiary

Institutions to solveproblems peculiarto
(6) Anothernewmandaterecommended for their locality in the implementation of Digital

NMI's is the establishment of a national Technology Programme.
resource surveysdata base becauseof the
need for Africato harnessher natural (11) Introduction of DigitalTechnology should
resources for promotingeconomic recovery giverise to a neworganizational structurein
according to Lagos Planof Actionand the which Digital Data Base is the focus. Fig. 4
Final Act of Lagos. exemplifies this typeof structure. One of the

recommendations for NMI's is to considerthe
(7) A comprehensive review of Survey Lawsand possibility of a newname if this willgive

Regulations is recommended in the lightof theman advantage. Newdivisions proposed
new Geoinfonnation Technology, suchas in the newstructureare sales andconsultancy
GPS, ISS, GIS,Analytical and Digital services, Instrument Maintenance and
Photogrammetry, DigitalCartography and ~airs, Integrated Mapping,and Digital
Remote Sensing. Areaswhere Survey Laws Mapping and GIS. The structurein Fig. 4 is
shouldbe amended havebeen highlighted not necessarily ideal but it containssome
There is need for a newdefinition of a goodelements which NMl's maywish to
Surveyor and a newnamefor the profession adopt.
and NMl's maybe desirable iffound to be
advantageous. (12) The financial burdenarisingfrom the

adoption of DigitalTechnology is heavy.
(8) A newpolicyon commercialization and Internal revenue generation through

marketing ofnewproducts shouldbe inplace consultancy services and commercialization
withthe advent of Digital Technology. The of newproducts is highlyrecommended to
steps towardscorrectpricingof the products supplement Government annual subsidy.
of the new Technology are contained under Fundsshouldalsobe sourcedthrough
the subtitle "Commercialization and technical cooperation withoutwhichNMI's
Marketingof existingandnewProducts". mayfind it difficult to introduce Digital

Technology. WorldBank,UNDP, EU
(9) A Personnel structural changeis a direct UNESCO and bilateral sources such as

result of adopting DigitalTechnology. U.S.A,France, Germany, the UK, Sweden,
Existing staff shouldtherefore be trained Canada, the Netherlands and Japan are
locallyand abroad. Suitableand competent suggested. Tertiary education linkagewith
Personnel can also be recruited from outside. institutions abroad is also recommended.

(10) NMl's should establishtheir own Survey (13) Theprivatesectorcontribution as a partner in
Schools ( withsyllabi alongmodern lines) progress to NMl's is stronglyrecommended
wherenon exist. ExistingSurvey Schools in termsof execution of contractsfor
should endeavour to modernize their curricula government agencies, creating public
to reflectDigitalTechnology. In revising awareness, supportingsurveyors seeking
curriculaNMI's shouldresist the temptation election or appointment to positionof high
for a radicalchange. A gradual authority which can influence policies and
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allocation of funds in favour of Surveying
and Mappingand also sponsoring research in
DigitalTechnology. A newnameis also
recommended for the newumbrella
professional organization which willembrace
all branches of Digital Technology.

(14) The establishment of moresatellite receiving
and processing stationsin Africa is high
recommended.

(15) Geoinformation Technology is recommended
as a powerful tool.

(a) for exploration andmanagement of
Africa's natural resources,

(b) for boosting agriculture andfood
production

(c) for monitoring the environment and
potential and actualdisasters and
finally

(d) as a sinequa non for promoting
Africa's economic recovery and
development.

(16) At national level, it is recommended that
Africancountries shouldtakeadvantage of
the WorldBanksponsored National
Environmental ActionPlans (NEAPs) to
launchtheir ownmicrosatellite programmes
for earth observation andfor communications

in orderto realizethe full potential of the
NewInformation Technology discussed in
this paper. the microsatellites can be used
for otherspecific aspectsof national
development, e.g.weatherforecasting
telemedicine, teleeducation, and disater
monitoring. The alternative is to establish low
cost microreceiving stations forearth
observation, etc. This recommendation also
calls for theestablishment of National Space
Agencies by African governments.

(17) At the regional level the establishment of
AfricaSpaceAgency by Africagovernments
similarto the European SpaceAgency (ESA)
Is highly recommended. This willenhance the

. possibility of launching a big space
programme for the continent as a
collaborative effort, e.g. the erection of more
receiving and processing stationsin Africa
apart fromtheone in SouthAfricaand the
launching of big satellites for the use of
African countries. Almostall the institutions
which responded to a recentsurvey agreed
withthis recommendation.

(18) It is finally recommended that African
governments shouldmakesubstantial
investment in spacetechnology applications
as a panacea for harnessing the full potentials
of Africa's abundant naturalresources.
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THE CONTRIBUTING ROLE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR IN
MAPPING AND OTHER GEO-INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN

AFRICA 1

Ambrose B. Made, Cosultant

ANALYSIS OF THE TRADITIONAL MAPPING AND OTHER GEO
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Theneedfor accurate andtimely delivery of maps
at different scales inAfricahas never been so
apparent as it is now because of a number of
pressures. These pressures haveresulted from the
fact that in orderforthe African continent to
compete moremeaningful with therestof theworld
it needsto know the spatialdistribution, quantity
and quality of its resources. At a locallevel there is
the ever increasing demand formorelanddueto
population pressure/explosion. Further Africa
needs to consciously lookafter its environment in
orderto preserve it for the future generations. More
recently African governments haveaccessed
international funding sources whoin turnwould
onlygiveout money if the governments knew what
resources are there, howmuch thereareandwhere
theyare located. Theonusthen is on thevarious
national mapping agencies (NMA) to provide these
mapswhich can accurately describe theresources of
the countries. Further the mapsneed to be updated
periodically.

1. INTRODUCfION boundaries
• provision of ground survey control

1.1 Production and revision of national
topographic maps and other specialized
map products.

Thetopographic mapsinmostAfrican countries are
outdated as therehas been no attempt to update
themsince theearly60s. Veryfew countries have
anycoverage at scales of I: 50000. Mostcountries
atbesthavemapsat I: 250 000 scale, which can
provide theuserwitha general view of the terrain,
but canhardly be usedfor anymeaningful planning.

In mostcountries themapping capacity is very low,
needing expertise, trained staff,equipment and
adequate funding to maintain andregularly update
themaps. Even a country likeZimbabwe which ten
years or so agoboasled of a veryelaborate aerial
photography coverage every fiveyears for update of
topographic mapshas failed to maintain that
standard.

Generally, surveying andbase-line mapping arethe
responsibility of theNMAandthesearefunded
fromthe national budget.

Among the activities of theNMAare;

• production andrevision of national topographic
andotherspecialized map products
• survey andrecording of legal property ownership

Onthe otherhand thedevelopments in satellite
remote sensing andglobal positioning systems offer
a greatopportunity for thesecountries to update the
maps. On these technologies howmany NMAhave
used themon a routine basis. Theflexibility of
these datasets, theirtimely availability andmulti
disciplinarity havenotbeenexploited at all.
However lackof adequate funding, lackof
understanding of thenew technologies and

1 Paper commissioned by the secretariat for submission to theNinth UnitedNations Regional
CartographicConference for Africa
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unavailability of sophisticated equipment havebeen
citedas someof the reasons that standin thewayof
the countries that desperately needto get to grasp
withbase mapping of thecountries.

level theprocesses that are still applied in the
production of mapsin Africa. Quiteclearly there
arestepsthat areconstrained from the sheerlackof
technology application let alone fromavailability of
materials etc.

Figure 1 brieflygraphically shows at a very high

Figure 1 Themapping process in a typical NMA
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Clearly, there are steps in the abovediagram that
can be improved in order to bringefficiency in
delivery of the required map products. Briefly Step
I is laboriousrequiringmanpower and financial
resources. Step 2 is highlydependent on the season
for a large part of the Africancontinent as well as
highcosts in the use of aircraft. Step 5 is very
mechanical, time consuming etc. On the whole it
takes about fiveyears to producea I: 50 000 topo
sheet following the abovesteps. Can this process
not be improved?

.2 The bureaucratic structure in a NMA.

Surveying and mappingareusuallyunder
government controlthrougha lineministry. Figure
2 belowshows a typical NMA in relation to the line
ministry.

TheNMA is considered likeanydepartment in
government Yet, in termsof its functions it is a
productiveas wellas a service organizations. The
map productsproduced are sold at a nominal fee
whichdoes not coverthe production costs. Evenif
it did the revenue generated by the NMA is for
centraltreasury.

Whatever the NMA does it is on behalfof the
government and reportedthroughthe ministry.
Givensuch a set up the NMA as a department
cannot promoteand implement a management
systemthat is responsive to the needsof the client
and partners,becausewhatever it doesshouldbe
standardto the rest of the public service system.

The NMA cannotintroduce a businessculture quite
successfully withoutthe necessary approvals. It
cannotre-organize itself withoutgoingthrough
agonizing stages to get the approvals. Yet there
couldbe opportunities to commercialize,
subcontractor evenprivate someof the operations
oftheNMA.

3. The contributing role o{the private sector in mapping and ......

2. PERSONNEL

2.1 Employment criteria

Thepersormel of the NMA are government
employees. As such they are governed by the same
publicservice conditions of service without
exception. At the sametime the personnel required
by theNMAis a highlyqualified calibre. The
dutiesof the staff are as defmedby the ministry's
anddepartment's mandateand responsibilities.
These establishments wereput in placeduringthe
colonial era. Littlechangehas takenplace in spite
of changes in technologies, methods andways of
doingbusiness. The needs of the organizations and
of the clientmayhavechangeddramatically.

Thusrecruitment into theNMA is moreon the basis
of the available posts. If needs change and the
NMArequires suchpersonnel with relevant
qualifications it is tortuousand a cumbersome
process for changes to be madein the existing
organizational structure. Voluminous submissions
haveto be madeto the public service commission
(PSC)/or its equivalent in other countries to justify
newstructure that will bring in people that can
answer to the needs of the clients. In the eventthe
potential candidates to suchpositionswouldhave
beensnappedup by the private sector.

Thesteps outlined abovearecomplex in that the
processes that go intoeachof the boxes are many.
Quitecommonly there is shuffiing of paper between
the departments, ministry head officeand the PSc.
This is usually due to inadequate information being
provided or thehumanresources staff not
understanding the needsof the NMA, which inmost
cases is verytechnical. The lackof understanding
of the needs is verycommon to technical
departments in government. Unlikein the private
sectorwhere if the needarises the responsibilities of
recruitment maybe givento an employment agency.
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walks into the NMAmaytake a minimum of six
months andcan be anything at the outside. The
negative impact on the operations of the
organization's operations are quitehigh. Thisin
turn means someofthe duties of the required staff
are not doneor are transferred to someone elsewho
mayalready be overloaded andnot quitecompetent
in that particulardiscipline. Thisresults in late
delivery of the products for the customer.

3. The contributing role ofthe private sector in mapping and ......

lacks the required managerial and technical skills.
Thus theyoung and usually moreeducated whoare
therefore familiar with newtechnologies find
themselves unable to remain in the NMA for too
longif they arefrustrated. This results in the NMA
loosing on introducing newideasas rapidly as it
maybe opportune.

2.3 Staff motivation and incentives.

2.2 Promotion in employment.

Promotions are not necessarily determined by the
competence of the incumbent only.
Theyareeffected uponthe retirement, death,
resignation or dismissal of the immediate senior.

Thecivil service falls far behind theprivatesector
in the areas of motivation andproviding incentives
to its employees. Thehuman resources divisions of
thepublicsector areunableto motivate staff in the
NMA by improving the conditions of service,
offering benefits or bonuses outside thosestipulated
by thepublicservice authority. As productive

Figure 3. Simplified process steps for recruitment of personnel in theNMA.--------_._----,
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Thus the careerpath of the incumbent is
compromised. This frustrates the employees.

Furtherfollowing the PSCor similar regulations
and procedures no immediate juniorcansupersede a
senior. Protocol demands that thenext in line
should be promoted regardless of competence.
Thusonemaybe promoted even though helshe

organizations staff rewards should bejudgedon the
basisof production. Theimplementation of a
performance reward systemis non-existent. Even
thepayment of the so called bonuses in the civil
services in some countries has beenremoved
because of economic hardships and budgetary
constraints.
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Managers whiletheymayattempt to giveaccolades
to theirjuniors theycannot otTer anything material
to them. Theyoung technicians whoare normally
the first victimsof these circumstances haveno
choicebut to leavethe employment of the public
sector for the privatesectoror universities.

Theestablishment of a conducive working
environment does not exist in theNMA, because of
lackofup-to-dateequipment as wellas
opportunities for the staff to improve themselves by
trainingcourses,refreshers courses, attachments,
rotational andexchange programmes both within
the government and outsidegovernment Evenif it
did happenusuallythere is no equipment and
technology on which the staff wouldcomeandwork
on.

This brain drain again results in 'deadwood' being
sustainedin the NMA. But these are already
unmotivated and unproductive to the organization.

3. men OPERATING COSTS

NMA agencies requiresophisticated andexpensive
equipmentfor surveys, photogrammetry,
cartography and aerialphotography acquisition and
processing, and vehicles/aircraft for fieldwork. The
NMA are funded from a centralgovernment budget
and this is usuallynot more than 1% of the total
budget.

Theequipmentrequire maintenance, service and
replacement. MostNMA are not able to do so. As
a result the majority of NMA on the African
continent are still usinganalogue equipment for
photogrammetry, manual methods for cartography
etc.

The highcosts associated with fieldworkcannotbe
adequately met by the budgetallocation. Staff
requireallowances for fieldsurveys, transportation,
accommodation in the field. Quiteoftenevenfor
those NMA considered to be betterotTdo not have
enoughto last a financial year. This results in
unnecessary unproductive timeas staff spendtime

3. Thecontributingrole ofth~ privare sector inmapping and ......

in the offices insteadof the field.

TheNMAstatT are normally specially qualified
personnel alongthe linesof engineers and
technicians, generally commanding highsalarieson
the marketplace. NMA find it difficulty to meet the
adequate salaries andwagesof this type of
personnel.

The material inputs for the operations of the NMA
are specialized and sophisticated. Most of it has to
be imported especially for cartography, aerial
photography, processing materials and chemicals.
A lot of African countries areunableto raise
sufficient convertible currency to acquire these
materials.

The lackof appreciation of the needof maps for
development purposes result in the government not
providing adequate funding for projects. Quite
oftenmoney is diverted fromthe NMA to meet a
catastrophe such as droughtbecausethis is what
willearnthe localmember of parliament the votes
in the next general elections. Thusprojects are
abandoned mid way. Ironically thesecatastrophes
couldbe managed if there wereup-to-date, accurate
and timely maps.

3.1 Pricing structure

The pricing structure in NMA agencies is
determined by the centraltreasury. In most cases,
the tariffs set out haveno bearingon the market
valueof the products. The following are someof
the reasons:

no costlbenefit analysis is evercarriedout
no marketsurveys are carriedout
no accounting for inflation is made.

Thesettingup of pricestructures for map products
and services fromNMA haveno relationto the
inputs into the product. This is mostly becausethe
NMA,likemost government agencies, is considered
as a service organization. Thus whatever is
eventually soldhas no bearingon the recovery of
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the costs, let aloneon evenmaking profit. The
situationis worsened by the fact that the revenue
accrued is forwarded to the central treasury. The
allocations of budgets haveno bearingwhatsoever
on the productive capacity of the concerned
organization. Theseprices/tariffs are set up in the
Act, and any changehas to be approved through the
normalchannels. This is not conducive to a
business-like atmosphere that shouldotherwise
prevail in an organization suchas a NMA.

3.2 Increasing demand for surveys and
maps.

The implementation of developmental planshas
placeda high demand on the needfor surveys and
maps. NMA are experiencing backlogs in cadastral
survey~.These backlogs translateinto increase of
costs on the part of the developer.

Manygovernments havegivenpriority to land
resettlement progranunes. Thoseresettled need
titles to the land theyget so that theycanpursue
their normalbusinesses and forward thesetitle
deeds as their collateral. However this measure to
reliefpressureon overpopulated landsresults in
morework for the NMA. Can the NMAcopeup
with that. This is clearly shownin the caseof
Zimbabwe, whoseresettlement programme is well
behindschedule due to lackof surveyed farms.

At the sametime there is mounting pressure from
the donorcommunity and financing institu-tions to
complete this before aid can be madeavailable for
development.

Thus there appears a demand for maps and indeed
the NMA will sell what theyhave, in mostcases,
outdated thoughthey maybe. This gives the false
impression of the fact that there is an increase in
demandon maps; But are the maps of the right
quality, up to date ete.

3.3 Inflation

The fall in the international valueof local currencies

3. The contributing role a/the private sectorin mappingand:......

formostAfrican countries has fuelled the costs of
imported goods. Thesepriceshave increased by
over 20 timesin the post-independence era. Goods
required forNMA include vehicles, photographic
films andprocessing chemicals, surveyand
photogrammetric equipment, etc. Almostall
imported requirements are financed by donors for
mostcountries. The recipient governments have not
been able to meetthe cost ofmaintenance of these
imported equipment posinga big question
concerning the sustainability of the whole system.
Indeed mostof theNMA have almostcollapseddue
to lackof adequate funding from their own
governments .

3.4 Foreign Aid

Foreign donors, in a bid to alleviate the chronic
problems facing NMA,providethe essential
equipment to carryout mappingand surveys.
However, these donations do not cater for the
servicing of the same. Scarcity andhighcosts of
spare parts (oftenimported from the developed
world) have left a museum ofdefunctequipment in
the developing countries. The prohibitive cost of
hiringengineers from the developed countries has
alsoworsened the situation. In somecases, the
supplyof obsolete equipment at highcost has been
a stumbling block,leading to eitherexpensive major
maintenance or a complete repetition 'Ofprojeets. In
someinstances, donorfunding maybe channeled to
otherdeve-lopmental projeetsrather than those
intended. Projects with a training componentin
overseas countries, notablyUK, Canada,USA,
Norway, Denmark, Germany etc., also representa
provision of expenses in foreign currency.
Sometimes foreign donorswhowant to assist the
NMAto improve or undertake institutional
strengthening projeets are faced with bureaucratic
red-tape which frustrates their effort to help.

3.5 Value of Survey and Mapping Services'

Survey andMappingServices are heavily .' .
subsidized by the centralgovernments; No cost
recovery programmes are instituted inNMA.
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Increase in costs of such services are often met with
resistance by the public .: It is not easy to justify
increases in prices of services that are carried out by
the very tax payers' money. On one hand, the prices
for surveys and mapping services do not reflect
their true value in terms of costs in labour, salaries
equipment etc. On the other hand, if these prices
were to be taken into account in the pricing
structure, most of the products and services offered
by NMA would pay for themselves providing much
needed revenue for NMA, but would be
unaffordable to the poor majority of the population.

4.0 PRODUCTION DRIVEN POLICIES

4.1 Law of supply and demand

Maps in NMA are produced as a national service.
A countryside coverage of a particular map series
must remain in supply whether in demand or not,
(For example, 1:50 000 series for the whole of
Zimbabwe), However if innovative and diverse
products are offered there would be a demand for
them.

3. The contributing role a/the private sector in mapping and ......

example, detailed data are required on stock levels
for inventory control, to enable replenishment via
warehousing/distribution system to satisfy
customers' needs.

Strategic-planning decisions about marketing are
non-existent, and if at all these have to be made they
are made from top-to-bottom. The managers in
NMA cannot implement any solutions even if it is
for the public good.

Innovations by creative individuals in NMA are
thwarted due to the bureaucratic red tape, rigid
procedures have to followed. This bottleneck in
civil service contributes to the low morale in the
employees. The end result is that:

• Customers make do with the old products and
shoddy services because they can not get
alternative practitioners.

• Requirements by users are not mel.
• No new products to meet changing needs.
• No value-added products.

4.2 Lack of market research
5. CONCEPTUALIZATION OF

MAPPING ACTIVITIES.

Generally, for any business planning market
analysis must take place with a broader perspective,
incorporating products and services, consumers and
competitors, but also marketing channels, order
processing, distribution, financial transactions and
corporate organizations. In most NMA's business
acumen lacks because they are protected by the
statutes.

In the case of planning and control, a number of
different marketing opportunities can be recognized
which relate to target marketing, resource
allocation, sales force, automation, performance
evaluation, distribution channels, stock levels,
promotional activities, sales forecasting and pricing.
The onus is not on the managers to make such
decisions but the parliament.

In so far as operational control is concerned, for

5.1 Government Responsibility in Surveying
and Mapping

Private practitioners in the relevant surveying and
mapping activities are restricted in rendering such
products and services despite NMA failing to meet
the demands of the users.

The NMA enjoys a monopoly which is protected by
statute. Even if the NMA takes a supervisory role
in surveying and mapping activities there will never
be any progress due to the sluggishness and rigidity
ofbureaucratic structure ofNMA as a civil service
organization. The needs and benefits of the NMA
have to be communicated effectively to the political
decision makers and foreign aid donors. The only
way to improve the situation is to involve the
private sector. The latter will do the work and the
NMA will provide the necessary control mechanism.
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6.1 Budgetary Constraints

The budgetary provision of NMA is generally
inadequate to meet the basic needs of the office. In
a typical distribution of funding to the various
sectors of the Government, the NMAs are well off if
they get away with more than I% of the national
budget. Usually, unproductive and administrative
ministries are accorded larger provision in the
national budget. The introduction of the Economic
Structural Adjustment Programme (ESAP) in many
developing countries has also brought in conflicting

6.0 SUSTAlNABILITY OF SURVEYING
AND MAPPING ACTIVITIES.

priorities, hence governments cannot adequately
meet the needs of NMA or fund large-scale
modernization to improve such services.

6.2 Cost Recovery

The funds released from the sale ofmaps and
cartographic services are not retained by the
mapping authorities. They are channeled through
the central treasury who has the responsibility of
distributing it in the national recurrent budget. This
causes financial problems in the budgetary
allocation as the most unproductive sectors of the
government tend to get the largest part of the
national cake.

ANALYSIS OF CONSTRAlNTS OF TRADITIONAL SYSTEMS

1. How well are these traditional systems
fitted to operate in a competitive commercial
world, within a market economy?

Most national mapping agencies are funded by the
central government to produce maps and a national
positioning system for all potential users. Full cost
recovery is rarely aimed at, all users benefit and are
only charged for the cost of reproduction and
subsequent distribution of the copies. The mapping
effort is seen as an investment in the national
economy and returns are obtained through
development investments.

Government funding of the National Mapping
Agencies is continuously decreasing and it is getting
increasingly difficult to meet the required
operational costs. The traditional structure of these
NMAs will only continue to function if funding is
assured by thecentral government. With the current
harsh economic conditions funding is getting scarce
and the only way these NMAs can survive is to
adopt some strategies for revenue generation.

NMAs traditionally have little experience in
marketing their products, simply because there is no
incentive, any generated revenue goes to some

central treasury and does not come back to serve the
department where it was generated and that kills any
incentive to generate more revenue. To be able to
operate in a competitive commercial world, the
NMAs must change their strategy and consider
adopting some of the following points:

1. Reduce costs of core tasks such as the
maintenance of the geodetic network without
any corresponding reduction in the quality of
the work.

2. Improve the quality of service by stream lining
some of the working procedures

3. Expand their traditional working procedures
by adopting the computerized geo-information
methods being developed.

4. Generate extra revenue from product
diversification to at least maintain selffunding,
and this requires a market analysis.

The diagram in Figure 1 above traced the high level
processes that the NMA goes through in order to
producea product that it eventually supplies to the
customers. Certainly some of the stages in the
processes are bedeviled with bottlenecks. An
analysis of these to determine areas of improvement
requires an answer to the basic question of 'Should
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the NMA continue to carryout thesetasks T, In the
processof reengineering it is necessary to
understand the following;

• defmethe customer needs
• describe the existingprocess (andits

shortcomings)
• re-engineer the process (to satisfythe

customer) and including use of technology
• validatethe newprocess.

Themainproblemsobserved inNMAs are;

• under funding fromcentralgovernment
• high staff turnover due to poor conditions of

services
• inability to deliver services andproducts

promptly.

It appearstherefore that the NMAhas to determine
whichroute to go.

Several optionsare considered;

• maintainthe status quo and try and improve on
the services offered

• commercialize someof the sections of the
NMA

• sub-contract someof the operations to the
privatesector.

2. Maintain the status quo and improve on the
services offered.

TheNMA arepart of a largerministry controlled by
several otherministries (finance, PSC, treasury,
labouretc.). Thus anyproposedchange has not only
to be approvedby theseotherpartners but it has to
apply to all the PSC. Thesechanges include
improvement of the conditions of service, higher
budget allocations, etc. Most African governments
are undergoing structural adjustments andthe way
is pointingout to redefinition of corebusinesses,

reduction in staff etc. Thus this optionwouldnot be

3, The contributing role a/the private sector in mapping and ......

possible.

3. Commercialize some ofthe sections ofthe
NMA.

Thisoptioncertainly is attractive to somedegree if
onlyit canbe seenas a step towards total
privatization of the NMAs. It allows the agencies
to set feesand charge for services according to the
market value. However it alsoentailssomemajor
investment up-frontin order for the NMAs to
operate effectively. The investments wouldmean
that the central government has to subsidize these
operations for sometime. But morecritically is that
it is too muchof a traumatic change for the
organizations suchthat thereareboundto be more
mistakes than doing thebusinessproperly.
Therefore is it really worthyit or not? Underthe
circumstances it is perhapsnot quite feasible. The
issueof subsidy is againstthe grainofmost
structural progranunes that are being implemented
by various governments.

4. Sub-contract some ofthe operations to the
private sector.

Themandates and natureof operations of NMA are
suchthat there is needfor overseeing the workdone
in mapping andothergoo-information systems.

Sub-contracting certainoperations to the private
sectorallows for the workto be doneoutsidethe
NMAbut the agency stillmaintains control of the
operations. More critically it allows for closeco
operation between the privatesectorand the NMA,
if not the whole publicservice systems in the areas
of mapping andgeo-information systems. Of
course, notwithstanding the above, it willmeanthat
the cost of the products then suppliedby the NMA
willincrease dramatically. On the otherhand the
customer should be able to pay for prompt and
efficient service.
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5. How well will they continue to respond to
current and new needs and clients?

The currentdata requirements far exceed the
available NMA production capacity and this
situationwill probablyonlyworsen. Traditional
data handlingdoesnot offer the flexibility required
by today'sclients.' Apart fromstandardmap
products,tailor madeproductsshouldalsobe
providedin a reasonably short time,

NMAs shouldtherefore consider production co
operationagreements withother agencies, both
government and privatein orderto be ableto
respondpromptlyandeffectively to requests.

3. The contributing role ofthe private sec/or in mapeing and ......

6. How do they see.the private sector as
clients? ...

Traditionally the government assumes financial
responsibility for the basic map products. All other
users, publicandprivate,are onlycharged the cost
of reproduction. The private sectorhas, on one
hand, beenjust anotherclientwhorequires the
NMA'sproductsand,on the otherhand, a
contractor whowould providesomeoccasional
services to the NMA. An attractiveoption
considering today's demands would be to consider
the privatesectora partnerin the map production
process. The privatesectorhas the potentialto
provide quality workin a reasonablyshort time and
theNMAwould haveoverall chargeof qualitycontrol.

1. General

THE CURRENT STATUS OF THE PRIVATE SECfOR

etc.

The private sectorhas in the maindealtwiththe
supply and support of hardware and software to the
NMA. In the majorityof cases therehas beenlittle
investment on the part of the privatesectorinto
those areas that would offerdirectservices in the
production of maps andothergeo-information
relatedproducts. This is because of a variety of
reasons;

• lackof understanding of the potential of the
market in mappingandgeoinformation
systems

• high risk involved in start-up if definite
partnerships werenot the normwiththeNMA

• lack.ofcontinuous contactwith theNMAto
understand the opportunities that maybe
available

• most projectshavebeenundertaken withthe
assistancefrom the donorcountries whobring
their ownexpertise'

Yet it would be the privatesectorthat hasthe
resources to invest in the required technologies,
offer attractive conditions ofservices to employees

Thusthe privatesectorcan offer the following;

• supplyof hardware and operatingsystems as
wellas applications systems

• supplyof networks
• maintenance and servicing ofequipment
• supplyof both non-CAD and CADmaterials

andequipment
• training ofstaff on suppliedhardware and

systems
• data acquisition and data capture
• quality control of productssupplied

1.1 Supply of hardware, operating systems
and applications systems.

Trends allover the worldare that the NMA are
gradually automating their operations. The
hardware and software is suppliedby theprivate
sector. It is important that even those technologies
provided for by the donorcommunity arensupplied
through the localprivate sector. This'guarantees
after-sales-support and sustainabilityof the
technologies. At the sametime, in doingso, the
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donorcommunity suppliers willbe transferring
technology to the local private sector.

As technology maturesand the African countries
are able to implement LAN andWANthe services
of the privatesectorwillbe indispensable. These
technologies are relatively newto theNMAyet by
and large there willbe demands to transmit and
transferdata fromonepoint to the other.

Traditionally NMAs have always been the largest
users of non-CADmaterials and equipment. This
trendwill continue for sometime. Theprivate
sectorwill supply theserequirements.

The applications software acquired by theNMA
will includesuchpackages as for database
development, GIS, remotesensing, GPS, andother
traditional technologies usedby theNMA. Thereis
great needto undertake research and development to
ensure that thesepackagesare suitablefor the local
conditions and applications. Considerable timeand
money will be spent in unpackaging and adapting
the packagesfor localapplications. Inmostcases
the most successful route is throughpartnership
between the publicand private sector.

As organizations automate theywilldemand more
and moreof digitaldata fromthe NMA to use as
base maps. There is no waythe NMAscan on their
owncapture and qualitycontrolall the records and
maps in their organizations withouttheassistance
of the privatesector. The NMAwill probably
provide the guidelines and policies on theseissues
but sub-contract for services from the private
sector.

If the NMAs are to supervise the workdoneby the
privatesector it is cleartheyhave to be trainedin
the technologies that are current. This againwillbe
done by theprivatesector.

2. Specific

2.1 What aspects should be maintained.

3. The contributing rote o[the private sector in mopping and ......

The following are someof the aspectsthat would be
ideal to maintain as is in the currentNMA set-up:

a. Thecoretasks of the NMA, such as the
maintenance of the national geodetic framework and
the topographic mappingprocess,would not have
no immediate interestto individuals but a very basic
needfor national development. Part of the work
could be contracted out but the overall quality
control is the responsibility of the NMA.

b. National guidance with respectto developing
data standards.

c. National guidance on policies relatedto geo-
information.

d. Co-ordination of mapping activities.

2.2 What others should change, why and
how?

Thefollowing are among the leading ones:

a. Redefinition of NMA missions to reflect the
changing demands on geo information. The
traditional mandate was gearedtowards the
production of standardmap products. The demands
on goo-information are nowmore and a lot of
flexibility is nowrequired.

b. The trendsin technology haveprovidedgreat
opportunities in thehandling ofgooinformation.
Thishas resulted in a changein the working
procedures and an opportunity to produce diverse
products from the sameold traditional data. The
decision to go digitalis a decision whichevery
NMAshould seriously consider becauseit offers
vast amounts of opportunities.

c. Usershavenot been accustomed to getting
promptresponses to their requests. It has alsobeen
impractical to get tailor-made products. As a result
clients onlyget standardproducts. The introduction
of digital techniques willremove these barriers.
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d. Exploreall avenues of increasing financial
resources through active marketing, research and
revenue generating activities.

e. Negotiate with treasuryto use someof the
generated revenue for NMA activities, this will
encourage the NMA to generate morerevenue.

Figure 4 Conceptual relationship of theNMA,otherorganizations andprivatesector.
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Block 1: Ministries.

The ministries are sources of datalinformation to the NMA. This information is incorporated in the map
productsproducedby the NMA.

Blo~k 2: Private sector and the specialized organizations.

This block is madeup of the privatesector, specialized organizetionsfuniversities, research institutes etc.) that
will deal in maps and goo-information systems.

The membersof this blockhaveaccess to technologies and advanced sources of datal information from
satellitesand spacecrafts (LANDSAT, SPOT,ERS,RADARSAT, MOMS etc.). The products theydeliverto
the NMA are as per specification and guidelines laiddown by theNMA.

Block 3: NMA.

The NMA agency itself retains its authority to catalogue, archive anddisseminate/sell map products to the
customers. It will provide thesein the required formatandmedia as specified by the client.
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Someof the steps outlinedaboveneedto be
implemented in orderto relieve the government of
these sectors that can generate revenue to do so.

However, to ensurethat the proper protection and
the integrity of the productsare of expected
standards the NMA will set up the standards in
surveying, topographic mapping, cartography, and
togetherwith otherusers willdetermine the
standardsfor thematic mappingthat willbe
included onto the tope-base of the NMA. Further,
as more responsibilities are givento the private
sectorandbetter qualityproductsare expected, the
increase in data/information exchange will
undoubtedly grow. TheNMA, togetherwith
relevantinterestgroups,will needto address
data/information exchange standards. This actually
is fundamental otherwise the productsfromvarious
sectorswill be rendered useless.

2.3 Is legislation encouraging the monopoly of
national geo-information systems?

The NMA was traditionally "incharge" of national
topographic mappingand surveying activities. This
has led to a monopoly andbureaucratic NMA
activities at the expenseof the rest of the users. In a
way it can be concluded that, yes, the current
legislation on NMAsencourages a monopoly in the
nationalmappingactivities.

However currentdevelopments around Africa are
showingsigns that governments arewilling to
commercialize or evenprivatizethosesections of
the operations that can generate revenue. As such,
it is anticipated that legislation willbe amended to
providean enabling environment for the private
sector to participate in mappinganddevelopment of
goo-information systems.

2. 4 Is a monopoly necessary or convenient?

Increasingly the roleof governments is being
scrutinizedand a newal1iance of governments,
academiaand the privatesectoris beingexplored.
The academia more for research, development and

3, The contributing role ofthe private sector in mapping and ......

educated advice, NMA for overall charge and the
privatesectorfor efficientcontractwork as wellas
research anddevelopment.

Thismayresult in a moreeffective distributionof
the workload as longas the NMA can be in control
of specifications, priorities, cost and qualitycontrol.
TheNMAhas the experience to be a leaderin
settingup a national geo-information system. The
currentmonopoly couldbe justified but with the
changes in the information technology their capacity
is getting less and less adequate.

Thediagram 4 brings together three differentblocks
that to a largeextentoperatealmostindependently
in mostAfrican countries.

2. 5 Can it ensure prompt and adequate
services?

If theNMAmaintains monopoly of the overall
charge only,but involves all the players in the map
production process, the systemcouldbe capableof
producing promptand adequate services. The
production workcan be carriedout by the public
andprivatesectors together, thoughit maybe more
effective if the privatesectorwas contracted to do
the workandNMA checks the qualityof the work.

2. 6 Does it affect the sustainability of these
institutions and their services?

Themonopoly enjoyed by the NMAsensuresa
stableand longterm surveying andmapping
system. Thismonopoly goes alongwith a lot of
bureaucracy andinefficiency but with the proper
management of the systema relatively stable system
can be created. The private sectorprovidesvery
effective short term solutions, but in the long run a
lot of piecemeal unrelated surveys will be the result.

Themonopoly is therefore required on someaspects
of the surveying and mappingprocesssuch as the
quality control, but the overall workload shouldbe
distributed among all the interested playerswhether
publicor private.
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, -2.7, What sort of challengeare national
institutions bound to face from private firms
competing(if allowed) in the production of maps
and geographic information? In type, quality,
promptness. cost of standard products and
provision of innovative products better suited to
the needs ofthe dient or reaching new methods.

Private sectorfunding surveying andmapping is not
a viable optionas theservices arebasically social
services which canhardly generate anyappreciable
profitfor would-be investors. There arehowever
somesurveying activities suchas property surveys
which aremostly carried outby theprivate sector
under the quality control of theNMA. In as a far as
theseservices areconcerned there is norealthreat
fromthe privatesector.

Forstrictly national mapping services theprivate
sectorhas beenverypassive. Theirparticipation
would be encouraged through government
patronage and theirefforts will supplement the
direct labouroperations of theNMAto improve the
response to user-needs. Thiswill not offera
challenge to theNMA because the lalteris theone

3. The contributins role ofthe private sector in maeping and ......

which has ultimate control of the mapping process
at theendoftIle day. However, when theprivate
sector and theNMAstartcollaborating, theprivate
sector will put pressure on theNMAto process
theirwork in a shorter time, andhence force the
NMAto increase its efficieney. Theprivate sector
is generally moreefficient than the publicsector.
Theprivate sector operates commercially andat
competitive market prices. theirproducts will
therefore be more costly thanthoseproduced solely
bytheNMA.

If theprivate sector was to completely takecontrol
of the surveying activities theproducts would
definitely become more expensive but t\te,~~t;nts
would be assured of diverse, up-to-dateandhigh
quality products. Theexpected highcostsprobably
explain why thereareveryfewprivate mapping
companies.

As was discussed earlier, a partnership between the
private andpublic sectorwould be thewayforward.
Theprivate sector provides timely data andthe
NMA provides quality control.

SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS

Theabove discussion indicates that theprivate
sectorcall indeed playa meaningful rolein the
mappmg andgeo-information systems in Africa, if
not morecrucial nowthaneverbefore. At the same
timethereis likely reduction of staff in thevarious
NMAas the workloads aretransferred to theprivate
sector.

Firstly thereduction of staff is a necessary
consequence withanyre-organization!
reengineering process. However thisresults in the
staffbeingable to concentrate in theirareas of
competence to ensure that quality products are
delivered to theclient.

Secondly thosethat may fmdthemselves in what
maybe considered unfortunate positions are in fact
notunfortunate. It is these individuals that can
actually besubcontracted by theNMAto provide
theservices that are required. This thenrequires
thatgovernments provide themwith start-up
capital. Furtherthedonoragencies who intend to
support theNMA should be encouraged to support
these individuals andconsortia who maywish to
offertheirservices to the NMA'S. Suchan
affirmative action would see the sustenance of the
industry andtheprofession because not onlyis
technology transferred to the publicsectorbut to the
private sector as well.
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IN SEARCH OF A COMMON GEOMETRIC REFERENCE FOR
AFRICA.

Briefreport on Afrtcover Working Group on 'Geometry and Geodesy".
0. Nino, DISDIECA

& Paper presented by Mike Chodota, Senior Surveyor. RCSSMRS

BACKGROUND: An old outstanding issue

Theeconomic development of Africa depends
largely on comprehensive andaccurate survey
networks, as theyprovide the framework forthe
reliable mapping of natural resources andthe
environment. However, in many areasof Africa, as
it occurs frequently in otherdeveloping countries of
the world, the basicgeodetic networks areendowed
withnumerous deficiencies andshortcomings,
which are reflected, interalia, in variable accuracy,
sometimes unknown, or in beingquantitatively
poor,all of which causes serious problems in the
execution of projects basedon suchcartography and
surveys. In particular, multinational projects,
covering several countries, cannot be economically
planned and implemented, andwillresort to
cumbrous and laborious co-ordinate transformation
andeventually embarking in newmapping.

Theestablishment anduse of regional andsub
regional databases, as wellas the integration of
distinct referenced datasets within a Geographic
Information System (GIS), willfaceserious
problems not always possible to overcome. This is
specially preoccupant when the use of GIS
technology is becoming an essential tool for
resource planning and management.

This issueof standardization of the cartographic
geometric reference is not newfQr Africa. As far
backas 1949,the African scientific conference of
Johannersburg was anxious to studythepossibility
of harmonizing andstandardizing some
cartographic data suchas ellipsoid, projection
system, sheetformats, scales, conventional signs
andtoponymy transcription. TheJohannesburg
conference was followed by a meeting of specialists
in surveying andmapping held at Bukavu (Zaire) in

September 1953. Therecommendations made at
thesemeetings narrowed down someof these
differences but the objectives haveremained far
from beingattained.

This matter was subsequently raised practically at
every United Nations Regional Cartographic
Conference forAfrica, which resulted in a number
of initiatives andstudies realized bymany relevant
organizations, suchas the then African Association
of Cartography, now subsumed bythe African
Organization for Cartography andRemote Sensing,
andin particular bythe African Association of
Geodesy, which carried out the gigantic task well
known as theADOS project under the umbrella of
the International Association of Geodesy. (see
Bulletin No.

It is thennot surprising that the AFRICOVER
technical consultation meeting (Addis Ababa, 1994)
identified withpriority the necessity to establish one
Working Group that would lookintothis issueof
cartographic standardization andwould provide
concrete andpractical recommendations.

At this point, it is worth recalling briefly that the
preparation of the AFRICOVER products relies
essentially on remote sensing data andgeographic
information systems (GIS) techniques but will make
use as much as possible from the existing data.
available in thecountries. Thelandcoverdatabase
will be mainly derived from visual interpretation of
recent high resolution satellite images digitally
enhanced. It will be done according to a
homogenized andhierarchical classification system
whose conception is under finalization by an
international working group which met in Senegal
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last July. Results obtained by this working group
were very successful and may become the norm for
a global land cover classification system!.

As far as the geographic referential or cartographic
data base is concerned, the International Working
Group of Experts on "Geometry and Geodesy" met
in Addis Ababa in September 1996 at the
headquarters of ECA and derived detailed
specifications and techniques that should be applied

4. In search ofacommon geometric reference for Africa

taking into account the geometric disparities of
Africa's cartography, the combination of existing
topographic maps, remote sensing documents and
ground surveys georeferenced with GPS.

This article presents a summary of the outcome of
the above AFRICOVER Working Group, and a
related paper prepared by the Regional Centre for
Services in Surveying, Mapping and Remote
Sensing.

1. The AFRICOVER Working Group on "Geometry and Geodesy"

The expert eonsultation took place from 23 to 25
September 1996. A total number of 25 experts
representing 23 countries, among which 16 African
countires, participated in the consultation.All
objectives of the meeting were acheived with a high
level scientific eonsensus.

Results:

Sub-working Group Nol reviewed and confmned
previous findings and emphasized that the main
parameters to be considered to analyse methods to
be implemented, are:

Two Subworking Groups (SW) were established.

SW 1 on "Geodesy and Geometric Corrections" had
the following terms of reference: (i) Review of the
status of the existing geodetic networks and of the
cartographic coverage; (ii) Streamline the geometric
and cartographic specifications ofAFRICOVER
Project; (iii) Define and study main scenarios for the
preparation of the cartographic base; (iv) Review
operational considerations: work plan, budget,
external assistance.

SW 2 on "Simplified Topographic Data Layer" was
mandated to: (i) specify and define the content of
the simplified topographic layer for the
AFRICOVER database, and (ii) define the terms of
reference of the pilot projects to test the adequacy of
this content and the methodology to be used.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Geodetic status, with two situations: (a)
good geodetic network covering 20% of the
continent, and (b) low quality networks
comprising astronomic and astro-geodetic
networks, for the rest of the region.

Quality ofexisting maps. It was noted that
in most cases good geodetic networks
corresponds to good quality maps. For
astro and astro-geodetic networks, mapping
varies from good to bad.

Relief was categorized into three main
classes as follows:

- flat: height differences less than 200m
- medium: between 200m and 500m

- high.inexcess of 500m
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Specification$ on Geometry

4. In search ofa common geometric reference {Or Africa

Project scales: I:250,000; I :200,000and I: I00,000 for smallcountriesor specificareas.
Reference system: WGS84
Spheroid: IAG-GRS80
Projection: UTM
Mapping Grid: I°X I°(I :200,000), I Yz0 X 10 1:250,000)and 30' X 30' (1/00,000)
Planimetricaccuracy: within50m - 100m. Thesevaluesare to be confirmed by the pilot project.
Altimetricaccuracy: ofDEM:

for geometric corrections, between 100 to 150m,for flat and mediumrelief
areas and 50 to 100m for highrelief areas.
for thematicapplications (optional DEM), between 50 and 100m.coresponding
to countourlines from 100mto 200m.

General Recommendation to member countries

From the beginningof the project all work willbe undertaken in the WGS84systemby all countries. At the end
of the project, the data can be convertedto the local geodetic system for those countriesrequestingthis
conversion.

The use of the new WGS84 Geoidmodelwith GPStechnology is recommended in order to improveheight
determinations.

Scenario 1: Availability of High Quality Geodetic
Network and Topomap$ (20% ofAfrican countries)

Datum and geodetic network will be transformed
into WGS84, using available transformation
perameters (ADOS, etc). If not available, they must
be processed with GPS determination on existing
points. New points may be necessary to establish in
order to ensure a good distribution.

Satellite data: appropriate season for optimum
discrimination ofland cover. Nadir viewing in
medium and high relief areas. Gemetric correction
using parametric model and a set ofGCP'$
extracted from topomaps if accuracy is of 10m
rID$ in X,Y and ~ 50m rID$ in Z. If not, the a ground
GPS campain is necessary. .
The useof GCP$ from the Russion GPS controlled
satellite data may prove useful.
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Scenario Two: Astronomic networks or Astrol
Geodetic Network$ combined with substandard
mapping. (80% ofAfrican countries)

In this case, the accuracy ofboth vertical and
horizontal datum would be evaluated by comparing
the coordinates ofselected points (5-20, depending
on the country) of the old datum tranfonned into
WGS84, with the one calculated with GPS. If the
difference exceeds 10 m, the old datum wuIf be
recalculated. Complementary geodetic points may
be necessary to recalculate to densify the network,
using GPS with 5-10 m accuracy.

Specifications for satellite data are the same as for
Scenario one.
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Subworking Group2 divided its workin two
tasks:

Task 1: . Todefinetheminimumsetof
features that will conform the topographic dataset
of the Africoverdigital databaseTheobjective is
to have a simplifiedtopographic layerupon which
the thematiclay~ willbe referenced. The data
will be obtained fromexistingtopographic maps.
This satelliteimagery will be themainsource for
up-dating the dataset. Whenthe topographic maps
are not available, or theirqualityis poor, thedata

Specifications of the simplified topolayer

Element

4. In search ofa common eeometnc reference[or Africa

willbe obtainedfromsatellite imagery, to the
extentpossible.

Theconsidered features are are: (i) Administrative
boundaries, (ii) Hydrography, (iii) Transportation
network, (iv) Urban areas, (iv) Toponymy.

Task 2: : To definethe termsofreference of
the pilotproject for testingthe applicability of
specifications andmethodology formulated by the
Working Group2.

Description

Hydrography

Transportation network

Utilities

Urban areas

.Administrative boundaries

Primary and secondary river network, major canals and
water bodies.

International and national primary road network.
All railways, including non-operational ones.

Major utilities such ashightension power lines and gas/oil
pipe lines.

All capitals, other cities and major human settlements.

International boundaries, and first order national
administrative limits.

Names ofprimary rivers
Allcities shown inthe data base
International Airports,PortslHarbours
Administrative regions shown inthedata base..

Clasification pf the elernents ofthedataset will be provided bythecountries according to their national
specifications The classification ofthe elements ofthedataset will be provided bythecountries, according to
theirnational specifications. The level ofsimplification ofthetopolayer will be decided with thenational
authorities ofeach country.In all cases thenames shallbe provided byeachcountry in the Roman
alphabet. Africover will respectthe spellingprovided.
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Recommendations on the pilot projects

Objectives:

Test 1 : Theprenaration of the simplified
topographic features according to various
environmental situations and various level of
quality ofexisting topo maps. In particular will be
assessed:

(a) To test whether the set of topographic
features for the simplified topographic layer are
adequate for the purposes ofAfricover.

(b) To ascertain the adequacy of existing topo-
maps to provide the required data.

(c) To establish to what extent satel1ite
imagery is adequate to extract the required elements
of the simplified topographic dataset, either for up
dating or for new mapping where maps do not exist,
or these are ofiow quality.

Test 2: The ability of space technology to
provide ground control points (GCP) by: (i) using
high resolution space photographic images
positioned by spacebom Doppler positioning
systems (Russian spinnoff systems); (ii) spatial
triangulation.

Test 3: The generation ofDEM from stereo
optical and radar satel1iteimages vis-a-vis
topographic maps

4. In search ofa common geometric reference /Or Africa

Test Sites: Test I

The following criteria for selection of sites for the
pilot project is proposed:

Quality ofexisting cartographic coverage with
respect to accuracy, completeness and degree ofup
to-datedness all considered at three levels, of
assessment, good, medium and poor.

Land cover and environmental conditions will be
studied:

desert or semi-arid area
tropical low populated area
tropical densely populated area
equatorial area
high relief areas.

Number and size of the Sites:

It is recommended to adopt the same sites
formulated by the WG 1 on land cover
classification and legend).
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2. The FAO AFRICOVER Project and a Possibility of a Unifled Geodetic Datum
for Africa (UGDA) . M Chodota, Senior Surveyor, RCSSMRS

Abstract

The FAO executedAFRICOVER Project aims at the
Production ofa homogeneous land cover mapping at
scales of11250,000 to lIIOO,000 covering the whole of
the Continent ofAfrica. To cany out this momentous
objective, it has been planned to start with the
harmonization ofthe geodetic datum, mapping
spheroids andprojections. The WG84 has been
selected as the geodetic datum to be used together with
lAG-GRS80 reference spheroid.

This is indeed an ambitious decision and very important
for Africa. For ifit is successfully implemented, at the
end ofthe project, Africa will have a unified datum and
spheroid. This is the goal the geodetic community have
been straining to achieve for nearly a century since the
30th Arc Meridian network wOsconceived by the South
African astronomer, Sir DavidGill at the end ofthe
19th Century.

In this paper, the authorproposes that the geodetic
community should cooperate with FAO and all
concerned with the AFRICOVER project to ensure that
the resulting unifiedDatum meets geodetic standards.
Following this project, the remaining geodetic networks
ofAfrica could then be transformed into the World
Geodetic System, so linking Africa to the rest ofthe
world.

Introduction

Efforts to establish a Unified Datum for Africa
startedafterthe 1963 lst United Nations Regional
Cartographic Conference in Africa. To thisend, the
African Doppler Survey (ADOS) project was
conceived andimplemented between 1981 and 1986
in which more than 300 points were established
usingthe Doppler positioning technique andwhich
covered more than45 countries of Africa. Although
the mainaim of this project wasto compute a
Unified Datum for the continent, forvarious
constraints, this goalwas not achieved.

At the end of the project, it was leftto eachmember
state to use thedata (andup to nowonlya few

countries haveused the ADOS results) to compute
transformation parameters for theirnetworks.

The lAGhas triedto supplement theefforts made
byAOCRS andECAto develop another project
through which a Unified Datum for Africa can be
achieved. In thispaper,the author proposes the use
of the FAOexecuted AFRlCOVERproject to
achieve thisgoal. Themainoutputof the
AFRlCOVER project is a homogeneous landcover
mapping for Africa at scales ranging between
1/250000 to 1/100000.

Toachieve thismomentous objective, the project
implementation will startby theharmonisation of
thegeodetic datum, reference spheroids andmap
projections. Although it has been decided that all
geodetic datums of Africa willbe transformed into
WGS 84,a Unified Geodetic Datum for Africa is
not even noted as a major outputof this project.
Thismeans that theeffortput into the
transformation exercise willbe so as to achieve
mapping accuracies at the 1/250000 scales. These
need notbe geodetic accuracy specifications.

In thispresentation, wepropose that theAfrican
geodetic community, the lAG,AOCRS, ECAand
International Geodetic Organisations suchas DMA,
IFAG, IGN, etc should cooperate withFAOso that
inestablishing themapping datum for
AFRlCOVER, geodetic standards are achieved.
This will enable the geodetic community to compute
a Unified Geodetic Datum for Africa(DGDA)
which would be linked to theWGS 84, using GPS
datacollected during theAFRlCOVER project
campaign.

Role of the International Association of Geodesy
(lAG)

ThelAGCommission for Geodesy in Africa, was
abolished by the Executive duringthe 21st lUGG
General Assembly meeting heldin Boulder,
Colorado in July, 1995.
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The main reason for this was that this Commission
had becomealmost inoperative mainlyfor lackof
funding and plausibleprogrammes. The geodetic
activities for Africawerehowever not abandoned.
Instead, these wouldcomeunderCommission X 
Continental Networks,and the Africangeodetic
datumproject comes underthis Commission.

Furtherwork wouldalso be coordinated by the lAG
- Committee for Developing Countries (lAG-CDC)
formed in 1992. The purposeof this committee is
to coordinate geodetic activities as theyaffect
development in all developing countries.

At presentthis committee is chairedby Prof. Sanso
ofItaIy, the 1st VicePresident of lAG. Its
membership is drawnfromeach of the continents of
Africa, SouthAmericaand Asia.

Duringthe lAG meetings at Boulderin July 1995,it
was further endorsed that the establishment of an
AfricanGeodetic datum shouldbe givena higher
priority, A preliminary Working Groupwasformed
with the lAG and Nairobi Regional Centreas the
convenors.

No meetinghas beencalledup to now. The reason
is lack of funds necessary to convene sucha
meeting. Lackoffunds will continue to hinderthe
implementation of this importantproject. This is
whywe nowproposethat lAG shouldseizethis
opportunity and participatein the planning and
collection of GPS data to be used for the
AFRICOVERproject. In doingthis, lAG will
ensure that the data meetsgeodetic standards and
can later be used to computea unifiedgeodetic
datum for Africa.

Use of the ADOS Data

In the computation of the North America Datumof
1983 (NAD 83), the UnitedStates useddata
collected from as far back as 1800s. Thisdata
included observations for astrofixes, triangulations,
traverses,baselines, longitudes, and azimuths. The
data also incorporated the currentdata obtained

4. In search ofa common geometric referencefor Africa

fromDopplerSatellites and Vcry LongBaseline
Interferometry (VLBI) observations.

We learn from here that Dopplerdata is acceptable
for establishing and strengthening datums. The
difference withthe Africansituationis that whereas
NAD83 was an improvement of onlyone Datum,
that is NAD 27, in Africathere are more than 20
Datums of all sorts ofuncertainties and these have
to be unified to get onedatum.

TheNorthAmerican experience has shownthat we
can usegoodDopplerdata (ADOS)to compute a
newdatumprovided all the inputs are in place. On
analysing the ADOSresults, it was foundthat of the
310 pointsestablished duringADOS, morethan
165pointswerelocatedon existingcontrolpoints
whose localdata is known.

Otherswerelocatedon existingtrigonometric
pointsbut no localgeodetic coordinates were
provided.

If the concerned memberstates provided the
required data, thenmorethan 200 of the 310 points
couldbe available for analysis to compute the local
transformation parameters from the ADOS data.
Looking at Table I, it is difficultto see howthe
transformation parameters obtainedfrom this data
couldbe usedto compute a unifieddatumfor
Africa. Fromthis data only, therearemore than 20
datums usedby about as manycountries. After
computing the transformation parameters for each
country, the problemwillbe the combination of all
theseto get one set of parameters for the more than
50 countries of Africa.

lAG couldcommission a working group to carryout
this computation. Alternatively, the computation
couldstop at the transforming all the national
geodetic networks into the Dopplerdatum. This
couldnowbe followed by a GPS surveyin whicha
number of the ADOSor transformed points would
be occupied. The relationship between Doppler
Transitsystemand WGS 84 is wellknown.
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Discrepancies fromthese transformation valuesand
those obtainedthrough observations would thenbe
treated as errors to be used in adjustment processto
get the final datwn in WGS 84.

The AFRiCOVER Project Strategy

The strategyfor the iinplementation of the
AFIUCOVER project is that it willbe divided in
phases.

The first phase is to start with 12 countries of
North-Eastern Africa,starting fromEgyptin the
North to Tanzania in the South,bounded by Zaire in
the West.

After this phase, the other zoneswillbe
implemented at sub-regional or national levels.
However, the agreed strategyis that the first step
willbe to unitY andharmonise the mappingdatum
togetherwith the reference spheroid and map
projectionfor the whole continent. The selected
mappingdatum is WG 84 and all the existing
datums in Africahaveto be transformed andunified
into WGS 84. The vehicle to this goal is the Global
Positioning System(GPS). Six yearswererequired
to carry out the ADOS project. Thetotal budgetfor
this project is not known becauseobservations were
carriedout throughbilateralagreements.

The only task whichwas carriedout centrally was
the processingand publication of results.

Thisexperience couldbe usedfor the
implementation ofa GPS project to establisha
datum for Africa. Bilateral agreements would be
used for the densification stage in eachcountry,
However, there willbe needto have a mainproject
to establish about 30 GPSpoints uniformly
distributedacross Africa.

These points must be coincidental withADOS
stations and must all be on known existingnational
geodetic points.

4. In search ora c~mon geometric reference (or Africa

This network of 30 points will enablethe
computation of transformation parameters between
ADOS and GPS whichis on WGS 84 datwn.

Thenext step is for eachbilateralteam to compute
the transformatidn parameters between the national
points (as transformed into ADOS) and the WGS84
points. This willbe followed by densification in
eachcountry and the transformation of all mapping
control into WGS 84 for the AFRICOVER project.

Recommendation

In the endeavour to achieve a unifiedand
homogeneous datumfor Africathroughthe FAO
AFRICOVER project, it is recommended that the
following steps shouldbe implemented.

• TheAfricanDoppler Survey (ADOS)data
shouldbe analysed and its relationship to WGS
84 established.

• For eachcountry with the ADOSpoints on'
existingnationalgeodetic control compute the
(NATIONAL.ADOS) transformation
parameters,

• Analyse the above(NATIONAL-ADOS) shifts
for the whole continent and find out if there is
anyusefulpattern to enablethemto be
combined.

• If no pattern, analyse the values obtainedunder
5.1, compute (WGS 84-NATIONAL) shifts
and see if thereis anypattern for points
scattered acrossAfrica. If pattern found,select
30 uniformly distributed points and
recommend themfor an AfricanGPS (AGPS)
Campaign.

• Compute this networkand new shift
parameters for Use in datum densification for
eachsubregion or country. This is the new
African Datwn.
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MAPPING (GEOMATICS) RELATED EDUCATION
TRENDS AND NEEDS IN AFRICA

Heinz Ruether
Department ofSurveying and Geodetic Engineering

University ofCape Town

1. Introduction

It was the original intention of this paper to report
on the state of mapping related education in Africa.
However, during its preparation it became obvious
that communication and co-operation between
educational institutions in Afiica is, in spite ofmany
encouraging improvements, still so limited that it is
virtually impossible to produce a comprehensive
and accurate state-of-education document with the
presently available information. Existing
documents on this topic are incomplete, statistics
are skewed and often outright incorrect and
subsequently misleading in their conclusions.
Instead of adding further confusion by another set
of questionable statistics, the author decided to
make some general points Onmapping related
education and try to identify some of the
opportunities and threats facing the profession from
an educators point of view. The paper will attempt
to define the principal needs of education and
suggest scenarios for self-help development of
mapping related education in Affica

It is the nature ofsuch a paper that the obvious will
have to be stated, thoughts which have surfaced in
many discussions and which are in many minds will
have to be repeated and old discussions will be
reopened, but there are also some new
developments and these require exposure in
addition to a reminder of the long existing
difficulties. Problems in education tend to be seen
by practitioners and non-academics as either so
obvious that they need no special mention or action,
or as so academic and irrelevant in the "real world"
that they are ofno interest outside the educational
sphere. Neither is true.

Very little is done from inside universities and
technikons for the mapping discipline. Mapping
related departments are typically very small in
student numbers and relatively insignificant in the
overall picture of their respective institutions. Thus
educators in the disciplines have little access to the
resources required for a modernisation of the
department and often cannot respond to the needs as
they would wish to. In some cases more effort is
spent on arguing for the relevance of mapping
related departments and their survival within
educational institutions than on educational issues.

On the other hand, educators have to deal with
pressure from practitioners who, not infrequently,
hold the view that an entirely needs-driven approach
is appropriate in education and that the profession
should guide the educator. The author believes that
educators need to be more proactive than reactive.
They must accept the responsibility and be given
the freedom to provide vision and guidance. Their
ability to extrapolate into the future, understand
trends and look for new ground beyond the present
boundaries of the profession will provide new
members with skills and knowledge for the future.
If educators fail to interpret trends correctly or to
explore new avenues, then there is real danger for
the survey discip line to become an insigni ficant
service provider with a low profile. Little
development will take place in the discipline and
many of its traditional areas of expertise may be
taken over by others. This potential downgrading
of surveying is especially threatening in the Afiican
context, where the constraints of limited educational
budgets often make it difficult to address questions
ofeducation which go beyond mere survival.
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In the third section of this paper the author will
discuss the need for a suitable new name for the
mapping profession; he will make the point that the
term 'mapping' is too restrictive and that education
should aim to produce a new individual with a
broader knowledge base. The name geomatics and
geomatics Engineer are suggested to reflect the new
profile of the profession and shall be used in the
following text without claiming that this is the only
or even the best possible designation. It is simply
considered more encompassing than the
conventional terms of "mapping", "remote sensing"
or "surveying".

2. Redefining the Profession

Like many others the geomatics profession (in this
paper profession is used in its general sense and not
restricted to articled professionals) has, for some
considerable time, enjoyed the privileges of a stable
and complex knowledge base with a clear structure
and definable functions for its members at all levels.
Boundaries 'with other professions were well defined
and seldom under dispute. This structure is now
changing as a result of technological advances and
the competitive interests ofother professions in
geomatics activities. The profession has now
reached a stage where a redefinition of the discipline
is essential to its survival.

A great mistake would be made in restricting the
geomatics engineer's activities to those of surveying
and mapping of land. The ability to collect and
manage spatial data equips uniquely for a range of
activities well beyond conventional mapping. The
geomatics engineer of the future must be a spatial
data and general measurement expert with the
capability to specialise on measuring objects
ranging from the topography of the earth surface to
parcels ofland, any man rriade structures,
mechanical components, models for manufacturing
processes, human or animal bodies and objects of
art or archaeological artefacts. Shelhe must be able
to record dynamic processes such as the movement
sequence of an athlete, particle flows in a chemical
process, a person operating a machine for an

ergonomics study or movement for a virtual reality
visualisation. This implies that existing
measurement skills must be retained while new
technology and new areas ofexpertise such as
visualisation and advanced GIS must be added.

More important than expanding the application
range, the future geomatics engineer must grow
beyond the level ofdata acquisition and become a
spatial data analyst. Slhe must be equipped to be
equally 'capable ofdesigning and interpreting a
spatial data' base for an insurance company, a
marketing campaigns, risk assessment or urban
'management as providing and processing remote
sensing data for an environmental assessment study.

Because of their multi-disciplinary nature the above
mentioned activities must be carried out in co
operation with other disciplines and not in
competition with them. The geomatics engineer of
the future must become a spatial data expert with
team thinking and management capabilities, if
geomatics is to survive as an independent
identifiable profession.

To achieve these aims, education must change at all
levels, existing functions of educational institutions
must be redesigned and new ones added, and above
all, a preparedness to continuously re-assess and
evolve the profession must be developed.

3. The Need For a New Name.

Accepting that the profession requires redefinition,
then a clear message rriust also be sent to the user,
the general public and to other professions,
informing about the surveyor's new revised profile
and her/his capabilities and areas of expertise.

A number of Universities in Canada, China, the UK
and Australia have responded to this challenge to
redefine the profession by restructuring the degree
and introducingthe term 'Geomatics'. The
Department of Surveying and Geodetic Engineering
at the University of Cape Town has decided to
follow this route and the equivalent department at
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the University of Nata!is considering a similar
move. The survey profession is by no means united
behindthe newnameas evidentfrom recent
discussions in the Australian Survey Journal. Such
discussions, whilehelping to bringthe problem of
the profession's self-image to the fore, alsodamage
the profession's image. In the final analysis the
name is not the issue. What is essential, is the need
to convey the newprofileof the spatialdata expert
in order to market theprofessionin areas beyond its
traditional fields ofactivity andto attractmoreand
better studentsat 1111 levels.

Withoutwantingto add to the debateon Geomatics
here, I wouldlike to quotethe International
Standards Organization (ISO)definition of
Geomatics whichveryappropriately describes the
role of the redefined profession, mayit be referred
to as surveying! geodesy/ geomatics/ geomatics
engineering! geomatics science, spatialdata science
or any othernew term. ISO states:

Geomatics is the new scientific term referring to
the integrated approach ofmeasurement, analysis
and display ofspatial data.

This clearly does not restrictthediscipline to
mappingand cartography and opensup the world
for the newprofession.

Thediscussion on Geomatics shouldprimarily be
seen as an indicator of the internationally perceived
needto breakout of the old mould, and not as an
argument about a name. It is important that this
trend is recognised in African geomatics education
and that a wider viewof the discipline is takenin
orderto develop in spiteof dwindling student
numbersand support.

4. The Profession and Cartographic Education
in Africa

Onecan arguethat cartographic needs in Africa are
largely unchanged, that conventional survey skills
are still required andthat thus education can follow
its conventional formfor sometimeand that the

concerns voiced aboveare not yet relevant for
Africa.

While this argument mayhavesomemerit, it could
alsoleadto the demise of the discipline in Africa.
Firstworld expertise andblack-box mapping
systems coulddominate the regionand African
geomatics engineers could be reduced to purely
operational functions. This must be avoided under
all circumstances, African institutes of education
musteducate internationally accepted and
marketable geomatics experts,worldclass
geomatics scientists must comeout of the research
unitsof African Universities, appropriate
technologies for Africamust be developed in Africa
andAfrican geomatics expertsmust manage
activities withAfrican technicians responsible for
theexecution of suchactivities. All this must be
done basedon first worldknowledge and in close
contact withinternational educational institutions,
but nevertheless witha highdegree of independence
andself-reliance.

African countries can be grouped in a varietyof
configurations according to geography, language,
history andcolonial past, religion, political learning
andothercriteria. Oneof thesehistorical groupings
separates Francophone, Anglophone and Portuguese
speaking countries, Africanorthof the Saharaand,
as a resultof its political past, SouthAfrica.

These divisions are not merely nominal and have
inhibited the flowof information andmovement of
individuals between regions, a phenomenon also
reflected in cartographic and othergeomatics
activities, especially in the areaof education.
Language is the principal medium of education and
thusplaysa moresignificant role in this than in
mostotherspheresof professional activities. It is
herewhere thedivision is mostobvious. Thereis
littleor no mutual knowledge of educational
institutions in Africa, standards differ, staff
exchange is verylimited andstudents seldom
transfer between institution within Africa and
typically preferto advance their studies elsewhere.
There still appears to be a perception that quality in
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5. Levels of Education

A brief analysis of the various educational levels
within the profession might helpto define some
objectives towards improved professional education
in Africa. Onecan classify education intothe
following levels:

education canbest be provided outside Africa.
Although it must beaccepted that - largely for
historical andfinancial reasons educational
standards in geomatics outside Africa areon
average higherthan in Africa. It is alsotrue that
centres of geomatics excellence do exist in Africa
and that thereareno reasons whyotherAfrican
institutions could not reachinternational standards.

Recent developments andthe activities of
international and regional organisations suchas the
UN, the OAUand SADC havereduced the level of
separation substantially andco-operation is
growing. However, professional links of
individuals, organisations andcountries withthe
"firstworld" appearto be stronger than those within
Africa.

5.2 University Education

Theimprovement in professional maturity observed
by theauthorin postgraduate students underhis
supervision has convinced himof the invaluable
contribution made to theprofession through post
graduate programs, a benefit oftenoverlooked by
theprofession. It is therefore most important to
establish post-graduate progrannnes at African
Universities andotherinstitutions oflearning.

This three-pronged relevance ofresearch is often
overlooked and research is evaluated solely on the
basisof the second criterion, the tangible research
output. The authoris of the opinion that the first
objective, thepersonal development of the student,
is of much higher relevance in post-graduate
research than the research product. Onecan even
go so far to premise thatgaining knowledge in the
particular research area is of lessrelevance for the
developing the students than the ability to abstract
from the literature, analyse critically, structure
thoughts in a logical fashion, formulate a readable
document and learn self management.

Post-graduate research is alsoessential for the
supervisor, whois forced to continually improve
own knowledge andcritically assessown
understanding of the discipline and the research
area. Theauthor fmnlybelieves that excellence in
teaching at university andtechnikon level is
primarily basedon the teacher's research activities.

post-graduate education andresearch at
universities and research organisations
under-graduate education
technikon andengineering school education
and training
basic skillstraining*

*
*

*

In addition to these there is alsoa requirement to
educate the user of geomatics products.

5.1 Post-graduate research

Research in aneducational institution has three
essential objectives, these are thedevelopment of

1. the student
2. newmethods, algorithms, instruments or

systems and
3. the supervisor

Geomatics related departments at Universities will
produce a 'new' student withdifferent levels of
understanding, a versatile problemsolverwith a
sound knowledge of principles and methods in
mathematics, physics andcomputer science.
Universities world-wide arecritically reviewing
theirteaching methods, neweducational models are
suggested andtestedanddifferent 'quality control'
criteria arediscussed. Geomatics related education
in Africa now faces the dualchallenge of teaching
newconcepts in a newformat.
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Employers tend to judge a newly employed student
by herlbis immediate abilityto operatean
instnnnent or run a softwarepackage. This is
merelya by-productand shouldnot be the principal
objective of a University degree... The bodyof our
knowledge increases at such a rate that our
knowledge has a half-lifeof between four and six
years, i.e.half our knowledge is obsoleteafter that
period,computersand software have an even
shorter life expectancy with near complete
obsolescence after sometwo years. Fromthis it
shouldbe obvious that Universities haveto educate
with a viewof producing a highlyadaptable
graduatewho can survivein this rapidlychanging
environment and syllabimust be designed with this
in view(a proposal for UCT's newly designed
Geomatics curriculum is attached, it must beseen as
a first attempt towards the new geomatics degree, it
makesno claimto offer a final solution).

5.3 Tecbnikon and Engineering Scbool
Education

Many of the traditional skills relatedto geomatics
have turned into black-box operations. Total
stations with field to map capabilities, GPS and
digital ortho-photostations need littleknowledge
and do not require in-depthunderstanding of the
underlying processesfor their operation. Much of
the originally required mathematical and technical
knowledge has been incorporated into the software
and an expert user, although still desirable, is no
longeressential. Also, thetechnical andnon-legal
aspectsofcadastral surveying can easilybe
masteredwithout thebasis of a full university
education and previously complicated
photogrammetric or remotesensingprocesses are
executedby powerful bundle-adjustment and image
processingsoftware. It need not be emphasised
here that suchblack-boxcapabilityhas its inherent
dangers and that severe errorscan occurif the
operation is not supervised by an expert.

Nevertheless therecanbe no doubt that education
requirements in manyareasbave beenreduced and

that maoy aspectsof traditional survey education
can be moved from university to technikon level.

Black-box-technology has thus a notableimpacton
technikons anduniversities, moving somematerial
fromuniversities to technikons, whilerequiring
fromtechnikon graduates a substantially deeper
understanding of topics,whicb werepreviously only
mentioned in passing; twoexamplesfor this are the
needto understand therelationship between
ellipsoid and geoidwhendetermining heightsby
means of GPS or the relevance of geometry for
control pointgeometry anderror theoryin modern
aero-triangulation surveys.

In rethinking their curricula Tecbnikons needto
workin closeco-operation with Universities. There
must alsobe a mutualunderstanding betweenthe
two levels of education towards facilitating transfer
in both directions.

5. 4 Basic skills training

A number of lowlevel surveyactivities are of a
naturewhichis technically so undemanding that
theycan easilybe executed by lay persons after
some rudimentary trainingandunderthe
supervision of an expert. This option shouldbe
given seriousconsideration in viewof, for example,
the needfor lowlevelinfrastructure development in
remote areasor the allocation and documentation of
occupation sites in informal-settlements to name
onlytwoof the manyareas. Herethe development
of methods of grass-roots trainingfor lay-personal
deserves the attention of educators.

6. GIS in education

The roleof GIS in modern geomatics is so
prominent and so wellestablished that there is no
needto discuss its relevance for the discipline here.
In spiteof its importance, though,GISis not yet
part of the syllabi of all Africaneducational
institutions andurgentattentionmust be givento its
incorporation intomodemcurricula.
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In this context GIS is to be seenin theright
perspective. GIS is highlyiaterdisciplinary, it has,
withoutdoubt, a prominent place in a modem
geomatics degree, but it is neitherexclusive to
geomatics nor shouldit be allowed to dominate the
discipline. GIS is merely a component, albeita very
importantone, in the spatialdata toolbox.

7. Proposals for self-help in African Geomatics
Education

Fromthe aboveobservations flowa numberof
possible suggestions towards improved geomatics
education in Africa throughthe activities of African
institutions. Amongthese are:

• for graduates: opportunities for post graduate
research

• for educators: exchange of individuals, joined
courses, distribution of teachingover regions

• for researchers: a possibilityfor joined research
projects and communication on research issues

Thedata base would also aid the assessmentof
students and graduates for

• transferbetween institutions

• a transferintopostgraduate programs

I. establishment of a geomatics-education data
base for Africa.

• recruitment for professional positions

2. designof a samplecurriculum for geomatics
education in Africa.

3. establishment ofa network between
educational institutions.

4. joint research projects by Afiiean educational
institutes.

5. establishment of regional centres of expertise
in geomatics

7.1 Geomaties related educational data base
and curriculum design

A numberof attemptshavebeenmadeto contribute
to a data base of educational institutions in Africa,
these have eitherbeenvery limited in the numberof
institutions involved or based on incomplete or
incorrect information.

The establishment of a morecomprehensive
educational data base would serveto provide

• for potential students: a choiceof institutions
availablefor education

Collection of the data for the data base cannotrely
on questionnaires as is clearlyobvious from, for
example, a recently publishedstatisticson digital
mapping education in developing countries. One
cansafelyassumethat utmost care was taken in
designing and analysing the results of the
questionnaire as wellas in answering the questions,
In spiteof this, severe flaws exist in the data related
to, for example, SouthAfrica. Amongother errors,
onlyoneof the two SouthAfrican Survey
Departments is listedandweIl established
postgraduate degrees in digitalphotogrammetry,
GIS,Landmanagement and Geodesy remain
unmentioned. This is not meant as a criticismofthe
publication but as an indicatorof the shortcomings
of surveys relying exclusively on mailed
questionnaire. Questionnaires typically sufferfrom
the inability of the two sides involved in the
question and answer process to communicate in an
iteractive way. Termsare used in different contexts,
questions aremisinterpreted and answers
misunderstood.

In the samepaperan assessment of the national
knowledge base of the countries involved in the
survey is madein which the technical know-how in
the listedcountries is assessedas 'veryweIl', 'fairly
weIl' and 'not so weIl'. Suchan assessment should
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7. 2 Networking Educational Institutions and
Joint Research projects

not be based on the answers to a questionnaire and,
if done at all, could only be established by a
comprehemsive research initiative.

As a step towards geomatics development, the
author suggests that a working group consisting of
staff members of a representative range of
educational institutions in Africa is formed to
establish a reliable data base containing information
such as

The same group could design guidelines for
appropriate syllabi for African institutions at
various levels. It is not suggested to provide a set
of standard curricula for Universities and
technikons, but rather offer a guideline to assist
with the design of new courses and with the
assessment ofexisting programs. Such a group
could not function without financial backing and
continuity and attempts will have to be made to fmd
resources for such an undertaking,

7.3 Regional centres of Geomatics expertise

The final objective of a united African geomatics
community should be the research and development
of appropriate technologies for Africa in Africa and
by African technicians, researchers and academics.

The formation of the African Association of
Remote Sensing of the Environment, AARSE,
represents an important step in this regard, but is
restricted in its interests to remote sensing. With
the formation of ASESA, the Association of Survey
Educators in Southern Africa, the author has taken
first steps to establish a regional group in Southern
Africa and other regional associations are in place.
However, more far -reaching steps are required to
create meaningful co-operation among educators
and in fact the entire geomatics community in
Africa.

Regional centres of expertise exist in Africa and it
would appear that little would be gained by adding a
further institution of this nature. However, the
existing centres are geographically oriented towards
Central-, East-, West- and North Africa and their
academic focus is primarily in the remote sensing
area. A centre with a broad interest in geomatics
associated with a University or a Technikon in the
Southern African region appears to be lacking.
Such a centre could contribute substantially to co
operaton between geomatics professionals, not only
in the region, but also throughout the continent. It
would be responsible, among other activities, for the
co-ordination ofeducation, provide short courses in
continued education programs, consult in geomatics
issues, carry out pilot projects and joined research in
conjunction with existing technikons and
universities and develop appropriate technologies
for the African environment.

It is interesting to note in this context that the
esablishment of regional centres ofexpertise was
suggested in the Bogor Declaration by the United
Nations Interregional Meeting of Experts on
Cadastre in Bogor, Indonesia in March 1996.

curriculum structures
educational standards
details on staff members
ongoing research
post graduate programs etc

•
•
•
•
•

Mutual visits between educational institutions and
joined research projects are common place in
Europe and other parts of the world, while they
remain the exception in Africa, African educators
and experts Can more often be found at international
conferences and research- or educational
institutions, than in corresponding institutions in
other African countries. Attempts should be made
to establish contacts and arrange visits in
preparation ofjoined projects with the objective to
create, within Africa, the fertile atmosphere ofclose
co-operation and friendly competition as it exists in
other parts of the world.
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8. Conclusions
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The paper has highlighted some of the threats and
opportunities for the geomatics profession in
general and specifically in Africa from the point of
view of an educator. It premises that survey
education is required in Africa and sustainable at all
levels of educational institutions, provided a
broader view of the profession's areas of activity
and responsibility is adopted. An exclusive
limitation to mapping is not in the profession's
interest and the international development towards
an 'information society' must be recognised when
designing a new profile for the profession.

The profession in Africa must be strengthened
against isolation and downgrading to purely
operational level and self-help must be added to
assistance from. First steps proposed are a working
group to establish a data base of available
educational capabilities in Africa and a network of
African geomatics educators with a view to staff
exchange, joined courses and joined research
projects. The design of a guideline for geomatics
educators with a view to staffexchange, joined
courses and joined research projects. The design of
a guideline for geomatics curricula for Africa is
suggested, such a process would naturally force
educators to critically inspect needs and possibilities
for the discipline. The chance ofsuccess for these
proposals will depend on the enthusiasm of the
participants and on funding. As a long term
objective the establishment of a centre ofgeomatics
expertise attached to a university in the Southern
African region is desirable. The final objective of
any educational effort in Africa must be the
development towards a largely independent
geomatics capability throughout the continent.
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International Cartographic Association

1. Introduction

In 1989, the President of the International
Cartographic Association, Dr. FraserTaylor, voiced
his concernabout "the disproportionately low
participationofwomen in the ICA",and later said
that "if ICA is to prosper and grow, then the
Association must attract and involve cartographers
who are currently under-represented in its ranks.
These include the younger generation of
cartographers, cartographers fromdeveloping
nations, andwomen cartographers...".

Out of this concern carnethe establishment of the
ICA Task Forceon Womenin Cartography, which
subsequently became the ICA Working Groupon
Gender and Cartography and last year the
Commission on Genderand Cartography. These
were the ICA's first major attemptsto address how
women's participation in the organization couldbe
increased.

This paper on gender andcartography attempts to
accomplish a numberof goals - it explores the UN's
role in promoting gender equality; touches on social
cartography; attemptsto explainwhatgenderissues
are and whythey shouldbe of interestto
cartographers; outlines somegenderbased research
in the fieldof humanresources that shouldhelpmen
andwomenworktogethermore fruitfully; and
describes gender-related research and activities of
the ICA, including a summary of the 1991 studyon
women'sparticipation in the ICA.

2. The United Nations and Gender Equality

It is fitting at this UN conference to recognize the
pivotal role playedby the UnitedNations in
promotingthe equalityof the sexes, raisingthe

status of women worldwide, identifying barriers to
women's progress, andproposingandencouraging
strategies to overcome them.

TheUnitedNationsDecade on Women, 1975-1985,
withits theme, "equality, development andpeace,"
highlighted by international conferences in Merida,
Copenhagen andNairobi, did muchto focus the
world's attention on the realityof women's lives in a
globalcontext. With large-scale involvement of
governments andnon-government organizations
(NGOs), these conferences led to an encouraging
international exchange of information and a
challenging intercultural dialogue that has resulted
in progress for women in almostevery sphereof
life.

Further development needs: Unfortunately, such
developments havenot been systematic, nor have
theybenefitted women in all countries equally. One
innovative atlas,Womenin the World,reminds us
that: "The official invisibility of women perpetuates
the myththat whatwomen do is less important, less
noteworthy, less significant. Womenare made
invisible by policies andprioritiesthat discountthe
importance of collecting information about them...
We do not presume a globalcommunity of women.
Whatwe do see,however, is that everywhere
women are worseoff than men; women have less
power, less autonomy, morework, less money, and
more responsiblities thoughequality of the sexes is
nowestablished as a principle andpolicymatter in
manycountries, a 1993NGO submission to a UN
Commission acknowledged: "Despite rational
arguments for including women in decision-making,
thereis an almostinvoluntary resistance. The
exclusion of women from important consultations is
so deeply ingrained in most cultures that changeis
unlikely withouta conscious, deliberate effort to
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involve them. Change, evenwhen undertaken
voluntarily, is rarelyperceived as positive at first;
rather it is often profoundly disturbing...
fundamental changes in the wayhuman beingrelate
to one anotherare bothnecessary andinevitable,
but willnot occurovernight. Thetransition to full
equalitybetweenwomen andmenis an evolutionary
processrequiringeducation and patience with
oneselfand others, as Well as unswerving
determination (BIC, 1993). Andmorerecently:
"Thecreationof a peaceful and sustainable world
civilization willbe impossible without the full
participationofwomen in everyarenaof human
activity. While this proposition is increasingly
sUPp'~~ed, there is a marked difference between
intellectualacceptance and its implementation. It is
lini6 for theinstitutions of the world, composed
mainly 'of men, to use their influence to promote the
systeniatic inclusion of women, not out of
condescension or presumed self-sacrifice but as an
act motivatedby the belieftnat the contributions of
women are required for society to progress. Onlyas
the contributions of women are valued willtheybe
soughtout and woven into the fabricof society. The
resultwiIl be a morepeaceful, balanced, just and
prosperous civilization" (BIC. 1995).

A Partnership of Women and Men: Thetask of
achieving genderequality on a societal level is
graduallybecoming understood as onethat demands
a fullpartnership of men and women: without the
qualities, talents and skillsof both women andmen
full economicand socialdevelopment of the planet
becomes impossible: "Partnership cans for changes
by both women andmen. Women needto develop
their own capacities and step forward to playan
activerole in solvingthe world's problems. Men,
for their part,milst learnto cooperate withwomen
and encourage theirefforts. Whenmenactively
promotethe principle of equality, women will no
longerhave to strugglefor theirrights" (ibid.).

Theholdingof a fourthUN-sponsored International
Women's Conference in Beijing in September 1995
is sure to providea stimulating andrealistic
accounting of the progress andbarriersexperienced

6. Gender and Cartography

by the world's women tenyears after International
Women's Decade.

3. Research trends In Cartography

In 1991, an ICAworking groupwas established to
identify majortheoretical issues facing cartography.
Of these, social cartography has rapidlybecome a
mainfocus of theoretical research at the present
time. As Torokhas pointedout: "Cartography is
morethanmaps. Map makersand users arehuman
andmembers of societies. This ontological fact
againputs cartography into a muchbroadercontext
than its immediate professional environment. The
social contextofcartography, its institutions,
professional organizations, the commercial side and
the political-ideological effectson map makingand
otheractivities - theseare a prospective field of
present and future investigations...". "Cartography
is a part of the cultural context,and digital
technology makes possibletemporary, dynamic,
cartographic representations that become parts of
oureveryday life, that organize, transport and
influence our world views. Maps as social images
areveryeffective andthe deeperunderstanding of
the interrelations and co-existence of the different
socialcontextsis the wayhowwe develop
cartography. Creation is a divineact, so modem
cartographers should not fear of givingup the myth
of the objectiveandvalue-free cartography. Instead
of this ideology wemust accept, understand, and
popularize the idea,that cartography was,is and
hopefully willbe modelling the social-natural reality
andexercising [its]'powerto protect andenrich
humen lives(Torok, zs-s, 27). Concepts such as
cultural contextand inter-relationships, whichguide
the social cartographer, are also crucial to gender
studies.

4. Gender Studies and Cartography

While this short paper cannothope to deal in any
substantial waywiththis emerging inter
disciplinary field, a few key conceptswiIl be
introduced that should be of valueto the
cartographic community.
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Gender issues: Although they are typically
perceived as women's issues,genderissuesare in
fact sex neutral,sincethey arebased on the
relationship between the sexes. A gendered
perspective acknowledges that so-called "gender
neutrality" probablydoes not exist andrecognises
that what had been thoughtto be a "neutral" work
placeis probably dominated by a varietyofgender
associated values and assumptions. Many
researchers now feelthat denying anydifferences
betweenthe sexes is probablyas imbalanced as
upholding a rigid division oflabour or rolesbased
entirelyon sex.

Gender studies andhumanresources research now
acknowledge that men andwomen demonstrate at
least somedistinctvalues and approaches in the
work place andhavebegunto speak of "male
associated" or "female-associated" styles. The
following constitute a fewexamples onlyand
should not be considered definitive pronouncements
about how allmen andwomen operate.

The old socialorder is increasingly being
characterized as essentially the (unexamined or not
yet-deconstructed) traditional whitemale
hierarchical powerstructure. Here, tasks are
fragmented, specified, prescribed, predictable, non
random, fullyscheduled and carriedout without
reference to context(Franklin, 84). This structure
has producedwhat has been described as a male
associated"command-and-control" management
style that uses power fromone's organizational
position and fromformal authority. This is a style
most men, and manywomen, have learned and
continueto use in the workplace.

Recently, various "female associated" principles,
values and skillshavebeen identified as practiced
(though not exclusively) by female leaders
(Kundsin, Wilwin, Rosener). These include, among
others:

• a greatersenseof the inter-relatedness of
actionsand eventsandmore attention to
context

6. Gender and Cartography

• a less hieriarchical or formal leadership style;
encouragement of participation; sharingof
power, information, recognition andrewards;
greater collaboration

• an attemptto reconcile beingefficient and being
humane

• a focus on communications, including "highly
developed listening skills"

• anemphasison building relationships, long
tenn interactions and the use of negotiation
skills

• seeing workas beingpart ofone's liferather
than as separatefrom it or the onlyfocusof it.

Women in Non-traditional Fields: Numerous
studies have, alsoexamined the experiences of
women whohaveenterednon-traditional fieldsor
whoworkin male-dorninated environments. In one
study, the twogreatestobstacles to thriving on the
job werereportedas being accepted by maleco
workers ("making it in a man'sworld") andbeing
isolated (fromotherwomen) in the workplace.
Manywomen havereportednot being taken
seriously by men, having their achievements
overlooked, havingto provetheir competence to a
greater degree thanmale colleagues to be accepted,
beingexcluded from afterhours activities and
informal circles, "hitting the cement ceiling"; and
beingexcluded from the most seniorranks.Women
oftenreportdismay at the violation of ethical
principles in the workplace. And,becauseit is
usually themwhofeel primaryconcern in families
for thepreservation of marriages and the quality of
parenting, and them who still take on the largest
shareof childcare and housework, manywomen
find it challenging to strike a balance between
personal and professional life (Carroll & Cherry,
Milwid).

Possibilities forChange: In somecountries female
associated valuesandstyles are beginning to infuse
theworkplace and become valuedby men, though
change is gradual. Organizations arebeing re
designed; "the validity of the corporate pyramid, a
structure thandictates top-down decision-making,
individual competition, andcentralized control"
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(Milwid,269) is beingexamined. Insome
instances,a new corporateculture in which men
share is graduallydeveloping, one in which some
men worry about how to be goodparents andstill
get ahead, and speakmore openlyabout the private
costs of their careers.

Shouldcartographers and theirprofessional
organizations be concerned about gender? Gender
Issues should matter to cartographers becausethe
dynamic betweenmale and female colleagues
affects both individuals and the places theywork. If,
as our own and others' researchtells us, women
have less visibilityand power in the workplace than
their male colleagues, if their voices are mostly
absent from policyand decision-making, if they
have less access to learning new technology, if they
have more difficulty finding mentors, if their
experiences and perceptions are undervalued, this
represents a loss not oulyto women themselves, but
also to men and to the workplace in general.

5. Promoting Gender EqualitylWomen's
Participation within the ICA

Onlyrecentlyhave the ICA andother international
organizations begunto questionwhethergender
might playa significantrole in their activities or
orientation. As in most male-dominated fields, the
ICA has alwayshad muchlower female than male
participation. This was seriously addressed in
1989,when the ICA Task Forceon Women in
Cartographywas appointed, with a mandateto
measureand encourage the participation of women
cartographers or professionals in relatedfields in
the activities of the ICA.

Women in Cartography: Report and
Recommendations

In 1990, the Task Forceundertook an international
surveyto learn more aboutthe women currently
workingin Cartography and relatedprofessions,
and the.barriersand incentives that contribute to
their participationor non-participation in the ICA.
Many of its findings, support someof thosecitedin

6. Gender and Cortography

the genderstudies section. About 1,300
questionnaires weresent out, and 600 returned, 412
being usedin thetabulations. Questionnaires were
received fromwomen in 34 countries,with the
largestnumbercomingfrom the UnitedStates,
Canada, Norwayand Sweden _ Therespondents
weregenerally welleducated(most with a
completed post-secondary qualification or higher);
mainly worked in cartography/GIS but comefrom a
varietyof experience categories; workprimarily in
the public sectorand to a lesserdegreein the ..
educational field and private sector; and are. in the
middIe-to-higher job ranks. Most had little
involvement with the ICA and more involvement at
the nationalleveI.

Theprimarybarriers to women's participationwere
identified as:

• Lackof knowledge about what the ICA is, how
it operatesand what it has to offer. This was
identified as a major barrier to women's
involvement in the organization.

No exrstance ofleA awareness in my country
(Sudan)

• Participants' perceptions or assumptionsabout
the ICAsstyle of operation: manyrespondents
indicated their perception that women's
contributions are underrated, female
associated management and work styles are
not valued, and appointments are made
throughlong-standing, exclusivemale
networks.

I think there is lowparticipation[of women]
becauseSurveying and Cartographyhave
traditonally beenmale dominated(South Africa).

Accroitre la participation des femmes ne devrait
pas prendre l'allure d'une marginalisatton par
rapport ala participation des hommes (Tunisia)

• Professional barriers: travel funds are not
available at the participants' level; they are not

..*
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encouraged by their employers to be involved
in the ICA; most are not in a decision-making
positionand fewhavepublications.

I am not in a positionto attend international
meetings beeausethereare fewchances offered
(Sudan).

• Personal barriers: lack of time wasfrequently
cited as a reasonfor not participating. It is still
difficultfor manywomen to balance family
responsibilities and theirprofessional life.

I would liketo participatemorefully in the ICAin
orderto have a full idea about ICAactivities,
hopingto increase my knowledge and to follow
professional progressofmy field (Sudan).

My departmentis so small thus I findmyself
involved in cartography, remote sensing,
photogrammetry and GIS...Further, GIS in
Botswanais still in embryonic stage andI find
myselfdoingmanagement, teaching, research and
development (Botswana).

The primaryincentives/encouragements to the
participation of women were identified as:

• Moreinformation about the ICA.
• Thepossibility of receiving travel grantsthat

wouldmatch thoseof the employer.
• Greater participation of women in the leA

Executive Committee, Commissions and
structure generally.

• The holding of regular women-in-cartography
sessionsat conferences.

Recommendations and Results from the Task
Force Report

The Task ForceReport and Recommendations were
presented to the ICA Executive Committee at the
Bournemouth Conference in 1991. The following
recommendations weremade, followed by the
results achieved:

6. Gender and Cartography

A broader range of participation by women and
other under-represented groups generally
should be encouraged within the ICA.

Recommendation: in orderto createa more
balanced and broaderbase for participation for the
entire organization, amend the ICA Statutesto
include the addition of the following clause: "The
promotion ofequality of opportunity in all
organizational units and at all levels of
responsibility withinthe ICA and its member
national organization".
Result: This. amendment was passed unanimously
by the Canadian Cartographic Committee and has
beenadopted at the lOthICA Congress and General
Assembly in Barcelona in 1995.

Lack of knowledge about what the ICA is, how
it operates and what it has to offer is a
frequently quoted barrier to women's
involvementin the organization.
Recommendation: Prepareanddistribute general
information brochures, posters or a videotape of the
ICA,through the appropriate national
organizations.
Result: A brochure on the ICAincluding
information on its commissions andWorking
Groups has beenproduced and is beingwidely
distributed.

Recommendation: Requestwiderdistribution of
theNewsletter withinmember countries
Result: This recommendation has been
implemented on the recommendation of the
Executive Committee of the ICA.

More participation by women and other under
represented groups in the ICA Executive
Committee, CommissionsandWorking Groups,
and at conferences should be encouraged.

Recommendation: Consider actively encouraging
Conunission Chairs, Country Representatives and
national organizations to involve morewomen in
their activities.
Result: Thepresidentof the ICA wrote to all chairs
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of Commissions andWorking Groups to strongly
encourage implementation of thisrecommendation.

Recommendation: Consider whether quotas for
Board seatsor Commissions or Working Groups
would be appropriate for the ICA, perhaps on a
temporary basis,
Result: TheICAExecutive Committee feels that
this recommendation should notbe considered at
the presenttime.

Recommendation: Permit, not as a general rule,
but selectively, in order to encourage the
participation of women, minorities, andyounger
participants, representation by more than oneper
country on Commission andWorking Groups.
Result: Implementation of this recommendation
would require changes to the ICAStatutes.

The primary professional barriers to leA
participation cited by respondents are that
travel funds are not available at their level, and
they are not encouraged by their employersto
be involvedin the ICA.

Recommenclation: Establish a fund to provide
matching travel funds to selected participants at
ICAconferences, particularly to younger, first-time
anddeveloping country participant, ensuring that
50%of suchfunds be made available to women for
anyone occasion.
Result: It was decided by the Executive Committee
to fundsome activities undertaken by the
commissions andtheworking groups on a project
basis. Within this framework, some assistance was
madeavailable to members of the Working Group
on Gender in Cartography to assistmembers from
developing countries to participate in seminars in
Mexico. During the lOth General Assembly in
1995,a promotion and solidarity fund has been
created: travel awards to ICAinternational
conferences willbe given from this fund.

Recommendation: Request that conference
organizers provide an inexpensive accommodation
option, andencourage informal home-sharing and

6. Gender and Carlography

hotel-sharing for thosewho request it.
Result: Thistype of accommodation has been
available at allmajor ICA events sincethe
recommendation wasmade.

Recommendation: When possible andin
particular, when requested, address (orrequest
national organizations to address) invitations to
would be participants in ICAconferences or
through their employers.
Result: TheWorking Grouphas received a mlmber
of requests for its Women in Cartography data base
so that members can receiveindividual mailings.

The primary personal barrier to ICA
participation cited by respondents with
dependents,after lack of time, was child care
requirements.

Recommendation: Askconference organisers to
investigate the possibility of offering childcare
arrangements during conferences, whatever age
range is feasible, and'announee a contact name
forfurther information in conference brochures.
Result: While thiscanbeencouraged informally, a
response to this recommendation is within the
jurisdiction of individual conference organizers.

Further study of the issues raised in the survey
is required.

Recommendation: establish an ICAWorking
Group on Gender in Cartogrphy.
Result: TheICAWorking Groupon Women in
Cartography wasnamed in 1991,witha mandate to
promote equality of opportunity in all
organizational units andat alllevels of
responsibility within the ICAandits memember
national organizations. Its initial terms of reference
for 1991-1995 were:

1. Todocument thepresent status andtrends in
participation of various groups in carto-graphic
activities.

2. Todocument theroleoffemale associated
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values in changes in the cartographic profession.

3. To propose mechanisms which will ensure that
equal opportunities do exist within ICA for all
component groups.

4. To identify and analyze the perceptual
differences according to gender in the creation and
use ofmaps and other cartographic products.

These terms of reference have been changed for the
period 1995-1999 into:

1. To serve as a resource on issues related to
gender and Cartography by preparing papers
for presentation at conferences or for
publication in cartographic journals by
preparing and disseminating a basic
bibliography on topics related to gender and
development within the context of cartography
and related fields.

2. To facilitate professional contacts between
cartographers in the international community by
updating the Directory of Women in
Cartography, Surveying and GIS by organizing
joint projects with other ICA commissions and
Working Groups by maintaining contact with
commissions in the "sister organizations" such
as the International Geographical Union, la
federation Internationale des Geometres, and
with UNESCO, which focus on gender and
development related issues.

3. To enhance professional development
opportunities for the ICA target groups
(women, younger cartographers and
cartographers from developing nations) by
organizing special sessions at ICA conferences;
by holding seminars and workshops, featuring
women and other target group members as
presenters, to provide a forum for the
development of professional skills by target
group members and others.

4. To propose mechanisms which will ensure that

6. Gender and Cartography

equal opportunities exist within the ICA for all
component groups, by approaching the
Executive Committee to consider special
programs for target groups and by promoting
equal participation in the ICA, through the
study of participation trends.

ICA Working group on Gender in Cartography:
Activities

The Working Group first met in Mexico City in
November 1991. Believing their work will
strengthen the ICA country member organizations
as well as the ICA itself, members decided on the
following objectives, in addition to their Terms of
Reference: to strengthen the network of women in
cartography, to provide a support group for women
cartographers, to provide information about women
in cartography and about the ICA and to act as a
catalyst.

Members plan to reach out to women's groups or
commissions in other organizations, such as the
Gender and Geography Commission within the
International Geographical Union, with which a
working relationship has already been established.
The group has produced an international directory
ofwomen in cartography in electronic format
(Dbase, IBMlPC), including about 380 names to
date.

While in Mexico, working group members
presented two seminars: "GIS - - an Introduction to
Basic Concepts and Terminology" which included
an overview of GIS activities in China, the United
States, Mexico, Norway and Canada; the second
was entitled "Application of Expert Systems to
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems".
A high degree of interest was shown, both in terms
of content and in terms of the impact of seeing all
women panels of cartographers in the Americas.
The Working Group is indebted to the ongoing
interest and support ofICA President Fraser Taylor.

Other working group activities have included
presentations at the IGU Symposium on Women
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and Work at Rutgers University in August 1992,
and a workshop on gender held in Cologne in 1993.
"Multi MediaIHyper Media" and "Introduction to
GIS" sessions were also presented at a conference
held jointly with the ICA Commission on Education
and the Commission of Map Production
Technology in Istanbul, Turkey in April 1994.

Conclusions: This paper has explored the recent
history of gender equality and has touched on social
cartography. It has examined some gender issues
and some gender-based research in the field of
human resources. It has reviewed the research and
activities of the ICA related to women participation.

While Conditions, opportunities, economies and
social values vary tremendously throughout this
region, some gender issues are almost universal in
character. It is hoped that the general principles
introduced here will stimulate further discussion and
be given attention in national Working Groups.
Consideration should be given to the following
proposals for concrete actions:

• The under-representation ofwomen and other
minority groups should be recognized wherever
it may exist in the cartographic community and

6. Gender and Cartography

addressed at the local, national and international
levels.

• Increased opportunities should be created for
women and other minority groups in the
cartographic community to participate in
professional and educational conferences at
regional level and networking activities. The
importance of creating more role models for
women in cartography cannot be over
emphasized.

• Discussion of gender issues in the cartographic
community from a cross-cultural perspective
should bepromoted.

This conference should consider the
recommendation: Acknowledging the unequal
participation ofAfrican women in the
cartographic both at the national and
international levels, the conference recommends
to systematically encourage the appointment of
an increased number of women to the national
delegations. Further, ,t recommends to establish
a monitoring mechariism·to ensure that the
general targets for the increased participation of
women are met.
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REMOTE SENSING: A TOOL FOR SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

An assessment of the remote sensing activities in
Africa

Merrill Conitz, Consultant
Summarized and edited byA. Goulaid, DISDIECA

1. INTRODUCfION

Since the UnitedNations Conference on
Environment and Development, commonly known
as the Earth Summit, held in 1992 in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil,the global awareness of the interrelationship
between earthresources, environment and
development has greatlyincreased. The
recommendations of the Conference became an
actionplan or an agenda for the 21st Century with a
viewto advocating the establishment of
cooperative, collective and globalenvironmental
conservation and management strategies. Agenda
21 identifies information as an essential means of
achieving sustainable development andcallson
countries to: "Strengthen information, systematic
observation and assessmentsystemsfor
environmental, economic and social data related to
landresources at the global, regional, national and
locallevelsand for landcapabilityand land-use and
management patterns".

Although Africa is endowed withrich natural
resources, there arenumerous development
problemsyet to be solvedbefore the benefits of
those resources couldfully be utilized. Agricultural
development, for example, has to meetthe challenge
of providingenoughfoodsufficiency for the
increasing population. This means that agricultural
land use shouldbe monitored carefully and
managedproperlyso as to increase the productivity
and avoidover-exploitation of marginal land.
Equally important is the monitoring and
management of forests, rangeland andwater
resources. Further,the exploration and development
of mineral and energy resources for national

development needproperplanning and
management. Therefore, systematic and reliable
information is an essential element for obtainingan
adequate knowledge about the extent and location
of the national naturalresources and the status of
the environment.

Considering the magnitude of the task of assessing
the earth'sresources, it is essential that modem
technologies and tools such as remote sensingand
geographic information systems (GIS)be employed
to their maximum advantage. Satellite remote
sensing data provide reliableinformation
concerning earth surface, allow us to integrate with
otherancillary data thus enabling us to use the
information to develop strategies for sustainable
development. Successful applications of satellite
remote sensing technology have beendemonstrated
at national, subregional andregional levelsin
physical planning, water,mineral andenergy
resources development, environment impact
assessment, as well as food security planning.

Seminars andworkshops wereheld in the continent
at the beginning of the early 1970sas part of the
global awareness raisingon the peaceful uses of
spacescience applications and in orderto assess the
interest in and acceptability of the technology. The
African countries withencouragement of the United
Nations Economic Commission for Africa (ECA)
recognized the importance of the technology for
identifying andmonitoring resources and supported
the establishment of regional centres in Kenya,
Nigeria, Burkina Faso,whosemainobjectives are
to provide training and technical assistance for
resource managers. Also, the use of the technology
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was expandedwithinthe framework of technical
assistancethroughthe international agencies and the
donorcountries. Thoughwith varying degree,
remotesensingand related technologies are
accessible to potential user institutions in mostof
theAfrican countries.

This paper reviews the status of remote sensing
technology in Africagivinga historical background,
analyse the currentactivities by identifying
problems encountered and achievements made, and
makerecommendations for future orientations.

2. REMOTE SENSING TECHNOLOGIES

Advances in space technology during the last 20
years haveopenedup manynewopportunities for
the spatial processing of data useful for the
development andmanagement of naturalresources.
The most importantof these technologies relates to
rapiddevelopment in powerful computers with
reasonable prices,communications, and thematic
application softwares.

Remote sensing is broadly defined as obtaining
information about objects bymeasurements made at
a distance, withoutcoming into physical contact
withthe body by meansof electromagnetic waves.
The mainelements of remotesensingteclmiques
comprise recording, measuring, analyzing and
interpreting the properties of an objectsuch as the
earth or phenomena understudy. Remote sensing
systems can be classifiedaccording to the inherent
characteristics of theiroperationsuch as active and
passivesystems, photographic or scanning systems,
or according to theirplatformon which the sensors
aremountedinto airborne or space-borne systems.

Satellite remotesensingas appliedspacescience
and technology has become operational, and is
beingwidely used in manycountries for resource
management and environmental applications. As
Africa'seconomy is basedlargely on natural
resources suchas agriculture, forestry, mining and
energy, there is a continuing needfor technologies
that offer an efficient meansof collecting and

7. Remote Sensing: A too/ for sustainable development

analyzing resource and environmental data for
effective development and management of these
resources. Remote sensing and'lts associated image
processing technology provideaccessto spatial
information on scalesrangingfromglobal to local.
Current andfutureremotesensingprogrammes are
basedon a varietyof sensors that willprovide
timely andrepetitive multisensorearth observation.
These technologies are also increasing the capability
to acquire digitalspatial information at very high
resolution.

As thepractical useof the technology for resource
management andmonitoring natural disasters,
particularly drought anddesertification, improved.
drought monitoring programmes were initiated.
Moreover, somecountries beganestablishing
national centresto ensurethat government
departments haveaccess to the technology.

3. COMPONENTS OF THE REMOTE
SENSING ACTIVITIES IN AFRICA

TheUnitedNationsEconomic Commission for
Africaheldan intergovernmental meeting in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia in 1976,which founded the
African Remote Sensing Council. Further, several
regional centresfor trainingand applications
services, data receiving and processing ground
stationswererecommended as a continental
network. Of these,onlytwo remainfunctional:
RCSSMRS in Nairobi, Kenya and RECTAS in lIe
Ife,Nigeria.

Theremote sensingprogramme in Africa became an
informal network of interrelated activities carried
out by different organizations havingdifferentroles.
different functions and objectives. Theseare
international, regional, subregional andnational
organizations, whoseroles includefmancing and
execution of development projects, institutional
capacity building in mapping,resource
management, environment monitoring and physical
infrastructural development.
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(a) National Institutions

Remotesensingand geographic infonnation
systemstechnologies as tools for resource
information havebeenintroduced in the member
countries in onewayor the other. The national
institutions that are involved in remote sensing
activities can be grouped into the following
departments or agencies: (a) mappingand survey;
(b) naturalresources and environment (c) physical
infrastructure planning and development and (d)
education and training.

(i) Survey and MaDping Departments

Through the experience with aerialphotography and
photogrammetry, themappingand survey
departments and agencies wereamongthe first
institutionsto haveaccess to satellitebased
remotelysenseddata in Africa. As a resultof
human activities and the rapid landusechanges
taking place there is an urgentneedto update and
extendmap coverage, especially at the scale
I:50,000. Because of the need for improved map
coverage, most survey departments havetakena
keen interestin the utilization of remote sensing for
mappingandmap updating. However, as this type
of data did not havethe stereoscopic coverage
needed for precisemapping, it is only after SPOT
data, andphotographic images fromspacewere
availablethat this kindof data couldbe used for
topographic 'mapping,

While it is generally agreedthat presently available
satelliteimagery-is not quiteadequate for
topographic mapping at the scale I:50,000and
larger, the urgentneedfor newmap coverage seems
to overweigh the considerations of map quality and
map accuracy standards, Further, the data proved to
be useful for map revision and for providing
services to other agencies whosedemand for
qualitative imagephoto-interpretation are relatively
high,

7. RemoteSensing: A 1001 for sustainabledevelopment

(ii) Ministries of Natural Resources and
Environment

Besides the surveyandmappinginstitutions, the
othermajorgroupof users of remote sensing
technologies are thosedepartments and agencies
that are involved mostly in natural resources
development and the management of the
environment. The use of aerialphotography and
satellite imagery to agriculture, forestry, water,
mineral andenergyresources development,
environmental monitoring has improved the
methodology of data collection, processing and
analysis in cost effectiveness and timeliness.
Through the needs of suchdepartments many of the
several typesof national centresor institutes for
remote sensing andenvironmental information
systems (EIS)cameintoexistence,

The Environment and Remote Sensing Institute
(ERSI) in Zimbabwe, the Centrefor Ecology and
Resources (CSE)in Senegal, The Comite National
de Teledetection et d'Infonnation Geographique
(CNTlG) in Coted'Ivoire and the Department of
Remote Sensing and Resource Surveys (DRSRS)in
Kenya are examples of suchnational institutions,
National centresshouldtherefore be encouraged and
strengthened as theyservethe country as focal
points and accelerate the transferof these
technologies and simultaneously help avoidcostly .
duplication,

(iii) Education and Training

Thepaceof introducing courses in remotesensing
technologies to the education programmes in
African universities has been limited despitethe fact
that manyacademic staff members benefited from
training courses or academic studies givenat
universities outsideAfrica, However, through the
recent rapid development in GIS technology the
involvement of universities has increased and
courses arenow beingofferedin a number of
universities in the variousapplications,
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(b) Subregional Institutions

Thereare two typesof subregional
intergovernmental institutions that are involved in
remote sensingand related activities. Thefirst
groupare those that have the technology andthe
expertiseto carryout trainingand provide user
assistance in thesefields. Centres suchas
RCSSMRS, RECTAS, AGRYHMET, ACMAD,
etc. belongto this group. The second group of
institutions are thosethat are development policy
oriented andwhichbecause of theirmandates as
subregional decision-making bodies became
involved in thesetechnologies as important users.
Organizations of this type are the Comite
Permanent Inter-Etats de Luttecontrela Secheresse
dans IeSahel (CILSS) in Western Africa, the .
Intergovernmental Authority on Development
(IGAD) in EasternAfricaandthe Southern African
Development Community (SADC).

The first initiative to establishintergovernmental
institutions in goo-information for Africa goes back
to the first UnitedNationsRegional Cartographic
Conference for Africa, heldin 1963in Nairobi,
Kenya in which the conference passeda resolution
calling for theestablishment of suchservice .
rendering centresin thecontinent. This resolution'
was submittedto theECACouncil of Ministers and
endorsed as resolutions 280 (XII) and 313 (XII).
Subsequently, on the initiative of the member States
and the supportof the UnitedNationsEconomic
Commission for Africa(UNECA) several
subregional centreswere established in different
locations of the continent.

Oneof the main objectives for the establishment of
subregional and regional resource information
centresis the training ofpersonnel from member
States. The duration of training periodoffered by
thedifferent centresvaries fromone week to two
years. RECTAS offersregular courses in several
areas whileRCSSMRS training courses are on
adhoc basis.

7. Remote Sensing: A tool (or sustainable development

(a) RCSSMRS

TheRegional Centre for Services in Surveying,
Mapping and Remote Sensing (RCSSMRS)in
Nairobi, Kenya wasestablished in 1975initially as
a regional centrefor services in surveying and
mapping withthe principal roleofproviding
services in theseareas. In 1977USAID concluded a
hosting agreement with the Centrefor a semi
autonomous Regional Remote SensingFacility
which eventually became a department of remote
sensing. TheFacility obtained equipment for a
modern photolaboratory and photo-interpretation,
andestablished a browse fileof imagery of the
Eastern andSouthern African region which was
lateraugmented by a complete set of 70 mm
negatives of all Landsatimagery from 1972through
1977as donation fromNASA.

TheFacility beganbyofferingfully funded short
termcourses to resource managers in the region.
Later project oriented training and longer term
courses wereaddedto its activities to meet the
needs of member States. Meanwhile, USAID
phased out its directsupport and the facility had
beentransformed into a department within the
Centre.

However, otherdonors such as France, European
Space Agency andseveral International
Organizations provided technical and financial
assistance. The French Government for examplehas
been providing technical experts to RCSSMRS who
conduct user assistance and trainingon specified
projects in the participating countries which
improves the Centre's imageand capability to
provide training andtechnical assistance.

TheCentre attained an activerole in the utilization
of a remote sensingapplications and developed
itselfto accommodate geographic information
applications: It collaborates with FAO andthe
Kenya Meteorological Department in processing
weather satellite data for earlywarning system.
Further, the Centrehad been selected to host the
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FAO-Executed AFRICOVER projectfor the
EasternAfrica Subregion.

UNEP, besidescontracting the Centre for certain
assignments, will alsocontribute to the activity at
the Centerby establishing a node for its global
resourceintegrated database (GRID)programme.
Underthis project,the Center'sstaff willhelp to
analyseand distribute natural resources and
environmental data that has beencollected by GRID
for the Africaregion.

(b) RECTAS

The Regional Centrefor Training in Aerospace
Surveys(RECTAS) in lie Ife,Nigeriawas
establishedin 1972primarily as a centrefor
training in aerialsurveys, photogrammetry and
photo-interpretation. Its role was broadened a few
years later to include the new aspectsremote
sensing technology. Thoughthe Centre's mandate
covers the whole continent, however, as it is nowit
draws studentsmainly from the West Africa
subregion. TheCentreoffers courses both in
Englishand French.

RECTAS receives its funding from member States
with a notable share fromthe host country. During
the periodof development of the centre, therewere
donor funds available for thepurchaseof equipment
and for traineefellowships. The Swiss,the Dutch
and FrenchGovernments and the UNDP were the
principal donors. RECTAS has relatively large
technical staff whosemembers are available to
undertake, besidesthe regulartrainingcourses,
consultancy contracts for development projects. A
relatedsourceof funding is from the sale of data
products such as maps and photographic
reproduction. Thesekinds of activities areviewed
by the staff as the best wayto keepthe centre
operational.

(c) CRTO

CRTO was establishedin 1977as a regional remote
sensingcentre to providetraining anduser services

7. Remote Sensing: A tool (or sustainable development

in the applications of remotesensing technologies to
resources management. CRTO offeredlongand
short-term training courses andhas thus trained
over600 trainees fromits member States. During
its development period, plansweredrawnup to
establish a West African satellitereceiving station
at CRTO. However, funds for this project never
materialized andwith the phasingout of donor
funding and the reduction in member States'
contributions,CRTO has been facing more
financial difficulties than other centres.

ToenableCRTO to survive as wellas carry out its
training and technical services, substantial
investments in computer hardware and software will
needto be madeavailable to the Centre. Further,
some refurbishment of the buildings and laboratory
facilities willbe required and additional staff would
need to be recruited and funded to enableit carry
out a training programme.

Because of these financial difficulties, the
duplication of activities and the inabilityof the
member States support two or moreregional
institutions aggravated its financial problems. In
orderto improve the operationality of the ECA
sponsored institutions, ECAcarried out a study
which recommended to mergeRECTAS, CRTO

andAOCRS. Whilea mergerof RECTAS and
CRTO appears to be favourable, there is a question
to whether AOCRS shnuldbe included as it is a
different kindof organization andwould not
necessarily be harmonized with the other
organizations in themergerprocess.

(d) AGRHYMET

TheAGRHYMET Regional Centre in Niamey,
Nigerwas established in 1974throughthe
cooperation of the nine l;:ILSS (Intergovernmental
Committee for Combating Droughtin the Sahel)
member States. AGRHYMET is a specialized
subregional centrefor trainingandservices in the
areas of agrometeorology, hydrology and plant
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protection. It is also an environmental information
centrewhich is wellequipped for receiving
meteorological satellite images that areused for
agroclimatic information for earlywarning
purposes.

(e) ACMAD

The Regional Centrefor Meteorological
Applications for Development (ACMAD) in
Niamey, Nigerwas founded in 1987by ECA
memberStates with the following objectives: (a) to
providean advanced weather andclimate
monitoring systemoverAfrica; (b) to develop and
adapt practicalmethods for the application of
meteorology to sustainable socio-economic
development in Africa;and(c) to develop
progressively into a centre of excellence for
designing and developing of newcapacities in
meteorological and climatological research for
Africa.

The maincustomers of ACMAD are the national
meteorological services, the regional andnational
drought monitoring centres and the regional
institutions in chargeof environmental issues.
ACMADhas established strongworking
relationship withsubregional organizations such as
AGRYHMET. Further, the Centrereceives a good
technical assistancefromthe WorldMeteorological
Organization (WMO)and somedonorcountries.

(c) International Institutions

International cooperation and support in remote
sensing is considered vital for the promotion of this
technology in Africa. Through financial and
technical assistanceit has beenmadepossibleto
establish institutions and train skilled manpower in
this field The regional centresand most of the
national centreswould not have comeinto light
without the generous donations of the developed
and the international organizations and agencies.
Food security andearlywarning programmes in
Africacould be realized onlythrough the
international collaboration.
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Thenumber of international initiatives to support
andstrengthen resource information for sustainable
development in Africa has increased over the last
decade. For example, FAO with financial supportof
the Government of the Netherlands, developed the
Africa Real Time Environmental Monitoring using
Imaging Satellites (ARTEMIS), an advanced
remote sensing data receiving and processing
system for regional monitoring of precipitation and
vegetation. This initiative provedto be veryuseful
for food security programmes in the IGADand
SADC countries. Anotherimportantproject is the
AFRICOVER projectwhoseoverallobjective is the
production of a landcovermap and digitaldatabase
anda topographic reference at 1:250000/1 :200
000 and I: I000 000 scale for the whole of the
African continent, withsomespecificareas and few
small countries (below 30 000 sq kin) for the land
coverat I: 100000, basedmainlyon satellite remote
sensing and GIS.

TheUnitedNationsInstitutefor Trainingand
Research (UNITAR) havebeenprovidingGIS
training to personnel from Africancountries.
UNITAR in collaboration with the Saharaand Sahel
Observatory (OSS)andother UnitedNationsand
donoragencies have initiated the AFRICAGIS that
has beenheldeverytwo years since 1993. The
participation from Africaand abroad has beenvery
high owing to generous sponsorship by the
organizers. The AFRICAGIS, besidesthe United
Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for
Africa, serves as a forum for exchangeof
experience andinformation on geo-infonnation
technologies applications in Africa. The
AFRICAGIS had a widemediacoverage which
drew the attention of policyand decision makersto
this field.

Financial institutions such as the WorldBank
supportcountry programmes on natural resources
andenvironment management, manyof which
depend on remotely senseddata in theirplanning
andexecution. Several Africancountries benefited
from the environment information systems (EIS)
programme.
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4. APPLICAnON SECfORS OF QEMOTE
SENSING TECHNOLOGY

Natural resources management and environmental
monitoring are dynamic areas that are require a
huge amount of data collection, processing and
analysis. This can only be effectively carried out by
the use ofmodem technologies such as remote
sensing, geographic information systems and
improved communications systems. Remotely
sensed data from satellite have become an
indispensable tool for users involved in various
fields. Many projects undertaken in Africa during
the last decade would have been virtually
impossible or too expensive without the availability
of this type of technology. As a result of the
commercialization of remotely sensed data, various
types ofdata are available for the users that are
offered by the different owners of the existing
satellite systems.

The systems which image in the visible and near
infrared range of the electromagnetic spectrum are
those which are most commonly used for resource
analysis and environmental monitoring. Satellite
based remote sensing systems have several
advantages over aircraft based systems. The high
altitude of the satellites makes coverage of large
areas on a single frame feasible whose geometric
conditions could be compared to that of an
orthophoto. This kind of imagery is good for
mapping resources and monitoring environmental
conditions over large areas. Exposure conditions
over the entire frame are constant leading to more
precise interpretation of regional vegetation
distribution. Repetitive coverage is economical and
enables many aspects of resources management and
monitoring which include crop monitoring during
growing season, rangeland assessments, weather
forecasting, as well as flood and fire monitoring.

(a) Food Security and Environment

One of the challenges facing the African countries is
to achieve food self-sufficiency with a rapidlv
growing population in a sustainable manner. This
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involves managing the productive land and
simultaneously minimizing land degradation.
Remote sensing technology can help to monitor
crop health, predict harvests, etc. In agriculture, the
use of high resolution satellite imagery to the
classification of traditional farmland in Africa has
been limited due to the size ofplots and the mixture
of crops. However, in large farming areas, this type
of data have been useful for the estimation of areas
under cultivation and in distinguishing the types of
crops.

During the last decade a number of drought
monitoring centres have been established or the
existing regional resource information centres such
as RCSSMRS expanded their activities to these
areas as a response to the various needs of their
constituent members. These centres monitor the
vegetation growth in order to provide an early
warning for those responsible for food security.
With the combination of weather and earth
observation satellite data along with modem
hardware and software used for processing these
data, we are approaching the possibility of
monitoring the carrying capacity for particular
provinces or the whole country on a year to year
basis.

Land use management is the key to understanding
and addressing the problems of land degradation
such as deforestation, soil erosion, declining soil
fertility and over-grazing. Land use management is
influenced by a number of factors such as land use
practices, land distribution, resource and land
tenure. technology, investments, local knowledge,
policies, legislation, access to resources, local
participation, indigenous knowledge systems and
governance issues and population.

(b) VegetationfLand Cover

Natural vegetation is an important resource for the
African population as it is the main source for
fuelwood, shelter materials and other uses for daily
life. The rate of removal of trees for these purposes
exceeds much that of regeneration and the
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competition between the various interest groups to
the same resource is immense. Though, most
African countries are aware of the importance of
reforestation and afforestation programmes and
mostly developed strategies for national forest
action plans, nevertheless their practical
implementation has been limited. A major
constraint is the lack of a systematic, accurate and
timely information about the type, distribution and
condition, especially over large areas.

The use of remote sensing and GIS technologies in
the management ofvegetation landcover have been
demonstrated and found helpful for execution of
integrated resource development and management
projects in many-African countries. These
techniques provide valuable information at a variety
of spatial, temporal.and spectral resolutions which
can help map and monitor the extent, type and
condition of natural vegetation over large and
diverse areas.

Another type of projects that has been carried out at
national level are the woody biomass projects.
Though the main objective of these projects has
been to assess the potential availability of fuelwood
and ultimately come up with strategic plan on how
to develop and manage these resources, nevertheless
the amount of geographic information compiled for
the overall strategic development planning process
for the provinces concerned and the country as a
whole is amazing.

(c) Environment

The management of natural resources and the
environment is a development issue which involves
socio-economic, administrative, legal and political
decisions. The purpose ofenvironmental monitoring
is to provide information that could affect its
management. Environmental information means
better knowledge and fuller understanding of the
interactions between nature and human activities on
which decisions and measures are to be taken.
Remote sensing and related technologies have been
useful in providing valuable inputs into such
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environmental information systems. Experiences at
the subregional level in the CILSS, lGAD and
SADC programmes indicate the potentiality of these
technologies.

The Meteosat series of the geostationary
meteorological satellite has now been in operation
for almost two decades and has been providing data
that proved to be useful for weather forecasting,
agrometeorological research and many other
environment monitoring applications. In relatively
less populated regions, where recording stations are
limited, remotely sensed data playa much more
central role in forecasting the weather conditions.
Access to data from operational meteorological
satellites had been free until September 1995.
Because of the fact that many countries have
become dependent upon these systems and as the
information derived from this data has been crucial
for food security and emergency preparedness
programmes, it is necessary to ensure the
continuation of its data at reasonable user charges.

Multitemporal data sets acquired by NOAA satellite
are used to produce maps showing the vegetation
index at country and subregional scales. These
proved to be very useful for drought monitoring.

(d) Physical Infrastructure Planning and
Development

As a result of the rapidly growing population in
Africa urban areas are expanding at an
uncontrollable pace so that existing utilities such as
water, electricity, sewage, etc. are becoming
overstretched. Furthermore, lack of up-to-date
information contributes to the problem of poor
urban development programmes including
telecommunications, and transportation systems.
The need for integrated information systems is'
increasingly being recognized by many town and
regional planning authorities and some countries
such as in Botswana have adopted the use of
geographical information systems for planning
resource management and infrastructure
development.
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Aerialphotography has beenthe oneof the main
sourcesofdata for theproduction of town plans,
however satellite images such as thosefrom SPOT
and Thematic Mapper are complimenting this type
of data, especially for the compilation of strategic
urban and regionaldevelopment plans.

(e) Mineral and Energy Resources

Airborne remotely senseddata has traditionally
been used in the exploration of mineral andenergy
resources in Africaas this was the onlysource of
information becausemaps werehardly available for
most of the regions. Multispectral satellite remote
sensingtechnology improved the detection of
differentrock typeswhichis an important aspectfor
mineral analysis. The synoptic viewof satellite
imagesis an asset for regional geology in observing
large scaleplate tectonics, faults and foldings.

Oil exploration companies useremotely senseddata
for planning and implementing their activities and
the monitoring of oil spills resulting from their
production operations.

5. ASSESSMENT OF THE REMOTE
SENSING ACTIVITIES

A total of eightyorganizations in 13countries were
visitedduringa studyin which all but a few use the
technology to collect, process, store and analyse
geographicinformation for projectstheyare
implementing. Theseorganizations utilize remotely
senseddata for mapping, agriculture, forestry, water
and hydrologic studies,land use,geology, rangeland
carryingcapacity, environmental monitoring, etc.

In the 1970sattentionwas focused on the
applicationof satellite remote sensing for
developing countries as a new technology for the
management of naturalresources and the
environment. In the 1980ssimilarattention was put
on GIS. Currently, we areexperiencing an era in
whichremotesensingand GIS are being integrated
and applied to priority areassuch as foodsecurity
and environment. A multisensor, multispectral,
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multiresolution andmultitemporal imagery data will
eventually be available in mostparts of the
continent. Therefore, theprocessing, analysis and
management, and theproper utilization of such
information will be the major challenges of the
coming decades.

In making an assessment of the contribution of
remote sensing technology applications to
sustainable development in Africa,it was necessary
to select appropriate indicators that couldshow
whether remote sensing technology is being adapted
andutilized properly in the resource and
environmental fields for whichthe technology was
developed.

(a) Institutional Infrastructure

During thevariousmissionsECA undertook it was
observed that the organizational patternof remote
sensing technology applications in the countries
visited werequitesimilar. All the countries have
trained personnel andsomeequipmentand
experience withboth remotesensing and GIS. The
variation occurs in the extent to which the
technology is utilized and which agencies have
takenthedecision to use the technology.

In eachcountry there are agencies and government
departments whichare using or planning to use
remote sensing and GIS technology. Theseare
typically departments of environment, forestry,
water, geology, naturalresources, agriculture etc. In
general, coordination betweenthevarious
departments is ratherweak. Thereis no particular
patternor reasonwhyone agency adoptsthe
technologyand anotherdoes not. In many cases it is
probably due to one or more seniorpersons in the
department havingor beingexposedto the
technology in coursesat the regional centresin
Africa or in conjunction withhighereducation
overseas.

Further, it had been noticed that wherever an agency
is developing a GIS, there is alsodonorsupportthat
is related to the projecton whichthe GIS is being
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used. In thesecases, introduction to the technology
probablycamewitha donor funded projectthat
requitedtheuse of remote sensing data or the
development of'a .GIS. Theprojectpackage
probablywouldhave included training at homeor
abroad for projectpersonnel andequipment which
would remainwith the department at the completion
of the projectwhenthe external support ends.

Theextent to whichECAmember States have
investedin the remotesensing technology is one of
the most important indicators as this shows the
fmancial commitrnentand the level of
understanding that the decision makers havewith
thesetools and techuiques. In discussions with the
concerned managements andthe technical staff, the
responsesclearlyindicate that owing to the priority
of the countryto otherpressing issues hardly any
funds have been allocated by the governments for
the acquisition ofhardware andsoftware. However,
funds are usuallyallocated for thenational staff.

Nowwith almost everycountry having centres or
agencies using remote sensing andgeographic
information system (GIS)technology, thereis a
needto examinethe roleof regional centresto
ascertainwhethertheyare continuing to meetthe
needs of memberStates. Thereis also a needto
maintaincoordination andlinkages among these
variousorganizations that have begun utilizing
these technologies sincethe establishment of the
centres.

The subregional environmental anddevelopment
orientedorganizations suchas CILSS, IGADAND
SADCappear to be emerging as majorplayers in
food security, droughtmouitoring andother
development issues. Ail the threeorganizations
recognize remotesensingtechnology as a vital tool
for the execution of theirprogrammes andprojects
in resource management and environmental
mouitoring. CILSS and SADC aremobilizing
resources and channelling themto their subregional
or national centresrespectively. IGADhad already
an importantearlywarning projeet in RCSSMRS
and in principle is willing to integrate the Centre
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andotherrelevant institutions into its subregional
activities. Because of the importance of resource
information technologies.for.~ subregion, the link
between the subregional development organizations
andthe ECA-sponsored centres should be
strengthened

(b) Availability and Cost of Data

In general we areexperiencing an era in whichmore
satellites are in spaceand others are plannedto be
inorbit forearth resources observations..
Consequently, more data is, and will be, available
from a newgeneration of satellite remotesensing
systems.

Satellite data ground receiving stations are an
integral and indispensable part of the satellite
remote sensing system. Until such a time as the
technology evolves to the point whereearth
resources observation satellite signals-can be
received and processed ineach user's facility like
thoseof meteorological-satellites, users will remain
dependent upona few ground receiving stations. At
present ground receiving stations are verycomplex
installations withsophisticated receiving and
processing facilities and a relatively high
operational costs, a majorfactor for inhibiting the
acquisition of sucha systemin the region.

However, thecoverage is limited to the Southern
African regionwith the northern arc of coverage
extending as far north as central Tanzania.
Recently a numberof smaller portablemobile
stations havebeendeveloped to cover the fewareas
which arenot covered by permanentground
stations. Thesemobile stations only collect data
which theysend to the permanentstations for
processing. Mobilestations have an advantage that
theycan be moved and installedat differentsites to
collect data on seasonal opportunitiesandunusual
events suchas naturaldisasters.

It has beenobserved that Africanorganizations
purchase lesssatelliteimagery than similar
organizations in other regions. The suppliersof
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satellite imagery apparentlyhave some flexibility in
establishing costs and tenus for the use of the
imagery. They appear to be interestedin working
with an organization such as the subregional centres
in the sale of imageryand in the deployment of
mobile receivingstations for Africa. Thereappear
to be some opportunities for collaboration with the
major imagerysuppliers such as EOSAT and SPOT
that wouldexpand the utilizationof satellitedata.
ECA should thereforeexplore opportunitiesfor
workingwith these and other organizationsto help
improve the availabilityof satellite imagery in
Africa at reasonableprices and deploying mobile
stations that would serve the entirecontinent

(c) Ouality and Compatibility of Databases

National map archivescontainmaps made over a
substantial space of time by differentagencies and
with different equipmentand techniques. Therefore,
sources and reliabilityof information shouldbe
includedwith any geographic information that is
entered into a national database. While the staff
members of the regionalcentres and the survey
departments generally have the mathematical skills
and awareness of map accuracy standards to
produce reliable products, there are manyresource
and environmentalspecialists who do not have this
training and awareness.

With the rapid development of national geographic
databases that is taking place in most countries,
there is concern about the accuracy andconsistency
of the information that is beingentered into these
databases. There is evidenceof duplicationmainly
owing to lack of communication and coordination
between the various users. Simultaneously, there are
substantial opportunities that need to be properly
exploited.

(d) Training

A closely related issue is the need for training in the
use and maintenance of equipment. Remotesensing
and all of the technologies related to the
development and use of resourceand environmental
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information are rapidlychangingand it is extremely
difficult for individuals to keep up with changes.
ECAand other regionaland subregional centres
should take the lead in acquiring and disseminating
information about technological advances that
impacton resourcemanagers in the continent.
Technology transfer can significantlybe
strengthened through a network of cooperation
between the subregional and national institutions.

Long-term commitments to, and investments in, the
capacitybuildingwith a view to developinga
criticalmass of technicians, professionals who
understandthe technology and who are able to
adapt, furtherdevelop and maintain the technology
as well as develop applications suitable to their
localenvironment.

Training should not only focus on the use of a
particularsoftware,but should go further to
upgradethe skills of data organizationand
management and the disseminationof data to other
userswithin and outside the ministry or agency.

In Africa the role ofnational universities as a stable
sourceof ongoingtraining has been overlooked.
Therefore, donor support to the countries should
include the institutionsof higher learningdealing
withspace sciencetechnology and related areas.
This wouldin the long-term contributeto building
capacitieswithin the countries and alleviate the
bottlenecks in obtaining skilled manpower.

(e) Organizational and Management Aspects

Duringthe past few decades, whenmost of major
technological breakthroughshave occurred, we have
beenexperiencing that the keys to utilizingand
reapingthe benefits of new technologies are not
always technical in nature. The limitingfactors in
implementing a new technologyis often
organizational and financial, And so it is with the
remotesensingactivities in Africa. Computer
hardware especially microcomputers and software
are now availableand accessible to most Africa
managers.
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Table showingcountries and type of organizations visited ~

~

Country Organizati Mapping! Agriculture Education!
t;j

Meteorol. Phys. Environme Mineral/
~on (No) Survey /Forestry Training! Infrastruct. nt. Energy!

Research. Water ~
~

Botswana 4 I I I I ~
BurkinaFaso 6 2 I I 2

Cote D'Ivoire 6 2 I I I

Ethiopia 7 I 3 I I I

Kenya 11 I 2 I 4 2 I

Niger 4 I 2 I

Nigeria 9 I 2 3 I I I
,..
:.,
~

Senegal 6 I 3 2 c..
SouthAfrica 7 I 3 I I I

rs·
~
:..

Swaziland 2 I I I "c
~~

Tanzania 4 I I I I ~

. ~s
Zambia 5 I I I I I c

"'"..
Zimbabwe 6 I 2 I 2 t•is"

~
~
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(Technical skills for resource data processing and
analysisare available in all organizations dealing
with resourcedata processing and analysis for
resources management and environmental
monitoring. Throughthemanytraining
programmes that have beendeveloped in Africa
as well as thegenerous support ofdonors to
providefunds for trainingin andoutsideAfrica,
therehas emerged withinthe past twodecades a
largepool of personsskilledin all aspects of
digitalprocessing technology. In manycountries
information that exists is not accessible owingto
variousfactors, including organizational and
management problems.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

In Conclusion, the status of remotesensing
technology applications activities in Africalooks
positive. Despitethe problems identified at
regional centresit must be recognized that the
majorityof those interviewed feel that the centres
are neededandmeansmust be foundto keepthem
operational. With someadjustment of their
programmes andthe creation of strongerties with
their memberStatesand the donorcountries and
agencies, there is no reasonwhythe centres
shouldnot be able to continue as viable
institutions for manyyears to come. At the
countrylevelthe interestand awareness in the use
of GIS is rapidly increasing and therefore
improves the utilization of remotely sensed data.

Remotesensingandthe relatedtechnologies are
powerfulmonitoring and management tools.
These technologies providethe planners and
resourcemanagers a means for managing
resourcesand the environment that willaccelerate
the sustainable socio-economic development of
the memberStates. Remote sensingsystems are
currently the most effective methods of generating
environmental and resource information at
differentspatial andtemporal resolutions.

A dozenof recommendations havebeenadopted
in everyworkshop, expertmeeting andconference
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that tookplacein the last successive years. The
question to ask is howis the status of the practical
implementation of these recommendations?
Knowing the existence ofsuch recommendations
that havebeendrafted by experts, the Secretariat
would confine itselfon a fewwhich arebased on
our observations and discussions with
professional colleagues, recommendations from
ECAconsultant reportsand other studies:

(a) Resource information at varying spatial and
temporal resolutions is requiredfor planning,
management and sustainable development of the
critical sectors of the Africaneconomies such as
agriculture, mineral andenergyresources
development etc. Therefore, Africangovernments,
the subregional andregional organizations, the
international organizations and developed
countries should pursuethe implementation of the
recommendations madein the variousconferences
suchas the AFRICAGIS, MARISY, etc.

(b) ECAin closecollaboration with thenational,
intergovernmental andinternational organizations
should undertake a review of selected elements in
theremote sensingnetwork to identify problems
confronting Africa.

(c) The international agencies shouldbe
encouraged to strengthen national andregional
expertise by usingthe services of country or
regional experts in the fields of goo-information
technologies.

(d) The African governments and the donor
countries (agencies) should promotethe private
sectorinvolved in natural resources development
andthe management of the environment similarto
the promotion of anyother sector.

(e) Moresupportshould be provided to the
African universities in establishing or
strengthening theirteaching and research
capabilities in spacescience technologies and its
applications to the various fields for sustainable
development.
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The Ninth United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for Africa.

Scope

TheUnited NationsRegional Cartographic Conference for Africa wasestablished in May 1961 by
Resolution 816 adopted by Economic andSocial Council. Thefirst Conference tookplacetwoyearslater, in
1983 in Nairobi, Kenya.

It is oneof the threeseries of regional cartographic conferences convened by theUnited Nations secretariat:

UN Regional Cartographic Conference for theAmericas
UNRegional Cartographic Conference forAsia and thePacific
UN Regional Cartographic Conference forAfrica.

It was retained by the ECAConference of Ministers at its nineteenth meeting in May 1993,as oneof the
subsidiary organsof the Commission, to be heldevery three years.

Its objectives are, in general terms, to provide a regional forum were government officials, planners, scientists
and experts fromboth the publicandprivate sector, from Africa andabroad, meetto address common needs
andproblems and to exchange experiences in thefield of geoinfonnation. It offersthe best opportunity for
African participants to interact withtheircounterparts from the developing and the developed world, and
constitutes an excellent platformto lay down contacts fornegotiations of bilateral andmultilateral technical
assistance.

Proceedings

TheNinthUnitedNations Regional Cartographic Conference forAfrica, withthe theme "Providing the
foundations for accelerated growthandsustainable development through cartography andotherforms of land
resource and environmental information technologies," washeld at thenewUN Conference Centre at the
headquarters of the United Nations Economic Commission forAfrica (ECA) in AddisAbaba, Ethiopia, from
11 to 15November 1996.

Representatives of the following African countries attended theconference: Algeria, Botswana, Chad, Cote
d'Ivoire, Egypt, Eritrea, Elhiopia, Gabon, Ghana, Guinea, Lesotho, Libya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius,
Morocco, Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria, Rwanda, Seychelles, South Africa, United Republic of Tanzania,
Tunisia, Uganda, Zambia, andZimbabwe.

Themeeting was attended by United Nations Member States: Canada, France, Germany, theNetherlands,
Poland, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States of America.

Observers fromthe following subregional andregional institutions were represented: Organization of African
Unity(OAU), African Organization for Cartography andRemote Sensing (AOCRS), Regional Centre for
Services in Surveying, Mapping andRemote Sensing (RCSSMRS), Regional Centre for Training in
Aerospace Surveys (RECTAS), Centre Regionale de Teledetection Ouagadougou (CRTO), Centre Regionale
Je Teledetection pour les Etats de I'Afrique duNord (CRTEAN) and African Association ofRernote Sensing
for the Environment (AARSE).
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Also presentwereobservers from national and international organizations from.Economic and Social
Commission for Western Asia (ESCWA), FoodandAgriculture Organization (FAO),UnitedNations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), Office for Outer SpaceAffairs,Vienna
(OOSA),UnitedNationsFund for Population Activities (UNFPA), Conseil National de I'Information
Geographique (CNIG, France), ITC - TheNetherlands, Industrial and Commercial Projects (Leica),
International Development Research Centre(lDRC),International Hydrographic Organization (rHO),
University ofLagos (Nigeria), University of Glasgow (United Kingdom), Institute of Geography (Bern
University, Switzerland), International Cartographic Association (ACI),GDTA (France), International
Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS), AMTECH Services (Ethiopia) and MEMONAS
P.L.C. (Eritrea).

During the five days of the Conference, reports on national, subregional, regional and international activities
werepresented. The reportshighlighted the progress madeby the respective countries and organizations in
the fields of cartography, remotesensing andgeographic information systems.

The technical papers covered data acquisition, data manipulation andutilization, regional mappingissues,
and policies and management of geoinformation. The following issues wereaddressed in detail:

Land tenureand landregistration
Managing resource information
Capacitybuilding
Partnership between the publicandprivatesectors
Genderand Geoinformation
Futuredirections of institutions responsible for theprovision of base-line geographic information.

Duringthe final deliberations, the Conference discussed andadopted its report (ECAlNRDI CART.919),
including one resolution recommending actions to be implemented by member States, the ECA andother
organizations to improve the spatial information base of Africa.

Resolution ofthe Ninth United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference

TheConference,

Acknowledging. themeasures taken byAfrican countries andtheefforts being made in capacity
building in thefields of cartography, remote sensing andGeographic Information Systems as well as the
acquisition of newtechnologies in these fields,

Convinced thatthese developments arethe logical results of multiple appeals made byprevious
conferences,

Realizing theneed forcontinued efforts byall African countries andforfurther capacity building,

Recognizing the importance of reliable spatially related information forsustainable development,

Taking note oftheadvances in technology to acquire, process, analyze anddisseminate spatially
related information,
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Resolutions ef the Ninth United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for Africa (cont)

1. Encourages member States to:

(a) establish spatiallyrelated information systems consisting primarily of cadastral, topographic,
demographic, land coverand landuse information as a matterof urgency and to makethis information
availablefor development projects;

(b) support through their nationalmappingagencies the Africover project;

(c) use the regional centres to facilitate capacity building;

(d) allocateadequatefunds for capacity buildingand the transferof technology in the planningof
development projects;

(e) take cognizance of the needfor the participation of women in cartographic activities in countries
wherethis is not being done;

(I) establish a nationalcommittee on Geographic Information to coordinate activitiesand advise
governments on the use of technology and spatially relatedinformation;

(g) establisha nationalcommittee for the standardisation of geographic nameswhere thesedo not exist
or reactivate existingcommittees;

(h) providean enablingenvironment for the stimulation of the private sector; and

(i) facilitate the creationof professional associations in the fields of surveying, cartography, remote
sensing and geographic information systems.

2. ~ maritime African States and thosewith navigable waters to expresssupport for the establishment
of regionalhydrographic and nauticalcharting facilities;

3. Furtherurges member States to:

(a) cooperate in the establishment of regional data standards and a unifiedgeodetic datum; and

(b) make concerted efforts to pay their arrearcontributions to the regional organisations in the fields of
cartography and remote sensingto whichtheybelongand thosewhohavenot acceded to the agreement
establishing thesecentres to do so urgently.

4. Requestsmember States to provideinformation required by ECAand AOCRSto complete and maintain
their cartographicand relatedinventories;
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Resolutions ofthe Ninth United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for Africa (cont)

5. Requests the Economic Conunission for Africa to:

(a) establishand maintain a database on the statusof mappingand baselineinformation coverage
in Africa, including the extentand age of coverage, outputformats, technologies in use, cadastral surveyand
mappingprogrammes, physical and human resources and gender participation;

(b) accelerate the completion of the digitalcartographic Atlasand update it;

(c) establishand maintaina databaseof educational and training facilities and progranunes in
Africaand disseminate this information;

(d) coordinate, together withAOCRS and the regional centres, the establishment of a working
groupto investigate and reconunend regional data standards for spatiallyrelated information;

(e) compile and publishthe proceedings of theNinth Regional Cartographic Conference for
Africa;

(I) coordinate the settingup of a regional remote sensing progranune for Africa based on the
concept of technical cooperation between countries; and

(g) convene the tenthRegional Cartographic Conference for Africa inJ999;

(b) submit the resolutions of the ninthconference to the Council of Ministers and to monitorand
report the progress made by member States in implementing them;

(i) consider establishing working groups at the nextconference to enabledelegates to discuss
technical papers prior to reporting to the plenary session;

6. Requests ECAand AOCRS to cooperate in harmonising and integrating their cartographic
and relatedinventories;

7. Anpeals to donors and otherfunding agencies to givesupport to:

(a) the national mappingagencies in capacity building and theiractivities.

(b) the Africover project;

(c) improving the services that regional centres and organisations are mandated to provide;

(d) the workinggroup on data standards; and

(e) the settingup ofa regional remote sensing progranune for Africa based on the concept of
technicalcooperation between countries.
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AFRICAGIS'97 Conference and AFRICAGIS'97 expo.

Scope

Within the Framework of the programme AFRICAGIS, andwith respect to Integrated Information Systems
for the Environment inAfrica, in partnership wide the Sahel andSahara Observatory (OSS), the African
Organization. for Cartography and Remote Sensing (AOCRSIUNECA) and the Government of Botswana,
UNITAR held its thirdPan African Conference on Geographic Information Systems, AFRICAGIS'97 in
Gaborone, Botswana, from23 to 27 June 1997.

This Conference follows AFRICAG1S'93 heldin June 133, inTunisia andAFRICAGIS'95 heldin March
1995,in Coted'Ivoire. Theobjective of theseries is toprovide a platform where scientist anddecision
makers using GIS inAfrica meetwitheach other to share theirexperiences. AFRICAGIS provides an
important forum for learning aboutnewtrends andfindings from leading scientists in the field, and
discussing anddebating specific problems inworking groups andtraining sessions. In addition, at a
concurrent exhibition, newproducts'and technologies aredisplayed for the benefit of theparticipants.

The Conference

The 1997 Conference was attended by close to 250 participants from 26 African countries. 20 exhibits were
displayed .

It was organized in six plenary sessions andeighteen technical sessions. It wasnoted that the focus of this
Conference was on subject applications while theprevious focus wasmore on technical issues suchas data
standardization, models andsystem design. Thisshows an increasing growth in theunderstanding of concepts
and issues anda better articulation of how technology should be usedinAfrica.

Aspects of growth worth noting

• increase in trained personnel
• African doing the work
• mastering of the technology
• greater institutional awareness
• a higher number of applications

Future evolution of AFRICAGIS

Major recommendations identified

• take advantage of existing opportunities
• ensure that applications support

development at local level
• increase role of GIS in planning and

decision-making
• apply principles and techniques for data

standardization and harmonization
• main streaming GIS in Africa

The Conference alsodebated on the future
evolution of AFRICAGIS. It wasproposed that AFRICAGIS beorganized by a consortium of threekey
African constituent organizations: the African Organization for Cartography and Remote Sensing (AOCRS),
the African Association of Remote Sensing of the Environment (AARSE) and theProgramme on
Environment Information System in sub-Saharan Africa (EIS Programme). They would collectively ensure
theplanning and implementation of the Conference. Partnerships withinternational, regional, sub-regional
andprivateorganizations would bemaintained anddeveloped to ensure thesuccess of AFRICAGIS.
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COPIN.E: A cooperative information network linking scientists,
educators, professionals and decision makers in Africa

What is it?

A call for action byAfrican professionals to improve theexisting stateof infoimation exchange within Africa
was articulated at the United Nations Regional Conference on Space Technology for Sustainable
Development in Africa heldin Senegal in October, 1993. TheCOPINE proposal wasdeveloped in response
to this call.

When operational, COPINE would be a satellite information exchange network withinteractive capability
linking'urbanandrural centres in 12African countries (Botswana, Ghana, Kenya, Malawi, Morocco,
Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria, South Africa, Tanzania, Tunisia, Uganda, andZimbabwe) andselected
hospitals, universities/institutions anddocumentation/information supply centres located initially in Europe
andelsewhere. TheCOPINE network would notbe a competitor to public switched networks but would be a
network whose success could generate traffic forfuture public networks in Africa and corresponding revenue
to theiroperators. COPINE offers possibilities for data-exchange that aresuperior to thosepresently
available via the Internet andmayserveto complement available Internet services.

Theproject is proposed to be implemented as a Partnership between theparticipating African countries and
European countries.

COPINE operations will be overseen by a Governing Board which would be comprised of representatives
fromparticipating countries, entities andorganizations which financially supportthe project. The
responsibility for theday-to-day running of theproject is proposed to be vested in a permanent COPINE
secretariat.

COPINE would strengthen collaboration between andamong selected universities and institutes within
Africa, as well as with theircounterparts inEurope andthe international community andthus provide a
vehicle for the transfer of know-how andtechnology in a number of priority application fields described
below.

Health Care<Tele-Medicinel

Medical units in less developed andrural areas can, using COPINE, drawupon the expertise as well as the
facilities of betterequipped central hospital facilities in urban areas. COPINE would facilitate the transfer of
highresolution images of, for example, Xrays, computer tomography andothervisual information on a
patient's condition. Thiswould permit the solicitation of advice andthedelivery of consultations by non-local
experts in diagnosing difficult cases. COPINE would alsofacilitate theexchange of data filesand texts
through facsimile andE-mail.

Theproposed Tele-Medicine application aims at improving health carewithin ruralareas. It would also
facilitate monitoring andcoordination of health careactiviuesatnationalandregional levels. In addition; the
COPINE systemcan,in conjunction with othersystems of information onhealth statistics, be usedto assess,
for example, the magnitude andgeographical extent of disease outbreaks, suchas the outbreak of tuberculosis
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andotherplagues. Furthermore, COPINE canbe usedto supportthe training of medical staff in remote rural
areas,following the occurrence of suchoutbreaks or on a regular basis,usingwell established distance
learning methods by specialists at eithernational, regional or intemationallocations.

Tele-Education

Educational centres in Africa equipped to access COPINE canusethe systemto transmiteducational
information to educators in ruralareas. In addition to digital data, graphics, and facsimile, distantlearning
sessions using COPINE can be supported by livevideo transmission withcharacteristics corresponding to
that of modemvideoconference systems. Through its electronic-mail (E-mail) connection. COPINE would
offerAfrica's socialandphysical scientists as well as government entities, electronic accessto data bases
around the world.

Theobjective of the Tele-Education application of the COPINE system would be to improve the quality of
education in remote rural areasby providing educators in theseareaswitha toolthat givesthemeasy and
efficient access to theeducation centres of theircountries. Thequality of education in rural areascouldthen
be improved by broadening the basis uponwhich the educators work Jointprojects involving educators in
severalrural locations and at education centres could be undertaken usingthe COPINE communication
system to monitor the progress of theprojects andto coordinate the results achieved by the participants.

Exchange of Scientific andTechnical Information

Scientists in universities and research institutes indifferent African countries would be ableto use COPINE
to exchange ideas,data andexperiences which would improve thedefinition of regional interests and
problems; COPINE would thus stimulate scientists indifferent countries to worktogether on projectsof
common interest. Collaborative projects would pooltheknow-how andthe resources of several interested
institutions to jointlytackleimportant problems regarding, in particular, healthcare,food security (landcover
and landuse, soil erosion, agricultural productivity, research on cropyieldandseedresistance) and
environmental conditions, all of which areof common concern to African countries.

Management ofNatural Resources andthe Environment

Satellite remote sensingandGeographical Information Systems (GIS)provide an appropriate andnecessary
information base for the management of natural resources andtheenvironment. Thecoverage of largeareas
of the surface of the Earthoffered by environmental satellites, makes it possibleto observe, in near real-time,
globalchange processes which influence anddetermine regional andnational environmental conditions.
Timely andefficient access to data acquired from environmental satellites would helpdeveloping countries to
plan actions to avoid the adverse effects of forthcoming environmental catastrophes suchas drought, flooding
and large-scale infestations. The COPINE system would linkremote sensing andenvironment centres in the
participating African countries to acquisition stations, processing andarchiving facilities located in Europe as
well as in Africa.

User community

The usersof the system would include non-profit entities supported andfinanced by the Governments in their
countries (e.g, universities, institutions of technology, research andapplication centres andhealth-care
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institutions whichareengagedin programmes aimed at responding to themajordevelopment needs of the
greaterpopulatiooin:African COuntries. In bothAfricaandEurope, the COPINE systemwould. be
establishedat institutions oftalent.;including hospitals andleading universities withcreditablescience and
technology programmes. The participating centres in Europe would support the participants in Africa in
three major fields: (i) Collaboration in research (ii) The provision of background information on medicine,
science, technical programmes andapplications; (iii)Thesupplyof satelliteremote sensingdata productsand
technical support in remote sensingdata analysis andapplications.

In order to ensurethat participants in Africa .are able to take full advantage of the CO~INE systemand to
ensurethat theygain the necessary know-how from participating in theprojectwhjc/t they can use to further
the activities startedunderthis project, training of the participants in the useand applieation of the systemis,
an importantelement of the preparations for its operational phase. Training sessionswould be organizedby
industryresponsible for developing andmanufacturing thesystem, as well as by other specialistsrecruited for
the project.

Types of information-exchange supported

ComputerFileTransfer: Computerfiles to be transmitted through the COPINE systemwould be those that
are commercially available withinthe filesize I Megabyte to 105Megabytes. For example, largefiles .
containing 45 Mb to 105 Mb of data,couldcontainraw, pre-processed or processed imagedata acquired
fromenvironmental satellites. Similarly, smaller filesof about2 MB files couldcontainmformationrelated
to medical or scientific processes, high resolution document images or environmental situationmaps.

InteractiveDataTransfer: The COPINE system would offerits users thepossibilityof interactively searching
andretrievinginformation from-distant archives. '.

Document Transmission: The capacityin the COPINE system would makeit possiblefor its users to transmit
"documents" in the formofimages,hard copy(e.g.facsimile, scanner, high-resolution-slow scan-video, etc..)
as wellas charactercodedtext andmessages compatible withE-mail services. The broadcast feature. of the
satellite downlink maybe drawnupon to transmitsimultaneously the samedocument to severaldestinations.
AllEarth stations in the network would be able to transmit andreceive electronic records of documents.

Image and VideoTransmissions: Whenthe capacity in the satellite is not occupied by otherdata
transmissions, the Typelearth stationscan nse the available capacity to transmitand receive videoor
imagery signals at 384 kbit/s (or 2048 kbit/s) witha quality corresponding to at least that of modern video
conferencing systems.

Voice Communication: For caseswhenfast coordination is necessary and in order to facilitate efficient
working-level communications, itis proposedto offer the usersof COPINE the possibility of selective voice
communication. In linewith, the conditions underwhich the COPINE system wouldoperate, the use of the
systemfor voicecommunication must be agreed to by the telecommunication authorities (e.g. the PTTs) in
the country/countries concerned.

Earth Stations

Two types ofEarth stationswhich would be served by the sameINTELSAT satelliteare-currently envisaged.
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Thelargerof the stations(Type I) wouldbe sitedon the premises of eachdesignated host universityl
institution, while the smaller station(Type II) could be used, as may be appropriate, in rural areasandother
locations in eachparticipating country. Participating centres in Europe wouldbe connected to TypeI stations
in Africa. The TypeI stationin Africa would serveas a national hub which communicates withsmaller Type
II stationsin the rural areas andother areas of eachparticipating country. TypeI stations in different
countries in Africawould communicate witheachotheras well as withthe TypeI stationsin Europe.

The type I Earthstation is capable of handling all types of traffic transmitted in the network at a digital rate
rangingfrom 32 kbitls to 2048 kbit/s, In addition to supporting all kindsof data traffic,it is capable of
transmitting and receiving imagery and video sips at 384 kbitls (and2048 kbit/s).

Thetype II Earth stationis modestin its sizeandcapabilities. It is capable of transmitting and receiving data
(andwhere appropriate voice) at 32 kbitls and64 kbitls. In general, the TypeII stations would be
transportable, so that they caneasilybe relocated to servedifferent projects in rural areasor to the sitesof
important scientific or environment events in Africa.

Present Status

A detailed projectdocument was finalized during a special workshop heldin Namibia on 19-23 May 1997.
The Provisional COPINE Governing Boardwillthis final project document at its nextmeeting on 7 and 8
July 1997, in Helsinki, Finland. At that time, the Boardwillmapout the implementation stepsfor the project
including its preparation for submission to theEuropean Governments andtheir respective AIDagencies., for
their endorsement. Wehope that by the timethisBulletin comes out from press, COPINE project has been
givengreen light
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2nd Regional Conference of the African Association of Remote Sensing
of the Environment (AARSE)

on

:"Iessons of experience and the way forward for integrated development
and application of remote sensing and geographic information systems (GIS)

for sustainable development in Africa"

Context: The focus of the Second Regional Conference of AARSEorganised by the NationalCommittee of
Remote Sensing and Geographic Information (CNTlG) from October 4 to 10, 1998 in Abi'djart, Cote
D'ivoire, is to address howdevelopingcountries, especially Africa,couldincrease their capability to share in
the bel1efitS6fl1eveloping andutilisinggeoinformation technologies for their socio-economic growth and
sustainabledevelopment, and designthe wayforwardfor Africato establishan enabling and conducive
environment that will lead to the prospective development andbeneficial application of these revolutionary
technologies for the systematic growth and sustainable development ofthecontentof Africa.

Call for papers: Prospective authors whoare wishing to makeoral andposter presentations ·itt the
conferenceon the objectives and the conference sub-themes are invited to submitan extendedabstract which
shoulllnQt normally be morethan 500 words. The deadline for the abstract is October I, 1997. Authors of
accepted papers will be informed by November 30, 1997while the deadline for the full text of the paper'
shouldbe submittednot later than March31, 1998.

Exhibition: A largeexhibition spacefor manufacturers andcommercialcompanies as well as for research
instituteswishingto exhibit theirhardware and software and their achievements in the fieldsof remote
sensing, GIS and relatedtechnologies will be provided. Bootsin unitsof 4 x 3 metresare available for
US$2500. Interested companies andinstitutes are requested to contactthe conference secretariat.

Workshops: A numberof pre-conference workshops willbe organised. A one-day workshop for decision
makers, DirectorGenerals and Chiefexecutives of resource andenvironmentally basedorganisations on
Geoinformation technology andits impacton socio-economic and sustainable development will be organised.
Arrangement is alsobeingmadeby ISPRS, Unilag ConsultandCNTlGto organisea workshop on
Geoinformation Technology with focus on GIS. Further details on this willbe contained in the second
circularon December 31, 1997.

Otherorganisations wishing to organise workshops related to the theme and sub-themes of the conference are
requested to do so. Suchrequests shouldbe addressed to the conference secretariat.

Information: For further information, pleasecontact:

Conference Secretariat
CNTIG, 22Avenue Delafosse,
Immeuble Delafosse Serne etage 
Abidjan Plateau
BP. V 324Abidjan Cote D'ivoire
Tel: (225) 22-35-30133-10-91
Fax: (225) 22-35-29
E-Mail:cigise@cntig.cntig.ci

OrProfessor P.O. ADENIYI
AARSE President
Faculty ofEnvironmental Sciences,
University ofLagos, NIGERIA
Tel: 234-1-823938
Fax: 234-1-820397/820191
E-mail:adeniyi@pinet.net (prof.
Peter Adeniyi)
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Planned Remote Sensing and GIS activities by United Nations
Organizations and Associated Centres in Africa for 1996,1997

and future years

A EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAMMES TRAINING COURSES, WORKSHOPS AND
SEMINARS

Seventh United Nations International Training Course on Remote Sensing
Education for Educators, being organized in cooperation withthe Government
of Sweden, to beheldat Stockhohn andKiruna, Sweden, from 5 May to 13
June 1997;

United Nations Regional Conferences on Space Technology and Applications
for Development in 1998.

FAOtechnical workshops on landcover mapping, to be heldwithin the
framework of theAFRICOVER project in 1997 and 1998.

FAO/German Foundation for International Development (DSE) workshop for
decision-makers onremote sensing andGIS applications, to be heldin eastern
Africa in 1997;

Fourth United NationslEuropean Space Agency (ESA) Training Course on
Applications of the European Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS) Data toNatural
Resources, Renewable Energy andEnvironment for English-speaking African
countries, to be held at Frascati, Italy, in October 1997;

TheUnited Nations Programme on Space Applications is planning the following
training courses in theperiod 1997-1998:

";;';;1 FAO plansto organize, jointly or on its own, the following remote sensing training
courses, workshops andseminars in 1997 andinfuture years:

AD il ECA, through its education and training programme in 1997 and 1998, will
continue to focus on developing and strengthening institutional, technical and

~i: ii ii'if I human capabilities in the application of cartography andremote sensing
~X X ;, ,;'ii i'l techniques in datacollection for thenatural resources andenvironmental
II' management, while organizing expert meetings to enhance policies anddesign

;,;, ;"";1 legislative guidelines for theuseof cartography andremote sensing in social and
economic planning.

FAO willcontinue providing fellowships andorganizing studytours within the
lIi·.XX.i. ii X;il framework of remote sensing technology transfer activities of field projects in the

eriod 1997·1998.
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A EDUCATION ANDTRAINING PROGRAMMES TRAINING COURSES. WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS (cont)

UNESCO willcontinue to support the following postgraduate trainingcourses in
1997, 1998and future years:

Post graduatecourse on integrated studyandrational useofnatural resources
at the Universite de Paris,de Montpellier andde Toulouse, France;

International postgraduate training course on applications ofremote sensing,
digital image processing and aerospace surveys for appliedgeomorphology
andengineering geology at the International Institute for Aerospace Survey
and Earth Sciences, Enschede, Netherlands;

B. EXPERTS SERVICES. PILOT AND OPERATIONAL PRODUCTS
AND SURVEY MISSIONS

In 1997andbeyond, the Office for OuterSpaceAffairs,underthe UnitedNations
Programme on SpaceApplications, willcontinue tocollaborate with ESA and the
Department for Development SupportandManagement Services (DDSMS) of the
Secretariat in follow-up activities related to therecommendations of the training
courses on applications of the ERSdata to naturalresources, renewable energyand
the environment, held at Frascati, Italy, in 1993, 1994and 195. Effortswill
continue to be madeto identify and implement supportmechanisms to enable
scientists from Africa, Asia and the Pacific, and LatinAmerica and the Caribbean
to receive andutilize ERSdata in resource management.

ECAwill continue to provide, uponrequest, its advisory services to memberStates
to assist themin developing tools andmethods for spatial integrated analysis.
Particular attention willbe givento ECA-sponsored training and servicecentres,
responsible for mapping, remote sensing andGIS applications, whennew
medium-term programmes are implemented by the Regional Centrefor Training in
Aerospace Surveys (RECTAS) and the Regional Centre for Services in Surveying,
Mappingand Remote Sensing (RCSSMRS). Requests weremade by the ECA
Conference of Ministers to evaluate thoseECA-sponsored regional trainingand
servicecentresand to make proposals concerning their continued usefulness and
the waysto betterrationalize, coordinate andharmonize their activities. In
response to that request, ECAwill pursue its actions towards the rationalization
andharmonization of thosecentres. Within the framework ofUNDP-funded
projectRAF194/008, assistance has beenprovided for the rationalization process,
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B, EXPERTS SERVICES, PILOT AND OPERATIONAL PRODUCTS AND SURVEYMISSIONS (cont)

"'E<;:;A
(<:pot)

which started in June 1996 and will continue until June 1998, This project will
review the reconnnendations of the ECA studies in consultation with the respective
Governing Councils of the institutions,
In 1997 and 1998, ECA will undertake a series of technical studies and projects as
well as compile technical reports which will deal with, as essential components,
mapping, remote sensing and geographic information systems, including the
following:

Preparation of a report on guidelines for the effective management of the inter
relationships among food security, population and environmental
sustainability (nexus issues);

Study on appropriate institutional and organizational framework to ensure an
integrated and coordinated analysis of the nexus;

Preparation of a publication entitled "Mapping and land information systems:
proceedings of the Eighth United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference
for Africa";

Completion of the "Digital Cartographic Inventory Atlas" Project.

In the biennium 1997-1998, ECA will establish a database on mapping and
baseline spatial information on Africa, including [coverage, age, formats; CHECK
W/ECA: "existing images and their dates and formats"?], technologies in use,
cadastral surveys and systems, physical and human resources, production
capacities and other relevant factors, such as gender participation and the role of
the private sector. This database will also include information on educational and
training facilities in the area of geoinformation.

ECA will cooperate with FAO in planning, coordinating and implementing
activities ofthe "Land Cover Map and Geodatabase for Africa (AFRICOVER)
[CHECK DEF,BY FAO]" project, in particular those related to the establishment
of an African uniform [geometric; CHECK WIFAO: "geodetic"?] reference,

During the biennium 1997-1998, ECA will coordinate with member States,
relevant inter-governmental and non-governmental organizations the establishment
of a Working Group on Regional Data Standards for Spatially-Related
Information,
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FAa

B. EXPERTS SERVICES, PILOT AND OPERATIONAL PRODUCTS AND SURVEYMISSIONS (cont)

FAO will continue to cooperate with the regional commissions and regional remote
sensing centres in the efficient use of remote sensing technology for the mapping,
assessment and monitoring of renewable natural resources and natural disasters.
The priorities of this assistance will follow the Agenda 21 recommendations of the
United Nations Conference on Environment (UNCED) and the recommendations
of the World Food Summit as well as the related International Conventions
(Desertification, Biodiversity and Climate Change).

Following the successful completion of phases I and 11 of the FAOlUnited States
Agency for International Development (USAID) project on monitoring,
forecasting and simulation of the Nile River, FAO will implement a phase 111
follow-on project during 1997 and 1998 to assist the Government of Egypt in the
consolidation of the results achieved in the earlier phases.

UNESCO

FAO will complete phase 11 of its regional remote sensing and food security early
warning project for the member States of the Southern African Development
Community (SADC) with funding by the Government of the Netherlands. FAO
will also continue its sister project for the countries in the region of the
Intergovernmental Authority on Development (lGAD) in cooperation with the
RCSSMRS with funding by the Government of France. A similar project for West
and Central Africa has also been formulated.

FAO continues to contribute, with the use of remote sensing technology, to the
development of schemes to control animal pest diseases. Earlier studies relating
normalized difference vegetation index data sets from ARTEMIS to tsetse fly
distribution and land utilization types in Nigeria and Togo led to the establishment
of an operational information system to define policies for African animal
trypanosomiasis control. Remote sensing is used to define technical concepts for
tsetse control ill countries where high resolution satellite images are available to
discern land utilization types. A project is currently being prepared to design maps
and GIS to assist II western African countries affected by onchocerciasis.

FAO is preparing a complete coverage of Sierra Leone with satellite image maps
at 1:100.000 scale to support the preparation of/and cover maps by national
experts.

Within the framework of the Geological Applications Remote Sensing (GARS)
programme, organized jointly with the International Union of Geological Sciences,
UNESCO will continue to implement the Third phase of the GARS-Africa project
concerning the creation of a regional remote sensing user network, in cooperation
with the Royal Museum of Central Africa (Belgium).
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B. EXPERTS SERVICES. PILOTAND OPERATIONAL PRODUCTS AND SURVEY MISSIONS (cont)

)~;~I~~••••••. I The network nowincludes Botswana, Burundi, Ethiopia, Rwanda, Swaziland,
I Uganda, UnitedRepublic ofTanzania andzambia. Moreover, remotesensing

data interpretation capabilities will be added to UNESCO's Africaproject, Pan
AfricanNetworkfor a Geological Information System, whichis implemented also
in cooperation with the Royal Museum of Central Africaand the Centre

lit tttt ttti >1 international pour la formation et les echanges geologiques of France;

UNEP, through the GlobalResource Information Database(GRID) network,
maintainsits linkage withproviders andusersof majorremotesensingand
information technology and applications to supporta globalcooperative
assessmentframework to address environmental issues of international
significance. The resultsof its activities arecirculated and/ortransferred to the
other regional GRIDcentres in Bangkok, Geneva and Nairobi,and formthe basis
of initiatives to be takenin 1997andbeyond for capacitydevelopment in data and
databasemanagement in developing countries andcountries witheconomies in
transition.

UNEP, throughGRID-Sioux Falls,willcontinue the development of an
environmental databaseof the GreatLakes Basin of Africaconsistingof satellite
derivedandother spatialdata-sets. UNEP is working withUNDPto assess the
valueof thesedata-setsin addressing the environmental information and
management needs of the Basin.

UNEP,throughGRID-Sioux Falls,collaborates withthe Environment Canada,
WorldResources Institute andotherorganizations in the development of a global
populationdatabase, andmedium-resolution population databaseof Africain a
GIS format.

11\ i}it}>i}} ttl Following the completion of a national landdegradation assessment andmapping
exercisefor Kenya in 1996(seeAllC.I05/631, paragraph67), UNEP, throughthe
Desertification Control Programme (DCIPAC),will continue discussions to
formulate a similarassessment programme for Maliusingthe results of a base

> i"i"il surveyconducted by the "lnstitut Geographique National- FranceInternational
(IGN-FI)". The workis beingcarried out in cooperation withUNEPDivision of
Environmental Information andAssessment (DEIA) and GRIDNairobi.

UNEP, through DCIPAC and GRIDNairobi, has reviewed the World
'·~.·.""»»I Desertification Atlas andis preparing a revised editionfor publication in 1997.
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UNEP, through GRID Nairobi, works with the Michigan StateUniversity to
explore approaches to thedevelopment of national GISwhich integrates both
environmental andsocio-economic layers. A trial system developed for Rwanda
has proved successful andcould be extended to cover thecountries of theAfrica
GreatLakes Basin.

C. DISSEMINATION OR EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION ON THE STATUS OF
TECHNOLOGY OR OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS

In 1997and 1998,ECA will continue to publish its cartographic andremote sensing
bulletin, of which five issues have been published, either as a separate publication or as
a part of a more general publication comprising articles related to natural resources,
food security andtheenvironment.

,..1

ECA plansto organize in 1998 an ad-hoc expertgroup meeting on guidelines for
defining, structuring anddeveloping integrated data-sets, required for policy analysis
andthe decision-making process concerning food security, population and
environmental sustainability andtheirinter-relationships, commonly referred as the
"nexus". Themeeting will befollowed by a workshop for decision-makers on
integrated goo-information systems needed for the management of the nexus issues.

In 1999,ECAwill organize andservice the Tenth United Nations Regional
Cartographic Conference for Africa.

UNEP, through GRID-Sioux Falls, conducts thebiennial comprehensive survey of GIS
and image processing software systems to provide member countries withup-to-date
information abouttheirstatusandtrends. A reportentitled, "Access to environmental
data and information using Internet tools", which wasprepared by GRID-Sioux Fallsin
1996, is available for distribution to developing countries.

UNEP, through GRID-Sioux Falls, provides tensof thousands of userswithaccess to
environmental data andinformation through its World Wide Web (yVWW) site.
Similarly, data andinformation resources of GRID-AreI1dal andGRID-Geneva are
accessible through the Internet andWWW. UNEP willcontinue to enhance the
dissemination of data andinformation of new GRID sitesthrough the Internet and'
WWW, as resources permit.

FAO disseminates information on its activities in thefield of remote sensing andGIS
in support ofFAO progranunes in agriculture, forestry, fisheries, sustainable .
development andfood security through WWW FAO homepage (http://www.FAO.org).
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Section Two: INFORMA TION REVlEVV Planned Remote Sensing and GISadiviues ofthe UN system. ..

D. ESTABLiSHEMENT OF CENTRES FOR SPACE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

In responseto General Assembly resolutions 45/72 of II December 1990and 50/27 of
6 December 1995, the UnitedNations Programme on SpaceApplications continues to

i< 'ii.l makeprogress in establishing UnitedNationsaffiliated regional centresfor space
science and technology education in developing countries, which are expected to

II, ii:; ..•.•'..•·••.· Ienhance theacademic andprofessional capabilities and technical infrastructure in spaceII science and technology in eachregion. Thefollowing activities will be conducted in
1997 and futureyears:

The Programme is providing assistance to the Governments of Morocco and Nigeria
for the establishment of centres for French-speaking and English-speaking countries in
Africa,respectively; thesecentres areexpected to become operational in the second
half ofl997;

ECA will continue to supportthe initiative of the Officefor Outer SpaceAffairsof the
UnitedNations to establishregional centres for space science and technology education
in Africaas a necessary step for the creation of endogenous technical capacityand as a
complement to the training normally offered by regional centres.

E. CAPACITY BUILDING

In 1997and 1998,ECAwillfocus its mainactivities in the fieldof remotesensingand"i i ii iiii iJ geographic information systems, in particular, andgeomatics in general on improving
the capacityofmember States to analyse andmanage the inter-relationship amongfood
security, population andenvironmental sustainability, commouly referred as the
"nexus",

UNEP continues to provide technical backstopping assistance, through the GRlD
Nairobi facility, to Botswana, Burkina Faso, Cote d'Ivoire, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho,
Mozambique, Niger, Uganda, Tanzania andZambia. Significant networking activities
areunderway in GhanaandEritreain 1997in cooperation with the UNDP Officeto
CombatDesertification and Drought. A majorcoordination effort is madeby members
of the WorldBank-sponsored Advisory Committee on Environment Information
Systems in Sub-Saharan Africa. UNEP, UNDP Officeto CombatDesertification and
Drought, WorldBank,French Ministry of Cooperation, Gesellshaft fur Techniscche
Zusammenarbeit (GTZ),USAID and North American Air Defence [CHECK WITH
UNEPj (NORAD) supportthe Committee, which provides a forum for coordination
and exchange of ideas.
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Section Too: INFOR!'1ATION REVIEW

E. CAPACITY' BUILDING (cont)

Planned Remote Sensing and GISactivities ofthe UN system...

L(J1SIEj~< il UNEP continues its capacity. building andnetworking activities in Africaunder ENRIN
i<i::6f~} \ I by holaing workshops for the EastAfrican sub-region incooperation withIGAD. An

information networking strategy has been developed with IGAD, andresource
mobilization action is underway.

UNEP alsocooperates withSADC in thedevelopment of institutional capability in
environment andlandmanagement in theregion andin the establishment of
environmental andnatural resource information networks. A number of networks have
been established, notably in Zambia. (See NAC.I05/631, paragraph 141 (a) and(e).)

UNEP provided support to develop and strengthen national database capability of
Kenya, Uganda andTanzania under theUNDP/Global Environment Facility (GEF)
regional biodiversity project, implemented by FAO. Theproject wascompleted and a
second phaseis now under review.

FAO, through its AFRICOVER project, contributes to strengthening African capacities
in advance geographic information technologies onenvironment andnatural resources.
Thevalue of theAFRICOVER project is notmerely in theusefulness of themaps and
databases tobe produced; the elaboration of suchmaps will initiate efforts towards

ii •.·•.••••.• ...•...• .•..•. 1 capacity building in the region of Africa through thedevelopment of national
information systems onenvironment andnatural resources, cropassessment andfood

.......... • \ .\1 security, landmanagement andlarge watershed management, preparation of investment
field projects andlocust anddesertification control.

Theproject proposal for a Land Cover MapandDigital Database of Africa, which was
formulated by FAOandendorsed bytheUnited Nations Inter-Agency Meeting on
Outer Space Activities, is now beingsubmitted by African countries to potential
donors.
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Section T...,: /NFORMA T/ON REVIEW

A
WORD ABOUT CHANGES

ECA's NEW STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

The Conunission launched twoyearsago a process of change and reform, based on the three principlesof
excellence, greatercost-effectiveness and effective partnership. This renewal processhas been marked by a series
ofbroad consultations, within the secretariat, with experts drawnfrom governments, the private sector, African
regionaland sub-regional 1008, academia, the civil society, the Bureauof the commission and ECA's principal
partners. This programme ofrefonns and renewal, embodied in document EIECNCM.22/2 entitled"Strategic
Directionsfor the Economic Commission for Africa',was examined in deepby the thirty-first sessionof the
Commissionand the twenty-second meeting of the Conference of Ministers, whichendorsed it.

In a nutshell, ECA used to have 21 programmes, whichhavebeen sharpened in focus to five programmes
areas, namely:

• Facilitatingeconomic and socialpolicyanalysis and implementation
• Ensuringfood security and sustainable development
• Strengthening development management
• Harnessing information for Development
• Promoting regional cooperation

Cross cutting thesefive areas are two important issues: gender and capacity building, whichwill influence all
ECA's programme activities.

In addition, majorreviews ofECA's programming and budgeting systems, humanresources management,
skills mix of the professional staffand communications strategy wereundertaken.

The effective implementation of the structure ofECArequired to accommodate the newprogrammes
startedon l't January 1997. In this newstructure, theNatural Resources Division, quite familiarto our readers,
doesn't exist anymore. Its different activities havebeen subsumed withinseveralnew Divisions. As such, the
activitiesrelated to surveying, mapping,remote sensingand geographic information systems, nowadays referred to
as goo-informatics, are now incorporated withinthe Development Information Services Division(D1SD), as a
recognitionthat Geo-informatics is definitely an important subsetofInfonnation Technology at large. The new
Division is headedby Ms. Karima Bounemra Ben Soltane, a nationalof Tunisia. former Directorof the
Regional Institut of Infonnationand Telecommunication Sciences (IRSIT)based in Tunisia.

The intergovenunental machinery of the Commission was also refonnedby the African Ministers for
Planningand Socio-Economic Refonn in May 1997. The subsidiary bodiesofECA are now sevenCommittees
addressingdifferent sectorsof development. Matters on geoinfonnation are dealt by the Committee on
Development Information. The functions of the UnitedNationsRegional Cartographic Conference for Africa, as a
legislativebodyof the Commission, have been subsumed by this Committee on Development Infonnation.
However, the UN Regional Cartographic Conferences for Africa will continue to be convened as a special&
technical Conference.

Dr. Peter N. Mwanza, who as Chiefof the former NaturalResources Divisionwas the focal point at
ECA for the activities concerning Geoinfonnation, wenton earlyretirement on I January 1996.
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Evaluation Questionnaire

&atkrs'evaluation ofthis publication along withcomments and suggestions willbe highly appreci4ted.

Titleof publication: Cartography and RemoteSensingBulletin

No. of issue and date of publication: _

Name of respondent:

Employerof respondent:

Country:

1. How did the publkatlon reach you? Through:

[1 UN Secretariat(mail dispatch, distribution at meetings, conferences, etc)
[1 UN Development Programmeoffice in respondent's country
[1 Government office
[1 Colleague
[1 Others (please specify)

2. Please Indicate your Blsessment of quality oftbe publkation by Inserting the rating number In tbe
appropriate box, using the following Icale:

5 =excellent,4 =very good,3 =good, 2 =poor, I =verypoor, na =not applicable

[1 Presentationlformat
[1 up-to-date

[1reliability of data
[ 1overallquality

[1coverageof subject

3. How useful was the publication to your work? Use this scale:

3 = very useful, 2 = useful, I =not useful, na =not applicable

[ 1information
[ 1overall usefulness

[1 analysis
[1recommendations/policy options

4. Compared to your usual resource publications, do you find this U.N. document to be:

A - above average, B - average,or C • below average [ 1

S. Kindly feel free to give any suggestions for improvement of the publication. Better yet, send a written
contrihutlon on any water related matter for a future Issueof this pUblication.
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Questionnaire d'Evaluation

L'Evaluation des lecteursde cette publicationainsique les commentaires et suggestionsseronthautement apprecies,

Titre de publication: Cartographyand RemoteSensing Bulletin

Numero et date de publication:

Nom du repondant:

Employeurdu repondant:

Pays:

1. Comment avez vous I'e\'U Ia pub6cation! Par Iecanal:

[1 Secretariatdes Nations Unies (par voie postale;distriibution dans one reunion, conference)
[1 Bureau du Programmedes NationsUnies pour IeDeveloppement dans le pays du repondant
[1 Servicede l'Etat
[1 Collegue
[1 Autres (SVP precisez)

2. Indiquez votre evaluation de la qualite de la publication en inserrant votre cote dans la case appropriee, en
utillsant l'eeheUe de cotation suivante :

5 = excellent,4 = tres bien, 3 = bien, 2 = faible, I = tres faible,na = non applicable

[1presentation/format [1 fiabilitedes donnees [1 couverture dusujet

[ [Mise ajour [1qualite generale

3. Dans queUe mesure cette publication est utile pour votre travail! utllisez cette echeUe :

3= Ires necessaire,2=necessaire,na = non applicable

[1information
[1utilite globale

[1 analyse
[1recommandations/strategies-politiques

4. Compare aUI publleations habltueUes, ce document des Nations Unles est II:

A - plus que moyen B- Moyen ou C- en dessousde la moyenne [ 1

5. Soyez IIbre de donner toute proposition d'amelloration de cette publication. MieuI encore, envoyez-nous
nne contribution ecrlte sur toute question relative io I'eau pour Ie prochain numero de cette publication.
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